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ABSTRACT
Opportunities for Second Language Development with the Use of Digital Tools: Analyzing
a Multi-age Primary Community’s Experiences from an Activity Theory Perspective
by
Ellen Dougherty
The purpose of this eight-week study was to analyze how a multi-age primary community
utilized the technology available to them from an activity theoretical perspective. In addition, it
was aimed at exploring how the technology provided opportunities for second language
development. The study relied on Cultural Historical Theory (CHAT) and mainstream
sociocultural perspectives that originated from Vygotsky’s work, further developed by SCT
theorists. This dissertation employed qualitative methodology, including in-depth interviews
with members of the multi-age community: the five educators, the lead administrator, and the
Educational Computing Consultant (ECS), and observations and field notes. Digital data (which
included videos and photos) collected by student-participants, entries from hard-backed paper
journals places in each of the five classrooms, and artifacts from the school wiki were included
as well. Significantly, formal interviews with student-participants did not occur as they became
self-proclaimed student-researchers in the study. These data collection tools were employed to
explore the use of digital tools in learning in the MAC and how these tools mediated second
language development.
The data were analyzed and discussed from a CHAT perspective, examining the
components of the Activity System (AS): the rules, the object, the division of labor, the
mediating tools, and the outcomes, as well as sociocultural constructs. Findings revealed the use
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of digital tools in learning was embedded throughout the AS providing propitious opportunities
for second language development and, indeed, for learning across the curriculum.
The data collected revealed that digital tools were ubiquitous and embedded in all aspects
of learning in the MAC activity system. Participants used these tools as individuals use any tool,
pens, pencils, books, and dictionaries, in purposeful, intentional activity in the mediation of
learning, specifically in second language development.
The data also revealed that the four interacting components of the MAC AS prioritized a
multivocality in the community that was formed by all the participants within the community in
activity. Consistent collaboration and cooperation in this multivocalic system resulted in the
formation of a collective ZPD, creating a positive, emotional experience, which fostered a
confidence by inclusion in the community, that engendered competence, offered opportunities
for second language development, and facilitated creativity.
Finally, the data revealed that the convergence of situated, common rules, objects,
division of labor, outcomes, and mediating tools that construct the conditions of activity can be
significantly altered when the integrity of the system, like the integrity of any intentionally
designed structure, is compromised.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
1.1 Introduction
The use of technology in both the private and public sectors of society has continued to
increase and expand at an exponential rate over the past three decades. Digital technologies such
as iPod Touches, iPads, cell phones, IM, email, Web 2.0 tools, the Internet, and social media
have become ubiquitous, employed by many levels of society throughout the world, and have
become increasingly influential in global economic and political events. Given the growing
importance of technology in our digital world, educators are being called upon to incorporate
instruction in technology and integrate these digital tools in classrooms providing students with
‘new literacies’, and the ability to effectively function in a more global society (see, e.g., Coiro,
Knobel, Lankshear, & Leu, 2008; Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, & Castek, 2019; International ICT
Literacy Panel, 2007; New London Group, 1996; Boxall & Purcell, 2011; Thorne, 2010,
Warschauer & Ware, 2010).
Concurrently, school districts and educators are addressing the many issues related to the
influx of second language students in classrooms across the United States. Increases in public
school enrolments of Hispanics, Asians/Pacific Islanders, and American Indians/Alaska natives
are projected over the next decade, while decreases are expected for Caucasians and AfroAmericans (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2011). The United States is expected to
experience significant continued increases in ethnic and racial diversity, with the Hispanic
population projected to double in size, over the next four decades (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011).
The continued increase in culturally and linguistically diverse populations will require second
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language educators to examine how best to adapt classroom instruction to effectively meet the
needs of an increasingly diverse population.
Increased technology capabilities provide extraordinary opportunities for second
language teachers to effectively address the needs of this burgeoning group of culturally and
linguistically diverse students. These technologies provide great challenges as well; second
language educators are required to be au courant in the expanding arena of digital tools and
knowledgeable on how best to integrate these tools in pedagogically sound environments.
Significantly, there is no single, established theoretical framework informing developments or
the directions in computer mediated interaction (CMI) or computer assisted language learning
(CALL) (Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007). Consequently, there has been a growing demand for
more research in all areas of Information Technology, (IT), Information Communications
Technology (ICT) and the interface of second-language learning and IT / ICT in education
(Coiro, Knobel, Langshear, & Leu, 2008; Thorne, 2008; Ware & Warschauer, 2008). Continued
research in these areas, as well as current research in ‘new literacies’, will influence how the
acquisition of critical thinking skills, often referred to as 21st-century skills, and digital literacies,
hold the promise of transforming all classroom instruction, not just second language classroom
instruction (Coiro, Knobel, Lankshear, & Leu, 2008; Gee, 2003; Lanshear & Knobel, 2003;
Thorne, 2008; Warschauer & Ware, 2010).
The field of computer assisted language learning, or CALL as it is most commonly
referred to in the literature, is continually expanding and evolving, as methods in second
language teaching change, and the use of technology becomes more ubiquitous, influential, and
an integral part of our daily lives. The list below, although not exhaustive, represents the variety
of acronyms the field of computer assisted language learning has utilized over the past forty
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years as it has adapted to changes in technology and the introduction of new, technological tools
(Hubbard, 2009). This list attests to the ever changing, ever developing arena of technology
assisted language learning.
CALL – Computer-assisted language learning
CELL – Computer-enhanced language learning
TELL – Technology-enhanced language learning
TALL – Technology-assisted language learning
CALI

Computer-assisted language instruction

CBLT Computer-based language training
IT

Information technology

ICT

Information and communication technology

NBLT Network-based language teaching
DLL

Digital language teaching

MALL Mobile assisted language learning
CMC

Computer mediated communication

CMI

Computer mediated instruction

ICT

Information Communication(s) Technology

WELL Web-enhanced language learning
MALL Mobile-assisted language learning
NBLT Network-based language teaching
1.2 CALL: Computer Assisted Language Learning
Particularly important to the present research is the study of CALL, (computer assisted
language learning) the acronym used widely by many researchers and practitioners in the field of
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technology aided language learning. CALL has been expanded to include handheld
communication devices and includes the complex process where technology, theory, and
pedagogy are interwoven (Egbert & Hanson, 2007, 2005; Garrett, 2009). CALL has its
beginnings in the 1960s with the development of computer-based drill and practice course
materials, fashioned primarily after PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching
Operations) (Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007; Hubbard, 2009; Warschauer, 1997). PLATO, a
system of courseware that provided instruction for second language acquisition, was housed on a
mainframe computer at the University of Illinois. Students studying various languages would use
terminals to access grammar explanations, direct translations, and exercises in vocabulary and
grammar. PLATO was later implemented at several other universities in North America.
Similar projects were found at other tertiary institutions, including Stanford University,
which employed computer assisted instruction (CAI) to teach elementary Russian. Several
Canadian universities also offered second language instruction software in Italian, English,
French, German, and Spanish (Butler-Pascoe, 2011). CAI programs were employed in foreign
language classrooms during the 1960s as the Audio-Lingual Method (ALM) gained prominence
in foreign language teaching.
These early systems of online communication and computer-assisted language instruction
employed the computer as tutor, providing students with practice, feedback, frequent
reinforcement, and remediation at their level (Crook, 1994; Levy, 1997; Woolley, 1994).
Programmed instruction, incorporating the computer as tutor, was based on behaviorist learning
theories of the 1960s, most importantly B.F. Skinner’s operant-conditioning model of linguistic
behavior (Butler-Pascoe, 2011). The behaviorist model of instruction broke down learning into
smaller, specific tasks, provided for individualized self-pacing, and relied heavily on positive,
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frequent reinforcement; all of which are integral parts of early computer-assisted instruction.
Programmed instruction complimented the Audio-Lingual Method, which also emphasized
mastery of language patterns through drill and practice in language classrooms across North
America during the 1960s. In Britain, a similar approach, the Situational Language Teaching
Approach, emphasized repetition and memorization of structural patterns to master oral
language.
This programmed instruction provided immediate, objective feedback to language
students as well as the opportunity for self-pacing and repeated practice on topics such as
grammar, vocabulary, and syntax. Second language learning was broken into chunks; patterns
and structures were sequenced, learners were drilled on specific topics, and, upon mastery, the
learner successfully moved on (Warschauer, 1995/1996). This computer-assisted method of
instruction was often referred to as ‘drill and kill’ (Hanson-Smith, 2003, p.22), as it emphasized
memorization through practice, to the detriment of meaningful communication, although there
have some positive findings for this form of instruction, and it is still employed in many elearning environments today (Towndrow & Valance, 2004).
In one study, students enrolled at Stanford University in computer-assisted Russian
courses scored significantly higher than those that did not have access to CAI in their classes
(Suppes & Jerman, 1969). It was also noted that these students had a lower dropout rate than
those attending Russian courses based on a more traditional curriculum. Also, Adams, Morrison,
& Reddy (1968) noted students learning German using computer-assisted language instruction at
the University of New York at Stony Brook scored significantly higher in writing, and slightly
higher in reading, than those students taught through more traditional methods; they did not
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observe, however, any substantial difference in the speaking and listening competencies of both
groups involved in this study.
Based on their study, Adams et al. (1968, p. 16) concluded that CAI “… has the potential,
when further developed, to take on a significant burden of the more mechanical portions of early
foreign language instruction.” Despite research, albeit limited, suggesting that CAI drill and
practice programs provided an advantage for the more mechanical sectors of second language
teaching, the field of CALL and the use of technology in second language learning remained
fairly insignificant until the arrival of the microcomputer in the 1980s (Towndrow & Valance,
2004).
In the mid-60s, cognitive-development researchers such as Piaget began to challenge the
Behaviorist model of learning, which employed the computer as tutor, arguing that there was a
strong cognitive basis for language development in children. Research began to develop focusing
on the learning environment created opportunities for meaningful communication. These
developments prompted second language educators to reevaluate and reflect on the effectiveness
of the Audio-Lingual Method, prevalent at the time (Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Warschauer, 1996).
The rote learning, memorization and drill of ALM limited students’ creative capacity and longterm communication competence (Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Warschauer, 1995/1996). A decade of
experimentation with alternative second language teaching methods followed, resulting in a
paradigm shift and, consequently, the emergence of the Communicative Language Teaching
Approach (Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Nunan, 1989; Warschauer, 1995/1996).
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) was designed to provide learners with real
world situations that require second language learners to use language as a tool to accomplish
meaningful tasks and goals (Brown, 2000; Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Nunan, 1989). As CLT
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developed, the focus in language learning and instruction shifted from emphasis on grammar,
vocabulary, and pronunciation to more learner centered tasks that emphasized genuine
communication, thus encouraging learners to converse, interact, and integrate the language skills
they acquired. Project-based learning activities emerged in second language classrooms as more
authentic, collaborative communication began to replace the Audio-lingual methods of drill and
practice. Vance Stevens (1989), a CALL researcher, contended that CALL activities and
software should be constructed on intrinsic motivation and should enhance interactivity between
learners and the tools being used. Stevens suggested that CALL software should be selected that
went beyond the typical second language courseware, a concept he termed ‘eclecticism’.
Educational software including text reconstruction programs, reading mazes, and
language games became more prevalent as the Communicative Approach to second language
teaching gained prominence in the late 1970s (Warschauer, 1995/1996). The computer, although
still largely used as tutor for practice, provided second language students with greater choice and
control, thus stimulating more creative, critical thinking (Levy, 1997). Interested educators, as
well as commercial entities, began developing software designed to integrate the use of
microcomputers in a variety of educational contexts. Software such as Sim City, Civilization,
and Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego, although not specifically designed for second
language learners, provided students from a variety of cultures with a common platform, thereby
facilitating communication (Healy & Johnson, 1995; Warschauer, 1995/1996). It appeared that
the discussions held by participants around a computer were as beneficial for language learning
as the opportunities within the simulations (Stevens, 1989). Technology offered new resources
and possibilities that promised to transform language instruction and pedagogy (Hubbard, 2009).
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Innovative academic and commercial software continued to emerge in the latter part of
the 1980s and early 1990s, as the personal, microcomputer began to find its niche in general
society. Microcomputers, such as the Apple II, IMB, PC, and BBC, became increasingly popular
for personal and home use, and were subsequently integrated in educational settings (Hubbard,
2009; Thorne, 2003). Powerful applications including word processors, electronic databases,
spreadsheets, and access to the Internet, were essential components of these new digital tools.
Word processors proved to be ideal for teaching process-based writing to both native and nonnative speakers and were aligned with new pedagogical approaches to writing (Zamel, 1987).
Revision and peer editing were facilitated through cut and paste functions, spelling checkers,
dictionaries, and the ability to peer review writing electronically.
As computers became more integrated in writing instruction, research on the use of
computers in second language writing classes emerged in the1980s (Engberg, 1983). Engberg’s
research on middle school ESL students using word processors in writing tasks revealed that
students employing computers in their writing had a greater sense of pride, more easily shared
their work with their peers, and wrote more. The increased collaboration on authentic writing
tasks among students and teachers during the revising and editing stages was noted as being
especially valuable for ESL students who often find it difficult to put their ideas and words on
paper. Teachers were no longer simply the final critics in the writing process, solely assigning
grades; rather they assumed roles as mentors or editors, co-constructing writing tasks with their
students. A similar study by Piper (1986) suggested that the word processor acted as a catalyst
for interaction as students collaboratively edited each other’s writing and addressed the myriad
of problems that arise when writing in a second language.
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In the early part of the 1990s, with the development of Apple Macintosh’s innovative
HyperCard and the abundance of commercially produced software programs for the PC, the
computer continued to be employed for writing purposes and began to be viewed and used as a
tool for learning (Levy, 1997). Educators incorporated more collaborative applications such as
email, CD-ROMS, word processing, and bulletin boards into student projects. Multimedia
courseware began to include video clips, hypertext, animation, graphics and sound, serving to
enhance student motivation, comprehension, and engagement. These asynchronous tools
provided the opportunity for language learners to communicate, collaborate, and negotiate
meaning through authentic tasks. CALL was no longer limited to computer-learner interactions,
rather it created opportunities for widespread communication, participation, and the integration
of technology in English language instruction beyond the immediate classroom (Chapelle, 2001;
Warschauer, 1997). Computer-assisted language instruction was rapidly giving way to Computer
Mediated Communication (CMC).
With increased and more powerful Internet capabilities, CMC delivered all the benefits of
computer-enhanced writing of the 1990s: authentic audience, collaboration, motivation, and peer
review, and much more (Butler- Pascoe, 2011; Warschauer, 1996/1996). Second language
students found the Internet to be a powerful tool for interacting as they carried out tasks and
completed projects in authentic learning environments (Levy, 1997; Taylor & Gitsaki, 2003;
Warschauer, 1995/1996). They collaboratively interacted and communicated with authentic
audiences, while completing authentic tasks that promoted comprehension and facilitated speech
production (Butler- Pascoe, 2011). While attending to individual learning styles, teachers could
now facilitate more integrative and collaborative approaches to language instruction and taskbased learning.
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One noteworthy model of task-based learning, which utilized the power of the Internet, is
the WebQuest developed in 1995 by Bernie Dodge and the Department of Technology at San
Diego State University. Each WebQuest is an inquiry-based activity structured to facilitate use of
web resources to stimulate critical thinking and research skills as students collaboratively
complete tasks (Dodge, 2007). Students naturally employ language, combining reading, writing,
listening and speaking into a single activity, the WebQuest, as they complete the assigned tasks.
One of the major benefits of this type of task-based instruction “is that it facilitates a principal
focus on content, without sacrificing a secondary focus on language form or learning strategies”
(Warschauer, 1996, p.4).
Mark Warschauer’s (1996) seminal article, “Computer Assisted Language Learning: An
Introduction”, suggests that these first 30 years of CALL outlined above may be categorized into
three, well-defined phases: Behaviorist, Communicative, and Integrative. Each of these phases
matches the developments in computer use in second language teaching with paradigms of
second language teaching of the time. Behaviorist CALL was based on the dominant Behaviorist
theories of the 1960s when the computer was employed as basically a tutor or stimulus in
courseware and instruction was characterized by drill and practice activities. The Communicative
CALL phase was based on the communicative approach to language teaching popularized in the
1970s, which emphasized more authentic communication and learning tasks. The computer,
although still used as a tutor for skill and practice, was employed also as a tool or “workhorse”
providing second language students with more control, autonomy, interaction, and opportunity
for problem solving and critical thinking. The third phase, Integrative CALL, characterized by
the development of multimedia computers and the Internet, provides learners with more
authentic learning environments where all four second language skills, reading, writing,
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listening, and speaking, can be combined and practiced in a single activity. Warschauer suggests
we are only at the beginning stages of this phase. The Internet will continue to provide a
multitude of opportunities for communication in the target languages for second language
learners, multimedia programs will immerse students in rich environments for language
acquisition, and digital tools will eventually become natural, integral parts of any second
language classroom.
As early as 1990, Michael Levy appealed for a unified theory of CALL anticipating it
would provide a necessary, cohesive framework for the teaching and learning of languages with
technology. In a comprehensive survey Levy (1997) carried out in the mid-nineties among
CALL practitioners, it was noted there was a significant lack of innovative pedagogical
approaches in the implementation of computers in second language instruction. “Data Driven
Learning was the only new approach to language teaching that was cited by survey respondents
as a direct result of the attributes of the computer” (Levy, 1997, p.123).
Levy (1997) proposed that further research be conducted on the integration of new,
digital technologies in second language classrooms, concluding that second language learners
would benefit from the inclusion of these new, digital technologies in the curriculum. He
suggested the real power behind successful CALL integration in second language classrooms lies
with the language teachers, as it is they who determine what materials will be employed in
classrooms. Levy suggested a unified theory of CALL would provide second language
instructors with pedagogical knowledge to modify existing curriculum to incorporate new
technologies, as well as provide them with assistance on how to effectively and efficiently guide
students in employing these new technologies. A collateral benefit, he proposed, would be the
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preparation of second language students for the future demands of technology beyond the
classroom.
Joy Egbert and Elizabeth Hanson-Smith (1999, 2007), researchers in technologyenhanced language learning environments and leaders in the TESO International Association,
suggest it is not essential to have one unified theory of CALL; rather CALL research should
focus on how second languages are learned or acquired, rather than the technology, in framing an
overarching theory. Instructional Technologies (IT) should support learning styles and assist the
goals or objectives of each unique second language environment; instruction and learning should
be enhanced through the use of IT. Egbert and Hanson-Smith suggest that second language
educators would benefit from a concrete, clear knowledge of basic principles of second language
acquisition, rather than knowledge of a specific theory of CALL.
Egbert & Hanson-Smith’s research on creating optimal CALL second language learning
environments has been greatly influenced by Bernard Spolsky’s (1989) general theory of
conditions for language acquisition. Spolsky’s theory outlines four essential elements for optimal
second language acquisition (SLA) environments: learners’ present knowledge, abilities,
motivation, and opportunity. Egbert and Hanson-Smith posit that opportunity, defined as the
actual learning environment plus the exposure to the second language in the environment, may
well be the most influential element in second language acquisition. It is this component that
teachers and technology can most directly influence in second language classrooms and is a valid
predictor of learning outcomes as it reduces the influence of other variables outside the learner’s
control: familial circumstances, socioeconomic limitations and language limitations (Fraser,
1986; Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007). Spolsky suggests the acquisition of a second language is
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dependent on the strength of each of four factors, opportunity, learners’ present knowledge, their
abilities, and their motivation, in the learning ‘ecology’ (Brown, 2000; van Lier, 2004).
Drawing on Spolsky’s research, Egbert and Hanson-Smith (1999, 2007) argue there are
eight research-based conditions which support optimal language learning when technology is
integrated in second language classrooms. These components should guide technology
integration:
•

Interaction and negotiation of meaning;

•

Interaction with an authentic audience in the target language;

•

Involvement in authentic tasks;

•

Exposure to and production of varied and creative language;

•

Provision of feedback and sufficient time;

•

Mindful attention to the learning process by both instructors and students;

•

Atmospheres with ideal stress and anxiety; and

•

Support and encouragement of autonomy.

Echoing Egbert and Hanson-Smith’s work, Warschauer and Healey (1998) suggested
several benefits technology holds for language learners. These benefits include:
•

Multimodal repetition accompanied with feedback;

•

Individualization in classroom contexts;

•

Collaborative and competitive group or pair work on tasks;

•

Diversity of learning styles and accessible resources;

•

Exploratory learning through a variety of language resources;

•

Genuine, real-life skill building in the use of computers; and

•

The “fun factor” (p.59).
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Technology and computers provide second language learners with authentic,
individualized opportunities for language acquisition; however, it is the pedagogically sound
integration and employment of technology to support language learning, not merely the
technology, which makes a difference in language learning (Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 1999,
2007). Since the late 1980s, there has been a marked increase in research on the employment of
digital tools and interest in pedagogical activities using technology. Many scholarly journals
specifically dedicated to technology use in language classrooms have appeared informing the
practice of second language educators: CALICO Journal, Computer Assisted Language
Learning, Language Learning, Language Learning & Technology, Language Testing, The
Modern Language Journal, Studies in Second Language Acquisition, and TESOL Quarterly
(Thorne, 2009).
However, continued research on CALL theory and practice has not led to one
overarching theoretical framework or theory for CALL, rather it remains a field driven by
variations and adaptations of existing theories in linguistics, psychology, and education
(Chapelle, 1997, 2003; Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 1999, 2007; Hubbard, 2008, 2009; Levy &
Stockwell, 2006). It is the principles of language learning that provide the framework to ground
technology use in second language classrooms (Egbert, Akasha, Huff, & Lee, 2011). Continued
developments in new technologies have led to novel forms of communication, collaboration, text
production, and online social interaction.
1.3 Computer-Mediated Communication
These innovative forms of communication, collaboration, and social networking may be
included under the term Computer-mediated communication (CMC), broadly defined as any
communicative interaction that occurs through e-mails, chat rooms, text messaging, or social
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networking on networked computers. CMC, one of the most researched areas in the field of
CALL, changes the nature of interactions from learner/computer to collaborations with
learners/other second language learners/native speakers through current technologies. The
prevalence of CMC research may be due to its text-based nature combined with its highly
collaborative nature, characteristics that are common in face-to-face (F2F) environments as well
(Hubbard, 2008, 2009; Thorne, 2003; Warschauer, 1995, 1995/1996, 1997).
CMC has been divided along the two main themes of time, synchronous or asynchronous,
and modality, text, audio, and video (Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007; Hubbard, 2008;
Warschauer, 1997). Interactions in synchronous, or real time, environments include chat, instant
messaging (IMS), multi-user domain, object oriented (MOO), and voice over Internet protocols,
(VOIP). Asynchronous environments, where in interaction is delayed, include email, discussion
boards, and blogs. Recently, new tools such as Twitter, wikis, online collaborative writing
applications such as Google Docs and other Web 2.0 tools, have emerged, incorporating
elements of both synchronous and asynchronous environments.
Studies carried out in text-based, synchronous environments have suggested that student
participation in these ‘real-time’ environments is more balanced and equitable than in face-toface environments and, moreover, provides for increased time for reflection for individual
participants (Roed, 2003; Thorne, 2010; Ware & Warschauer, 2010; Warschauer, 1995,
Warschauer & Healey, 1998). It has been noted that comprehensive text-based practice in CMC
tasks appears to increase oral proficiency as well as to support the negotiation of meaning among
the participants (Smith, 2003; Payne & Whitney, 2003; Thorne, 2010). Although, much of the
research in synchronous CMC has been carried out in text-based environments, chat, email, IMS,
wikis, and blogs. Moreover, research is now being carried out on virtual environments, such as
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Second Life and Active Worlds, where second language learners interact and chat with native
speakers and experience culture through virtual worlds (Levy, 2009; Stevens, 2006, 2008).
At the same time, numerous studies on asynchronous CMC using email, discussion
boards, blogs, wikis, and new literacies suggest possibilities for a wider, more varied integration
of CMC in second language classrooms (Belz, 2001; Thorne, 2003, 2009, 2010; Ware, 2005;
Ware & Warschauer, 2010; Warschauer, 1995). As noted, these media support authentic tasks
and authentic audiences, as well as provide opportunities for reflection for second language
learners, which is often lacking in face-to-face exchanges (Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007;
Sotillo, 2000; Thorne, 2003, 2009; Warschauer & Ware, 2010). Recent studies indicate that
university students consider email an archaic form of communication, and prefer to exchange
information using instant messaging, Twitter, and social networking sites, such as Facebook or
MySpace (Thorne, 2009, 2010; Warschauer & Ware, 2010). With recent developments in Web
2.0 tools, CMC has been enthusiastically and quickly adopted by this generation of students, the
first generation to have grown up with digital tools (Soloman & Schrum, 2010).
1.4 Web 2.0 Tools
At the end of the 20th century, the growth of the Internet, expansion in Web 2.0 tools, and
the use of web-based, computer-mediated communication transformed the use of technology in
language learning (Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Egbert et al, 2009; Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007;
Warschauer & Healey, 1998; Warschauer & Ware, 2005). At that time, the computer changed
from a tool for information processing to a tool for communication and collaboration. As CALL
moves into the 21st century, a new generation of web-based tools, blogs, wikis, podcasts and
social networking sites, has emerged that engages second language students through
collaborative interaction (Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Egbert et al, 2009; Egbert & Hanson-Smith,
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2007; Thorne, 2009; Warschauer & Ware, 2010). The introduction of these Web 2.0 tools
provides authentic communication with authentic audiences and further broadens opportunities
for sharing, writing and publishing, expanding the possibilities for using CALL (Butler-Pascoe,
2011; Egbert & al, 2009, Kern, 2006; Soloman & Schrum, 2010). The collaborative and
communicative nature of Web 2.0 tools provides enhanced opportunities for students to engage
in tasks that develop critical thinking and writing skills, which were previously limited by
traditional tools (Soloman & Schrum 2010).
According to Dede, Dierterle, Clarke, Ketelhut, and Nelson (2007), students no longer
see “face-to-face learning as the gold standard for education” (p.339). They have begun to view
these more traditional environments as boring, in large part due to their learning experiences
outside of school using digital tools and games. Barab, Thomas, Dodge, Carteaux, and Tuzun
(2005) suggest this dissatisfaction provides an opportunity for educators and instructional
designers to exploit classroom culture and engage students’ interests outside the classroom to
create curricula that promotes learning and encourages creative thinking.
Emerging research indicates that students make gains in learning in environments that
integrate Web 2.0 tools and multiuser virtual environments (MUVEs). Hickey, Ingram-Goble,
and Jameson (2009) suggest that larger gains in student learning and achievement were achieved
by sixth grade students using Quest Atlantis (a MUVE that requires participants to save a dying
city) than by students who used expository texts to master the same concepts. In a similar study,
Ketelhut (2007) found that embedding science inquiry in MUVEs might act as a catalyst for
students’ self- efficacy and might change the way students learn.
An example of a MUVE which may facilitate student learning and provide gains in
achievement is Second Life, a 3-D multiuser world which focuses on social interaction, provides
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students with opportunities to build, learn, and interact with individuals around the world.
Participants create an avatar, or persona, and become residents of Second Life, free to roam
around a variety of virtual worlds. Second Life is designed for individuals 18-year-olds or older;
however, there is a complementary site, Teen Second Life, reserved for students between 13 and
17 years of age. Although research into the use of virtual environments for second language
learning is only beginning, it has been noted that Second Life offers authentic opportunities for
second language learners to explore and interact while learning (Wagner, 2008). These users can
practice new linguistic behaviors and repeat them in safe, productive environments.
Lomicka and Lord (2009) suggest in their book, The Next Generation: Social Networking
and Online Collaboration in Foreign Language Learning that Web 2.0 tools provide
opportunities for second language students to practice new behaviors, create their own
experiences, and construct their own knowledge. This ‘learning-by-doing’ is beneficial for
second language learners as it promotes social learning, captures students’ interests, and provides
authentic opportunities to learn about other cultures. These tools meld with digital natives’ habits
of communication; students regularly use Web 2.0 tools like Facebook and Twitter to
communicate with friends and family. Thorne, Black & Sykes (2009) propose that educators
leverage second language learners’ interest in Web 2.0 tools to promote the creation of learning
communities that facilitate activities such as collaborative writing, file sharing, blogging and
social networking both inside and outside of second language classroom.
Gwen Soloman and Lynne Schrum in their book, Web 2.0 How-to for Educators, suggest
Web 2.0 tools be exploited to change education by providing all students the opportunities to
hone their skills of collaboration, communication, and creativity. They suggest Web 2.0 tools can
provide educators with opportunities to create communities of learners that take advantage of
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digital learners’ belief in the connected nature of ideas and people. The Internet, the convergence
of online applications, and cloud computing provide students with opportunities to link contexts,
to gain perspective, and to develop expertise cost-free or relatively cheaply. Unfortunately,
however, as Lemke and Coughlin (2009) note, “The use of these tools in American classrooms
remains the province of individual pioneering classrooms” (p.11). Given the timid nature of
some educators in facing new, unfamiliar technology, this pioneering attitude is far too often
absent.
1.5 Legislation / Agencies
The ubiquitous nature of digital technologies in our global society and their importance
and impact in education are apparent by the established goals and standards that continue to be
reviewed and adopted by educational authorities for the use of technology with all students, not
only with second language learners. To wit, the U.S National ESL Standards - PreK-12 English
Language Proficiency Standards Framework (TESOL, 2006), the International Society for
Technology in Education (ISTE) NETS for Students, Teachers and Administrators (ISTE, 2007),
the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2004, 2010), and the Council of Europe’s Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages, have each outlined Information
Communications Technologies (ICT) competencies for educators, administrators, and students
from early childhood through adulthood.
The U.S. National Education Technology Plan calls for using ICT and “state-of-the-art
technology” to engage and inspire all students, regardless of language, culture, or ability, to
become more productive members of a global society. In a recent report entitled Transforming
Education: Learning Powered by Technology, Executive Summary, the U.S. Department of
Education, Office of Educational Technology, recommends that learning opportunities for all
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students use real-world tools, such as blogs, wikis, and the Internet to access digital content to
conduct and collaboratively construct research on real-world problems (U.S. Department of
Education, Office of Educational Technology, 2010). Regardless of the domain, mathematics,
science, art, music, or language acquisition, the report suggests expertise and competence in 21st
century skills such as critical thinking, collaboration, and problem solving must be included in all
parts of the curriculum. The Office of Educational Technology emphasizes “These competencies
are necessary to become expert learners, which we all must be if we are to adapt to our rapidly
changing world over the course of our lives.” (U.S. Department of Education, Office of
Technology, 2010, p. 9).
Although the discussion continues as to the specific digital competencies and expertise
students, teachers, and administrators should possess, there is general agreement that as
technology becomes more ubiquitous, educators must fulfill the needs of the digital generation as
they take their place in a more connected and competitive 21st century society. Administrators
are no longer questioning the value of integrating technology in education but are now facing the
task of staffing institutions with specialists to provide professional development on current tools
and trends as well as how to integrate CALL into the curricula. As a result, CALL research has
been more focused on the practical applications and implications of digital technologies in
second language classrooms, rather than theoretical perspectives (Chapelle, 2001, 2009, 2010).
CALL research is particularly diverse and covers a wide range of methods, topics, questions,
populations, and theoretical underpinnings (Butler-Pascoe, 2011; Egbert et al, 2009).
1.6 Trends in Research
The diversity in CALL research, the expansion of technologies, and their use in language
learning have provided myriad opportunities for research in second language learning with
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technology. Chapelle (2010) suggests that CALL research continue to move beyond quantitative,
outcomes- oriented research to continued, practice driven research aimed at improving languagelearning technology. A research synthesis by Grgurovic and Chapelle (2007) of 200
experimental and quasi-experimental studies between 1970 and 2006 revealed that computer
instruction is slightly better than traditional instruction and that more often than not improvement
has been observed for students using CALL. Many informed educators sanction the integration
of technology in second language classrooms as an integral part of effective teaching, based on
pedagogical principles (Dede, 1995). Second language teachers agree that CALL research must
address the principles of effective language learning as well as the affordances of technology as
pedagogical frameworks are developed for second language acquisition (Egbert et al, 2011;
Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 2007; Warschauer, 1997, 2000; Warschauer & Healey, 1998).
An example of practice driven research is Black’s (2005, 2009) study of second language
students’ participation in online fan fiction writing communities and how this participation
affords opportunities for language development and socialization. Fan fiction writing
communities provide online opportunities for young writers, or fans, to take an existing medium,
such as a book, video game or movie, to create their own online remix. Fans can introduce new
ideas, music, or images to extend the existing plotlines. Black describes how second language
students used their L2 of English to create, rework and post fictional narratives on the web site,
www.fanfiction.net. She contends that online fan fiction writing promotes informal learning
communities that benefit adolescent literacy development, increase proficiency in the L2, and
foster students’ self-efficacy in English. One participant, Nanako, exhibited noticeable
improvement in writing as she responded to participating fan’s suggestions and feedback, often
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revising her work and then reposting her narratives. This collaborative and participatory form of
writing provides interactional contexts with authentic audiences as well as individual feedback.
Lam’s (2000, 2004, 2006) ethnographic research on online fan spaces also informs our
understanding of how English language learners construct identity online and how online social
networks create opportunities for language acquisition. Lam (2000) details how Almon, a high
school student who recently immigrated to the United States from China, improved his language
skills by creating a web site in an online, fan community. He gained confidence in English, by
remixing existing media, images, songs, and text to create a web site on a popular Japanese
musician. According to Lam, this remixing provided him with the opportunity to present himself
as an interlocutor, one who takes part in conversation, an identity he had not been able to assume
previously in more formal educational settings.
Although much of the research guiding how second language learners interact and learn
with technology is qualitative, there are many quantitative studies which are more outcomesoriented, often researching learning with technology in formal educational settings. Much of this
research focuses on how students’ use of technology can enhance learning and how schools
could make use of these new digital technologies to improve all students’ learning, not only
second language learners. In this era of high stakes testing and state accountability, this
quantitative research may be driven by educators looking to digital technologies to promote
student learning and achievement as measured by standardized tests (Ware & Warshauer, 2010).
Thus, the majority of this quantitative research involves experiments or quasi-experiments
focusing primarily on the measurable outcomes or scores obtained on standardized tests, a skill
that is facilitated through computer mediation (O’Dwyer, Masters, Dash, De Kramer, Humez, &
Russell, 2010). Many such studies have been carried out on students’ use of technology on
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standardized writing tests, a skill that is facilitated through computer mediation. Students’
perceptions on how technology may aid or impede their writing abilities have not been included
in these quantitative studies, however.
Stephen Bax (2003, 2009b, 2011a, 2011b), a sociocultural researcher in CALL at The
University of Bedfordshire’s Centre for Research in English Language Learning and
Assessment, proposes that the successful implementation of CALL requires further qualitative
research on teachers’ attitudes, learners’ needs, software, and new technologies rather than on
quantitative research. He suggests that rigorous ethnographic analysis of contexts can draw out
the affordances and constraints of integrating CALL in second language settings. Such
qualitative studies could identify the factors involved in fostering the integration of CALL as
well as the factors impeding its integration. Bax (2011a; 2011b) suggests the aim of CALL
research should be the normalization of technologies, the seamless integration of digital tools
embedded in everyday practice. He contends that when technology becomes invisible, used as an
integral part of any class by language students and educators, digital tools will be in their
appropriate place in second language classrooms.
1.7 Ecological CALL
Garrett (1991), in her seminal article, Technology in the Service of Language Learning:
Trends and Issues, suggested that early computer-based language instruction and research was
primarily used to carry out the traditional, pre-existing language learning activities; practitioners
and researchers had not yet begun to explore or exploit the possibilities of implementing new
technologies in second language classrooms. She noted that the potential of these new
technologies would be in the integration of the culture, language, and literature of the second
language in various settings. These digital tools could facilitate a learner’s transition to authentic
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use of discourse in a second language. Garrett suggested that language learning supported by
intelligent computer integration would support individual learners in the true integration and
acquisition of language, culture, and literature once educators reflected and focused on how these
technologies facilitate second language learning.
In an update to her original article, Garrett (2009) reiterates her position that the efficacy
of CALL research can be addressed by exploring the interrelated and complex variables in
second language contexts, or ecology, where technology is used. She refutes the primacy of
second language pedagogy over technology, as advocated by Egbert and Hanson-Smith, and
proposes that CALL research consider all the components equally: pedagogy, theory,
technology, and the environments in which learning occurs.
Echoing Bax (2003) and Garrett (2009), Carol Chapelle (2009) suggests a more holistic,
ecological approach to studying CALL and its relation to second language acquisition theory.
She proposes that CALL research consider the multiple factors that work together as students use
technological affordances in learning a second language. Chapelle further proposes six criteria to
be used in evaluating the opportunities technology tasks and digital tools provide for second
language acquisition:
•

Language learning potential, the quality of practice, input, and interaction;

•

Meaning focus;

•

Learner fit;

•

Authenticity;

•

Positive impact, including benefits that go beyond language learning; and

•

Practicality.
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Supporting Chapelle’s proposal for a more holistic approach to CALL research to include
the multiple factors that influence identity, agency, and acquisition of a second language, Leo
van Lier (2004) has suggested proponents of this ecological approach to language learning use
the metaphor of ecology as “the totality of relationships of an organism with all other organisms
with which it comes into contact” (van Lier, 2004, p.3) to describe the language learning process.
In short, an ecological approach to technology-mediated language learning characterizes the
interconnectedness of the social, psychological, and environmental elements of second language
acquisition. Van Lier refers to ecological linguistics as “the study of the relations between
language use and the world within which language is used” (p. 44) and to language learning
environments as multifaceted, adaptive systems.
The basic principles of an ecological approach to second language learning, according to
van Lier (2004), include:
•

Second language learners acquire language through affordances or “relationships
between an organism (a learner in our case) and the environment that signals an
opportunity for or inhibition from action” (van Lier, 2004, p.4).

•

Language should be studied as a phenomenon situated in a learning context; language
learning develops from a community that draws on the affordances of the second
language environment.

•

Language learning mediates relationships between individuals and their community
of practice and guides them to relate more effectively to individuals outside this
community.
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•

Language develops as second language learners use semiotic systems to construct
meaning with other interlocutors. It is grounded in the needs of the learner as required
by different social situations.

•

An emic approach to the ecological analysis of data should be used to obtain the
perspectives of the second language learners and the language practitioners. There
should be an emphasis on process and not just product, supported by discourse
analysis on data gathered from conversations, narratives, and journals.

The ecological approach to second language learning situates learning in its cultural and
social contexts. Second language learners adapt to their learning environments and use language
to influence and integrate into their communities of practice. Through reciprocal interaction and
adaptation, language learners, the language practitioners, and the discourse communities evolve.
An ecological approach to second language learning looks for relationships and processes rather
than outcomes; it focuses on how new patterns of organization and knowledge emerge in
learning environments and the learning opportunities that these afford second language learners.
Therefore, van Lier proposes that an ecological perspective on CALL research is critical, change
oriented, and suggests Engestӧm’s activity theory as a method to study CALL pedagogical
activity in context. Nike Arnold and Laura Ducate (2011), propose that activity theory may
provide new directions for research in CALL as well.
1.8 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the current dissertation research was to employ an activity theory systems
approach to the study of technology and the opportunities that this provided second language
learners. The setting was a multiage community that had been created for the express purpose of
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having students integrate technology into classroom learning at a public elementary school in the
Southwest of the U.S.
1.9 Research Questions
In light of previous research into the use of digital technologies and their use by second
language learners, this study proposes to investigate the following questions:
•

How does a multi-age student community utilize the technology available to them as
viewed from an activity systems theoretical perspective?

•

How does the technology available to a multi-age student community provide
opportunities for second language development from an activity systems perspective?
Data were collected through a variety of sources: interviews with the participants at the

beginning and ending of the study, videotaping of second language student participants
documenting their use of technology, participant journals, and field notes from observations.
Chapter 1 provided an overview, a review of the literature on research in Computer
Assisted Language Learning (CALL), and a purpose for the study. Chapter 2 provides a review
of the research related to sociocultural theory, especially regarding activity systems. Chapter 3
concerns the methods employed in the study. Chapter 4 provides the findings for each of the two
research questions, and Chapter 5 is a discussion of the findings for each of the research
questions. Chapter 6 is the last chapter of the dissertation and addresses conclusions and
implications for the research.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMWORK
CULTURAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITY THEORY AND SOCIOCULTURAL THEORY
2.1 Introduction
The following chapter outlines the theoretical framework used in this study. Drawing on
the sociocultural and cultural-historical traditions of L.S. Vygotsky, A. Luria, and A.N. Leont’ev,
the case is presented for a sociocultural theoretical approach to analyze the use of digital tools in
mediating second language learning, and, in particular, to gain insight into the affordances and
the constraints of these digital, cultural tools. I propose that a sociocultural approach to human
development, learning and the use of cultural tools, specifically Cultural-Historical Activity
Theory (CHAT), is appropriate and beneficial as an analytical, research tool. This analysis is
situated in the area of second language learning that views language learning primarily as a
social and cultural process. This study may inform the development of educational practices
concerning the implementation of digital tools with second language learners.
2.2 Sociocultural Theory
As has been widely noted, sociocultural theory (SCT) stresses the interdependence of
both individual and social processes in the co-construction of knowledge. As a framework, it
recognizes that cognitive, higher-level mental functions can be studied and researched through
the activity that takes place in social contexts. The fundamentals of sociocultural theory are
grounded in the work of L. S. Vygotsky, (1962/1986, 1978), whose work and research may well
have been lost were it not for his former students and colleagues, A. Luria and A. Leont’ev.
Much of Vygotsky’s work has been published posthumously and refinements of sociocultural
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theory continue to be found in activity theory (Chaiklin & Lave, 1993) and cultural-historical
activity theory (Cole, 1996, Cole & Engeström, 1994, Lantolf & Thorne, 2006).
Interestingly, James P. Lantolf (2004), editor of the journal Language and Sociocultural
Theory, George and Jane Greer Professor Emeritus in Language Acquisition of Applied
Linguistics at The Pennsylvania State University, and Director of the Center for Advanced
Language Proficiency Education and Research (CALPER), has observed that “despite the label
sociocultural, the theory is not a theory of the social or the cultural aspects of human existence
… it is, rather, … a theory of mind … that recognizes the central role that social relationships
and culturally constructed artifacts play in organizing uniquely human forms of thinking” (pp.3031). SCT research analyzes and reflects on how the mind as well as practical and abstract
intelligence is formed and develops through learning from those around us, mediated with tools,
in culturally and historically distinct settings.
SCT has its origins in German philosophy of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
specifically those of Hegel and Kant, and the work of Marx and Engels (Lantolf & Thorne,
2006). In the years following the Russian Revolution, SCT was further developed as a
philosophical approach primarily by L. S. Vygotsky, and his colleagues, A. Luria and A.
Leont’ev. Cultural historical activity theory, the framework for this study, grew out of the basic
themes in SCT, which emerged after the Russian revolution (Bannon, 1997; Leont’ev, 1978).
James Wertsch (1995), an eminent, SCT scholar, suggests the goal of research framed
using SCT is to “understand the relationship between human mental functioning, on the one
hand, and cultural, historical, and institutional setting, on the other” (p. 56). It is interesting to
note that, as Wertsch (1985) points out, it is highly unlikely that Vygotsky ever employed the
specific term sociocultural.
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Rather, Vygotsky’s research on human development and psychology, conducted in the
early part of the twentieth century, primarily identified, and, as noted above, characterized the
social and educational problems of the time, proposing practical solutions and ultimately
outlining an alternative theory of education (Wells, 1999; Wertsch, 1985). Richard Prawat
(2000), professor at Michigan State University, notes that Marxist concepts of social justice had
a particular influence on Vygotsky’s research, which focused on outlining and implementing a
socially progressive comprehensive, public education for all. Prawat has suggested that it is
probable that John Dewey, the eminent American philosopher and educator, met Vygotsky on
Dewey’s trip to Moscow in the summer of 1928.
However, due to his untimely death at 38 in 1934, Vygotsky’s distinctive and notable
work for the time was curtailed and may not have become as influential, were it not for the
efforts of his colleagues, Luria and A. Leont’ev, Soviet developmental and neuropsychologists.
These scholars, who formed part of the Vygotsky Circle, an informal network of diverse
intellectuals, contributed to the advancement of Vygotskian ideas and subsequently the
development of activity theory, the forerunner of CHAT. The Vygotsky Boom (Yasnitsky,
(2009), as this Circle is also referred to, included Zinchenko, Gal’perin and Zapororoshets,
among others.
Fortunately, Vygotsky’s work has continued to gain recognition and influence since the
posthumous publication of his monograph, Thought and Language, and of a selection of
Vygotsky’s writings in Mind in Society. Upon reviewing Mind in Society in 1978, Stephen
Toulmin, the influential British philosopher, author, and educator, described Vygotsky as the
‘Mozart of Psychology’, writing that Vygotsky’s work has ‘immense, contemporary relevance’.
Perhaps today Vygotsky’s vision for a socially progressive, inclusive educational system may
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have even greater contemporary relevance in our ever-changing, digitally enhanced world and
may provide practical solutions for alternative approaches to current educational practices.
2.3 Cultural Historical Activity Theory
Luria and Leont’ev, among others, furthered Vygotsky’s research and writings through
the development of the conceptual framework known as Activity Theory (AT). As a theoretical
framework, AT eliminates the dichotomy of 1) the biological predispositions to development and
cognitive function, and 2) the effects social factors and the participation in culturally organized
activity have on cognition (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). AT has evolved over many decades since
its inception in the late 1930s. The term, Cultural Historical Activity Theory is accredited to
Michael Cole (Cole, 1996). As an analytical framework, CHAT has been particularly useful in
qualitative research, specifically with technology (Thorne 2003, 2009; Warshauer 1996, 1997),
and is the lens employed in this study.
Since the early 1990s, CHAT has become increasingly employed as a theoretical tool to
carry out educational research in diverse contexts and cultures throughout the world (Engeström,
1999b; Wells & Claxton, 2002). Indeed, CHAT has been used as an analytical tool to investigate
issues and concerns confronting twenty-first century educators in a variety of contexts,
including: creativity (Connery, John-Steiner & Marjanovic-Shane, 2010), education (Engeström,
1987; Prior, 1998, Thorne, 2004), knowledge creation in organizations (Engeström, 1999b), the
postal service (Engeström & Escalante, 1996), human–computer interaction (Kaptelinin, 1996;
Nardi, 1996) and computer mediated instruction with language learners (Thorne, 2005, 2009).
Mind, Culture and Activity, an international journal in education and educational research, that
has been edited by Michael Cole, Bonnie Nardi, and Yrjö Engeström, among others, is dedicated
to publishing research grounded in the way that mind and culture are constituted in human
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activities and the relationships between mind and the sociocultural environments humans inhabit.
The International Society for Cultural-historical Activity Research (ISCAR) is a platform
supporting research in sociocultural theory, specifically CHAT.
CHAT has served as an invaluable tool since its inception to describe and study social
situations and their complementary conditions. It provides a framework for analyzing a
phenomenon, finding patterns, and making inferences across interactions. However, CHAT’s
real potential lies in its ability to innovate, transform, and create new ideas (Lantolf & Thorne,
2006; Thorne, 2005: Wells, 2002). The capacity for CHAT to bring about transformation in
everyday practices is clearly contained in Engeström’s (1999b) concept of radical localism, the
idea that the potential for change exists in commonplace, daily practices. When viewed
collectively, the details of these every day, individual practices create what we call community or
society; thus, the analysis of details in a single, educational community can provide an
opportunity to inform educational theory and practice.
Lantolf and Thorne (2006) cite Marx to support the use of CHAT as an applied
methodology: “philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point,
however, is to change it” (p.210; Marx, 1888/1972, p.145). Although the aim of Marxist
philosophy is to effect change, CHAT may not necessarily “change the world”; it may, perhaps,
influence commonplace, yet highly significant, practices including those of education.
A central principle of CHAT is that “the human mind comes to exist, develops, and can
only be understood within the context of meaningful, goal-oriented, and socially determined
interaction between human beings and their material environment” (Bannon, 1997, p.1). These
interactions, developed in activity, transform internal, cognitive processes. Activity is considered
the fundamental unit of analysis in CHAT and is the element that unifies theory (Lantolf &
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Thorne, 2006). Mediated by tools, human consciousness, learning, and development are
therefore tied to activity, to meaningful action, and to interaction (Vygotsky, 1978; Warschauer,
1997; Wertsch, 1979a).
A fundamental tenet of CHAT is that all action and learning are situated and unique and
are mutually created by the members of the community through activity. By taking part in
activities shared by the community, the individual members are integrated in ways of knowing
and habits of mind, thus establishing a common culture (Wells & Claxton, 2002). Culture shapes
individual development at the same time as the individual molds and transforms culture. The
creation of culture, the establishment of a community of learners, embodies in the participants a
set of ideas, values, beliefs, and the means to solve problems; even the words and tools they
choose to employ are culturally bound. Therefore, human development and cognitive activity
cannot be isolated from the social and cultural contexts in which they occur (Lantolf, 2000;
Thorne, 2005).
CHAT, as a conceptual framework, informs our understanding of the intersection of
activity and consciousness in social and cultural contexts, in their purposeful, everyday practices
(Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Nardi, 1996) such as those common, and not so common, practices
found in classrooms. Furthermore, CHAT can serve as a framework to discover the goals and
motives of the participants within a specific context, documenting and analyzing the particulars
in the learning environment. In context, human activity is always motivated, that is, connected to
a motive and, from this motive, an aim or purpose, an object, surfaces giving the activity a
specific direction (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006).
It is significant to note that CHAT employs the term activity in a very different way from
how one might use the word in daily speech. According to Lantolf and Thorne (2006, p. 209):
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‘Activity’, in the sense of Russian deyatel’nosti, describes a powerful dialectic rooted in
contradictions such as thinking and doing, knowing and performing, individual and
society, idealism and materialism, use-value and exchange value, and internalization and
externalization.
The object of CHAT is to analyze the unity of activity and consciousness in everyday
practice. Thus, the cultural and historical practices of simply being are woven together in activity
(Vygotsky, 1978) through the dialectic created by inhabiting a world with others and inclusion in
a community. Lantolf and Thorne (2006) further suggest that activity and practice are really
complementary terms. As such, by studying a community’s practices, activities, and tools, the
experiences of community members and the community’s collective transformations may be
analyzed as a complete activity system. It is by analyzing these cultural, historical, mediating
tools, that CHAT clarifies the bridge between individuals and social contexts.
From this perspective, all human activity is connected to a motive, which is created by the
contradictions and tensions in the activity system. From this motive an object, a tool, will surface
to give this activity a specific course, or a goal. As a result, a tangible, concrete realization of the
activity is created by the context and by the circumstances under which the goal is situated
(Lantolf & Appel, 1998; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). And yet, while all activity is tied to a motive,
the motive may not always be consciously recognizable or appreciated by all the participants
(Leontiev, 1981; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006).
Perhaps fittingly in the present context of this dissertation, the concept of activity is
clearly illustrated by the task at hand, that of the undertaking of the academic activity of creating
an academic dissertation: the activity (the research, reflection, writing, and revision required to
complete the activities) has as a motive (the completion of one aspect of an academic program,
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and the advancement to another level), that is accomplished through the goal (the completion of
a course of study), and the level of operations (the submission of written papers and consequent
defense of the papers with academic members of the community). The learning that emerges
from the tension, challenges, contradictions, and transformations imbued in each level of the
process develops through the phases of completing the dissertation.
To further illustrate the case above, Vygotsky’s (1978) triadic representation of actions,
although initially published as inverted, can be employed to simply and efficiently illustrate the
activity system involved in the process of completing a dissertation and is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Mediating Artifacts
Literature, research, mentoring by experts

Subject:
The Researcher /Candidate

Object/Motive Þ Outcome
Dissertation
Contribution to Research

Triadic Representation of Actions Applied to Academic Activity
Vygotsky, (1978)

Educational psychologists have long used triangles to metaphorically conceptualize the
construction of psychological development, to wit, an emotional triangle grounded in
psychoanalysis, a socio-cognitive triangle rooted in Piaget’s work, and the mediational triangle
originating with Vygotsky (Zittoun, Gillespie, Cornish, & Psaltis, 2007).
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Vygotsky’s triadic representation of mediational actions illustrates the dialectic
relationships of the object, the subject, and the mediating artifacts, emphasizing the development
of individuals through meditational tools in cultural activity systems. Mediating artifacts are
viewed as simultaneously conceptual and concrete, forming an integral part of any goal-directed
activity (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). Simply put, mediation is at the essence of sociocultural theory
or as Vygotsky (1997b) himself stated, these “connections in the brain from outside” (p.55) are
the essence of CHAT.
2.3.1 Three Generations of CHAT
Yrjö Engeström, an influential researcher in the field of CHAT, has described the field of
Cultural Historical Activity Theory as evolving over three generations, initially developing as “a
line of theorizing and research initiated by the founders of the cultural-historical school of
Russian psychology, L.S. Vygotsky, A.N. Leont’ev, and A.R. Luria, in the 1920s and 1930s”
(Engeström & Miettinen, 1999, p.1). According to Engeström (1993), CHAT was one of “the
best kept secrets in academia” (p. 64). Jerome Bruner, eminent educational psychologist and
philosopher credited with the term scaffolding, outlines how he, himself, came to more fully
appreciate the depth of Vygotsky’s research, ideas and influence primarily through dialectic
reflection and discovery with colleagues, both American and Russian over an extended time
period (Vygotsky, 1987).
Initially based on the Vygoskian concepts of cultural and semiotic mediation, Activity
Theory (AT) proposed a framework to analyze the social origins of thinking and language. From
AT’s perspective, the key to understanding human cognition and the psyche is the objectorientedness of human activity. This first generation of CHAT suggested that human
consciousness emerges primarily from human activities, which are mediated by artifacts and
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tools, symbolic in nature (for example language) or physical (a computer), in relationships
among or between human beings. Mediation was central to the first generation of CHAT. When
“objects ceased to be just raw material for the formation of logical operations … objects became
cultural entities and the object-orientedness of action became key to understanding the human
psyche” (Engeström, 2001, p.134).
Significantly, however, the object-orientedness of human activity has been considered the
first-generation theorist’s major limitation as it focused on the individual and failed to take into
account the collective nature of activity (Engeström, 1999b). Although both Vygotsky and A. N.
Leont’ev “proposed that socially meaningful activity generates higher forms of human
consciousness” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 214), it was Leont’ev who emphasized the
complexity of individuals and their interactions in a community, including the mediation of the
mind as well through ‘sensuous human activity’, not solely with cultural tools. This shift,
including external collective activity in individual development, is the basis of the second
generation of Activity Theory.
Indeed, second-generation activity theorists operationalized the role of community, the
rules governing them, the division of labor within the community, and the responsibilities of
participants in the community (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). Leont’ev’s concept was broader,
differing from Vygotsky, as it emphasized the explanatory nature of practical activities as well as
their relations to the world and the transformation of objects through activity (D.A. Leont’ev,
2003). In 1996, while studying with Alexander Romanovich Luria in Russia, Michael Cole
conceived of the term CHAT, conceptualizing his fundamental belief that culture is reflected in
thinking and activity.
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Drawing on the triangle metaphor, Engeström (1999) expanded the second-generation
model to include community, rules and division of labor and the interactions of all elements with
each other. Mediation, still an essential component in this second generation, turned its focus to
the mediational relationships of all the components of the activity system. From this perspective,
Vygotsky’s initial triangle was extended to include the social and collective elements of an
activity system, reflecting the inherently dynamic nature of activity and is represented in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Structure of a Human Activity System
Mediating Artefacts
Tools and Signs

Object
Sense

Subject

Outcome

Meaning

Rules

Community

Division of Labor

Second Generation of CHAT, Engeström, (1987, p.78)

Notably, Engeström (2001) acknowledged, CHAT is a work in progress, continuing to
develop the necessary “conceptual tools to address dialogue, multiplicity of perspectives, and the
interrelations between defined activity systems” (p. 135). More recently, a third generation of
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CHAT has expanded to include this ‘multivocalic’ representation of an activity system (Lantolf
& Thorne, 2006, p.212). Researchers investigating the multivocality of activity systems include
in their analyses all participants’ perspectives in the system under study. While systematically
examining the components and layers of the environment, they consider the collective action as
well as the mediational means between and among all agents: human, material and symbolic.
This third generation of CHAT “privileges human agency” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006,
p.224). Agency, “the socioculturally mediated capacity to act” (Ahearn 2001, p. 112), is realized
in activity within a specific space, time, and place. Therefore, in activity, learners as agents are
motivated, or not, to realize tasks through mediational means with others and by themselves.
While viewing agency as mediated, afforded, and constrained by many means: semiotic tools,
conceptions of learning, technologies, to name only a few, CHAT research, in addition, includes
the analysis of historical and emergent rules and divisions of labor by the community. Through
CHAT, researchers privilege human agency, prioritizing both individual and collective activity,
to analyze the mediational means of agents, their affordances, and constraints.
A major component of any activity system is the contradictions within and between
multiple activity systems that drive development, “In other words, within a given time and space,
there are constraints and affordances that make certain actions probable, others possible, and yet
others impossible” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 238). While privileging ‘multivocality’,
collective action, and individual agency as key to transformation, Y. Engeström, R. Engeström,
and Vähäaho (1999) introduced the metaphor of ‘knotworking’ to evoke the “construction of
constantly changing combinations of people and artifacts over lengthy trajectories of time and
widely distributed space” (p. 345; as quoted in Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 225). Lantolf and
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Thorne recognize ‘knotworking’ as having the potential to transform our lives and the working
conditions of the twenty-first century.
It appears knotworking echoes Vygotsky’s (1978) own metaphor of knot tying, the
transformation of remembering into an external process by simply tying a knot or putting a notch
in a stick, which ultimately changes higher mental functions. By using a physical act as a
reminder, the structure of memory is extended through self-generated stimuli, or signs “where in
the elementary form something is remembered; in the higher form humans remember something”
(p.51). Knotworking and knot tying have implications for another core concept of SCT,
Vygotsky’s law of genetic development. Wertsch (1985) quotes Vygotsky:
We need to concentrate not on the product of development but on the very process by
which higher forms are established … To encompass in research the process of a given
thing’s development in all its phases and changes – from birth to death – fundamentally
means to discover its nature, its essence, for “it is only in movement that a body shows
what it is.” Thus, the historical [that is, in the broadest sense of “history”] study of
behavior is not an auxiliary aspect of theoretical study, but rather forms its very base
(Vygotsky, 1978, pp. 64-65).
The importance of locating the history of how, why and when human mental processes
occur, or knots are tied or worked, in an individual’s growth, moreover, in the development of a
community, may not transform an educational system; however, the study of these processes and
the transformations in an activity system can positively impact individuals and their communities
by informing and changing current educational practices. Lantolf and Thorne (2006) suggest in
CHAT there is no student or teacher centered pedagogy; there is only activity centered
pedagogy.
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Fundamentally, activity systems are not static, they involve transformation and do not
operate independently. Bannon (1997) eloquently summarizes key CHAT elements as follows:
1) object-orientedness, 2) tool mediation, 3) the dialectic nature of internalization and
externalization, 4) the hierarchical construction of activity, and 5) continuous evolution and
development. From this perspective, CHAT is an appropriate research tool to analyze
pedagogical activity and human action in educational settings and is thus appropriate for this
study. Equally essential to this study are several of Vygotsky’s concepts: mediation, imitation,
internalization, and the ZPD, and are discussed in the next section.
2.3.2 Vygotsky’s Concept of Sociocultural Learning: Elements of CHAT
Vygotsky’s research, ideas, and concepts, the building blocks of CHAT, once on the
brink of cultural extinction, have become increasingly influential in academic research. This is in
large part due to their emphasis on the social development of learning and to the fundamental
role that tools, especially mental tools, and artifacts play in learning (Vera-Steiner, Connery, &
Marjanovic, 2010). Although, many animals, such as chimpanzees, learn to use a variety of tools
and artifacts in their communities by imitating the other members of their group, humans are the
only species to have developed a sophisticated cultural life around a vast number of elaborate
tools that shape both the way we think and act (Wells & Claxton, 2002). Although humans
employ tools in ways comparable to those of chimpanzees before language develops, Vygotsky’s
(1978, p. 24) suggests:
The most significant moment in the course of intellectual development, which gives birth
to the purely human forms of practical and abstract intelligence, occurs when speech and
practical activity, two previously completely independent lines of development,
converge.
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Thus, the convergence of speech and the development of meaning, or in Vygotskian terms
the use of signs, is specific to the use of tools in humans and forms the basis of complex human
behavior. Both practical and abstract intelligence, as well as the organization of meaning into signs
and symbols, are developed “using … instrumental or mediated (indirect) methods” (Vygotsky,
1978, p.26). As humans act indirectly with their environments, material tools, for example
computers, and symbolic tools, such as language, mediate our activities. It is through mediation
that we produce and establish new relations with our environment as activity transforms and
organizes behavior (Vygotsky, 1978). Indeed, it has been noted that during the last decade of
Vygotsky’s life, the concept of mediation took on greater importance in his work, research, and
writing. As quoted in Wertsch (1985), Vygotsky asserts, “the central fact about our psychology is
the fact of mediation” (p. 15).
Mediations occurs when individuals use physical and symbolic, or psychological, tools to
understand and effect change in the world around them; mediation creates a relationship between
the tools, the individual, and the world (Lantolf, 2000; Thorne, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978, 1986).
Physical or material tools, such as a fork, a pencil, or the mouse of a computer serve as mediators
between the individual and the object the tool acts upon. For example, a human hand employs a
digital tool, such as a mouse, to control indirectly the images on a computer screen. Material
tools are directed at controlling activities or processes in our natural environment, whereas
psychological tools, symbolic or semiotic in nature, are aimed at mastering behavior and
cognition. For example, the well-known mnemonic device, ‘Kings Play Chess on Fine Glass
Surfaces’, will help commit the scientific taxonomy of Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family,
Genus, and Species to memory. Vygotsky posits that semiotic tools, such as mnemonic devices,
are internally oriented and transform natural abilities and skills into higher-level functions
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(Vygotsky, 1986). Language, our abstract tool for semiotic mediation, is considered the most
important symbolic tool and the basis of human intellectual abilities (Halliday, 1993; Vygotsky,
1978; Warschauer, 1997).
Language as defined by Mikhail Bakhtin, a Russian philosopher and semiotician, is
constructed through “the social event of verbal interaction implemented in an utterance or
utterances” (Volosinov, 1973, p.94). Through dialogue, individuals own their utterances and,
consequently, create their own meanings in response to others’ utterances, words and their
meanings. This conception of language, often referred to as dialogism (Bakhtin, 1981; Thorne &
Lantolf, 2006), which views language as a process, is constantly changing and ‘forged by
speaking’ (as quoted in Thorne & Lantolf, 2006, p.9). Through this process, meaning, or what
Vygotsky has referred to as ‘sense’, is collaboratively constructed by the dialectic between
culture and linguistic expression. Related fields support Vygotsky’s dialectic between culture
and language.
Michael Agar (1994), linguistic anthropologist and author of Language Shock,
Understanding the Culture of Conversation, asserts that language (our most important semiotic
tool) cannot be separated from culture (the activities, ideas, customs, and social behavior
cultivated and shared by a distinct community). He proposes the term ‘languaculture’ (p. 60) to
represent the organic fusion of language and culture. Languaculture is “comprised of conceptual
meanings created by communities of speakers as they carry out goal-directed activity mediated
by language” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.5). Simply put, language cannot be separated from
culture, just as form cannot be separated from meaning, without changing or distorting its
essence.
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To illustrate the dialectic nature of psychological processes such as culture and language,
word form and meaning, and thought and language, Vygotsky (1986) offers the metaphor of the
composition of water. Water can be broken down into hydrogen and oxygen; however, it is in the
union of these two elements that we find the essence of water. Wink and Putney (2002) extend
this metaphor to teaching and learning, proposing that by conceiving of the union or the
synthesis of paradoxical elements, in this case pedagogy, or teaching and learning in context,
amounts to more than the sum of its parts:
One cannot separate the individual from the context and still have a complete
understanding of either. The unification of a person within the social, cultural, historical,
and political context informs our understanding of this dialectical relationship (p.xii).
Thus, meaning and form are dialectically dependent on each other, as well as on the
contexts in which they occur (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006: Vygotsky, 1986). “Thought is not merely
expressed in words; it comes into existence through them … Thought undergoes many changes
as it turns into speech. It does not merely find expression in speech; it finds its reality and form.”
(Vygotsky, 1986, p. 218 -219). Just as water is the sum of its elements, thought and language,
also used as the title of Vygotsky’s (1978) book, develop together through mutual,
complementary and reciprocal agency. This Hegelian concept of dialectics, the combination of
two seemingly contradictory elements into one distinct entity, is essential to sociocultural theory.
Equally essential to sociocultural theory and to the present study is Vygotsky’s (1978)
assertion that the development of all higher-level functions, such as language, originate first on
an interpersonal plane, through social interactions with others. These cognitive processes
gradually move to the intrapersonal plane through the continued dialectic of interacting and
relating to others. “Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first, on the
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social level, and later, on the individual level: first, between people (interpsychological), and
then inside the child (intrapsychological)” (p. 57). This internal reconstruction of social and
cultural forms of behavior or activity is referred to as internalization in sociocultural theory. The
internalization of concepts, the foundation for the development of higher-order functions and
learning, is interactive, interrelated, and dynamic.
Internalization, at times translated as interiorization from the original Russian
vrashchivanie, is a core concept in SCT and was originally posed by Vygotsky to overcome the
mind-body dualism of his time (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 151). “Vygotsky was simultaneously
making the theoretically significant claim that humans gain control over natural mental functions
by bringing externally (socioculturally) formed mediating artifacts into thinking activity” (p.
153). Through mediating activities and semiotic artifacts, such as language, external social
activity is internalized transforming the interior self.
Thus, the internal course of human development is a socially mediated process that not
only transforms and reorganizes the individual-environment relationship, but also emerges with
and through individual-environment relationships (Winegar, 1997). Uniquely human,
internalization affords individuals the ability to internalize cultural activities, concepts and
artifacts over time. Co-constructed and “bi-directional”, internalization is a negotiated, cultural
process, which “idealizes the objective” and “objectifies the ideal” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006,
p.155).
Imitation, “the mechanism of internalization” (Lantolf and Thorne, 2006, p.166) is the
dialectic process through which the objective is both idealized and internalized in human beings.
James Mark Baldwin (1895, 1915, 2018), a social scientist, psychologist, and philosopher,
defines imitation not as modern psychology theorists might but as “… a means for further ends, a
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method of absorbing what is present in others and of making it over in forms peculiar to one’s
own temper and valuable to one’s own genius (p. 22, cited in Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 166).”
Moreover, Baldwin distinguishes between simple imitation, a one-time activity, and persistent
imitation, intentional and goal oriented. Lantolf and Thorne (2006), citing Valsiner and van der
Veer (2000, p. 153) suggest persistent imitation demands cognitive activity:
… it is cyclic and reproductive in the sense that the individual continues to modify the
reproduction in accordance with a mental image of the original … if the person is
dissatisfied with the reproduction a new cycle begins until the person is satisfied with the
reproduction … (p. 166).
Furthermore, imitation, according to Newman and Holzman (1993), “is a critically
important developmental activity because it is the chief means by which in early childhood
human beings are related to as other than and in advance of who they are” (p. 151, as quoted in
Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.167). Indeed, Vygotsky, 1987, states,
… development based on collaboration and imitation is the source of all the specific
human characteristics of consciousness that develop in the child. Development based on
instruction is a fundamental fact. Therefore, a central feature for the psychological study
of instruction is the analysis of the child’s potential to raise himself to a higher
intellectual development through collaboration, to move from what he has to what he
does not have through imitation. This is the significance of instruction for development.
It is also the content of the concept of the zone of proximal development (p. 210).
The dynamic, organic process of internalization through imitation, the foundation of
human intellectual abilities and the internal course of human, cultural development, is the
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content of Vygotsky’s significant concept, the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). The ZPD
is defined by Vygotsky (1978):
The distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem
solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers (p. 86).
Actual development is distinct from the ZPD in that it characterizes mature functions that
can be carried out independently, whereas the ZPD characterizes functions that are in the
process of maturing. According to Vygotsky, in the ZPD learning through socially mediated
activity leads development. Vygotsky (1978) referred to these developing or maturing functions
as the “buds” or “flowers” of development, waiting to blossom, unlike the mature “fruits”,
which have already ripened or come to fruition in actual development (p. 86). What an
individual can do under guidance and in groups, collaborating with and imitating his peers, he
will eventually, with practice, be able to do independently. It is as though “he were a head taller
than himself” when collaborating and learning with his peers (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 102; as
quoted in Wink & Putney, 2002, p.112).
To recap, several core concepts have been outlined thus far, which are essential to this
study and to Vygotsky’s sociocultural theoretical framework: the law of genetic development,
mediation through tools, the social foundation of development, internalization through imitation,
and the zone of proximal development. With these concepts, surface themes essential to the use
of CHAT as a framework to uncover the historical, contextual, and social factors that mediate
second language learning: (1) the assertion that research should concentrate on the process by
which higher-level mental processes are established; (2) the assertion that higher-level mental
processes are understood by examining the tools and signs that mediate them; and (3) the
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assertion that higher-level processes initially have their origin in social activities. The ZPD, an
essential component of the present study, will be examined in greater detail in the following
section.
2.3.3 Zone of Proximal Development
The ZPD, probably Vygotsky’s (1978) most widely known concept in the West, is
perhaps his least understood (McCafferty, 2012). This concept, an approach to learning and
development, forward thinking for its time, contrasts a child’s actual development, which
“characterizes mental development retrospectively”, and his potential development, which
“characterizes mental development prospectively” (Vygotsky 1978, p. 86-87). Published
posthumously, Vygotsky’s book Mind in Society has as a central conviction that the true nature
of what individuals are capable of, their potential, is in the socially facilitated, dialectic of
learning and development.
Fred Newmann and Lois Holzman (1993), sociocultural theorists and founders of the East
Side Institute for Group and Short-Term Psychotherapy, eloquently relate the ZPD to CHAT:
The ZPD was Vygotsky’s extraordinary discovery of the proper unit of study for
understanding uniquely human activity, most especially learning and development and
their relationship ... one grounded in the material existence of women and men ‘in their
actual, empirically perceptible process of development under definite conditions‘ (Marx &
Engles, 1973 (p.47-48) ... the ZPD is nothing less than the psychological unity (as opposed
to a unit or paradigm) of history (not psychology) and, therefore, the location of
revolutionary activity (p.65).
Essential to revolutionary activity in the ZPD is the relationship among development,
learning, and activity. Although the ZPD is often interpreted as a dyadic relationship, between
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the interpsychological and the intrapsychological, Vygotsky (1978) emphasizes the social,
affective aspects of learning as well in the ZPD. “Learning awakens a variety of internal
developmental processes that are able to operate only when the child is interacting with people in
his environment and in cooperation with his peers” (p. 90). Therefore, the ZPD can be
interpreted as a process that embraces not only the personal aspects of development, but also as
the collective, social, and cultural elements that mediate learning and development.
The ‘collective form’ of working together in social groups was similarly addressed in
Vygotsky’s (2004) essay “The Collective as a Factor in the Development of the Abnormal Child”
where he posits that learning is a process of change that is accomplished through collective
activity. Indeed, a central focus in Vygotsky’s work, epitomized by the often quoted, simple
statement “What a child can do in cooperation today he can do alone tomorrow” (Vygotsky,
1986, p.188) is one that has too often been overlooked in educational settings.
Imitation in collective activity, therefore, becomes essential and indispensable to an
individual’s learning and assimilation of mental concepts, including learning to speak (Vygotsky,
1986). “Imitation” ... becomes a very important term for Vygotsky … he even uses the term
“zone of intellectual imitation” essentially as a synonym for the ZPD concept (Zaretskii, 2009, p.
74). Holzman (2010) suggests imitation has been overlooked by socio-cultural theorists and
recommends situating imitation in creative, collective ZPD activity. “A full understanding of the
zone of proximal development must result in a reevaluation of the role of imitation in learning”
(Vygotsky, 1978, p.87).
Moreover, Holzman (2010) argues that imitation is “fundamentally creative”, supporting
Vygotsky’s own rejection of a more common, impersonal, and “mechanistic’ view of imitation
(p.32). Vygotsky (1978) maintains that through imitation individuals can “go well beyond the
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limits of their own capabilities” (p.88). Through imitation, collective ZPDs are created that
continually provide opportunities and spaces for individuals to learn, develop, and reshape
meaning. “Human learning presupposes a specific social nature and a process by which children
grow into the intellectual life of those around them” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 88). This is particularly
significant since as far more is achieved in collective, social activity than individuals can
accomplish in isolated activity. In contrast with individual ZPDs, a child’s natural abilities
‘bloom’ best when tended by their ‘significant others’ whether they be human or a tool.
According to Holzman (2010), the interactions and conversations between children and
their caregivers provide insight into the development of the concept of a collective ZPD. Young
children begin to speak in one-word utterances; however, their caregivers respond with phrases
or sentences that are syntactically and grammatically well beyond these one-word utterances.
“Something which is only supposed to take shape at the end of development, somehow
influences the very first steps in this development” (Vygotsky, 1994, p. 348). These utterances,
typical of more complex language that occurs later in a child’s development, dialectically mature
and grow through interactions with caregivers.
These rudimentary utterances, and the more developed language of the caregivers, are
constantly evolving in this shared environment and, therefore, are neither separate from the
participants, nor can they be “fixed in time and space” (Holzman, 2010, p. 33). Rather, the
specific socio-cultural-historical environment created by caregivers and children is continually
constructed through their dialectic language activity; “In other words, this environment is as
much activity as it is context” (p. 33). Through imitation in this collectively constructed
environment, a child transforms thought into words and words into thought. As Vygotsky
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emphasizes (1987), “Thought is restructured as it is transformed into speech. It is not expressed
but completed in the word” (p. 251).
Holzman (2010) suggests a “methodology of becoming” has been overlooked by cultural
historical activity theorists yet has great implications for research not only in the field of child
development and education, but also for life-long learning (p.31). Holzman further points out
that through imitation and completion, children learn and develop language without “knowing
what they are doing or how they are doing it” through social activities in collective ZPDs; she
suggests that human beings are all “epistemologists without employing epistemology” (p.30).
Indeed, Vygotsky (1978) acknowledged that learning how to do something does not require
knowing you are engaged in the activity; “…before a child has acquired grammatical and written
language, he knows how to do things but does not know that he knows …” (p.99).
Thus, a child need not be aware that he is learning. Rather the essence of creative activity
in learning-led development is his perhaps unconscious potential to move from what he is able to
do, to what he is not (Vygotsky, 1987). Surely, it is through play, the most creative of learning
activities, that a space is provided where a child “… behaves beyond his average age above his
daily behavior” and, as previously quoted, emerges as though “he were a head taller than
himself” (Vygotsky, 1976, p.102). Far too often play, fundamentally based in imitation and role
playing, is stifled in schools and classrooms beyond the very early primary grades. Mistakenly,
imitation is often viewed as mere copying; what once provided opportunities for development
and enjoyment is banned and scorned in higher learning (Holzman, 2010).
Rather, shouldn’t play be privileged as creating spaces for learning leading
developmental activities, where the state of ‘not knowing’ or ‘pre-knowing’, as with young
children, is recognized and creativity flourishes? Through play, children create, direct, and
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coordinate their own activities. As Wertsch (1985) points out, play has long been viewed as a
vehicle for mediating and facilitating the acquisition of culture. Many educational philosophies,
such as the Montessori Method and the Reggio Emelia Approach, advocate for school
environments that facilitate exploration, discovery, social responsibility, social well-being, and
the acquisition of academic concepts through play and imitation. Through the activity of
imitation, a child “can be somebody else as easily as he can be himself” (Vygotsky, 1997, p.
249). Indeed, it is through social interaction with others that we become ourselves.
2.3.3.1 Perezhivanie and the Collective ZPD
Vygotsky (1966/2016, 1978, 1987) suggests that play creates spaces, zones of proximal
development, where individuals and communities socially and culturally construct experiences
and activities that broaden both individual and group learning and development. More recently
these spaces, or ZPDs, have been expanded to include co-construction of knowledge in collective
ZPDs (Mahn & John- Steiner, 2002; McCafferty, 2012; Moll & Whitmore, 1993; Wells, 1999).
These collective ZPDs not only include the environment, cultural artifacts, and the participants
themselves, but, in addition, encompass the participants’ interactions and their individual and
collective experiences within the ZPD. These affective elements, which are intrinsic in play,
reinforce the dynamic nature of the ZPD and are best illustrated through Vygotsky’s concept of
perezhivanja or perezhivanie, the Russian term translated as ‘emotional experience’, capturing
the ‘prism’ of an individual’s own interpretation, perception, and experience of shared situations
(van der Veer & Valsinger, 1994).
Perezhivanie, “the ways in which participants perceive, experience, and process the
emotional aspects of social interaction”, plays a significant role in the “complementarity” that is
created among and between the elements of collective ZPDs (Mahn & John-Steiner, 2002, p.49).
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This notion of complementarity includes a common recognition of the activity, the environment,
and the cultural tools, as well as “an appreciation of one another’s cognitive, social, and
emotional development, and potential contribution” (p. 49). These affective aspects of collective
experience are essential to development, creativity, and imagination.
In an examination of the role played by affect in creativity, Vera John-Steiner (2000), in
her book Creative Collaborations, analyzes the creative interactions among writers, artists, and
scientists to uncover the commonalties underpinning creative collaborations. Among many
others, she cites the close relationship between Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir,
lifelong professional collaborators and partners, which served as inspiration for her concept of
“the gift of confidence” (p. 200). Sartre, in an interview with de Beauvoir near the end of his life,
acknowledged, “You gave me a confidence in myself that I should not have had alone”
(Bainbridge, 2005, p.181). As with collaboration in play, this ‘the gift of confidence” further
enhances and leads to creativity in learning-led development through activity.
This “gift of confidence” may only be one piece in the puzzle of emotional scaffolding in
zones of proximal development as individuals collaboratively construct learning. The
complementing pieces of emotional scaffolding and support, the ability to encourage each other
to take risks, to create safety zones for each other, and to offer constructive criticism, complete
this puzzle (Mahn & John-Steiner, 2002). The dynamic, dialectical emotional support provided
by collaborators becomes the basis for a collective ZPD as exemplified in Mahn’s (1997) study
of ESL high school and university students’ use of dialogue journals. Mahn concluded that the
collaborative aspect of the dialogue journals became an important part of the class culture and
contributed ultimately to the confidence students gained writing in other academic areas. The
risk-free environment created in a collective ZPD, where students developed self-confidence in
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their writing abilities, created a space to focus on meaningful communication, rather than the
mechanics of writing.
Obviously, journal writing is only one example of a tool where students’ perizhivanie,
their lived experience, plays an important role in facilitating second language learning and
assimilating word sense in their L2. Indeed, Vygotsky recognized the central role this most
important semiotic tool plays in making meaning from lived experiences and, thus, influencing
and informing an individual’s perezhivanie. Luria, (1934/1987) in the afterword of Thinking and
Speech, notes the importance these basic, affective experiences, ‘the relationship of intellect to
affect’ had for Vygotsky: without the exploration of the relationship of the word to motive,
emotion, and personality, the analysis of the problem of ‘thinking and speech’ remain
incomplete.
2.4 CHAT and Opportunities for Second Language Development
Sociocultural theory, which recognizes the pivotal role affective relationships, social
environments, and culturally constructed artifacts play in the construction of the mind, has been
identified as a viable framework for research in computer-mediated instruction (CMI) and
computer assisted language learning (CALL), and illuminates the collaborative nature of these
tools to mediate instruction (Bax, 2003, 2006, 2011a; Hubboard 2008, 2009; Thorne 2003, 2009;
Warschauer 1996, 1997). The need for further research on the collaborative nature of these tools
to mediate instruction is critical as technology continues to rapidly and radically change human
activity (Rückriem, 2009). The motives behind these activities (the ‘why’), the goals of these
activities (the ‘what’), and the operations (the ‘how’) may yet not have been sufficiently
analyzed. Indeed, future research using SCT, specifically CHAT, may shed light on the sense
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and meaning of these activities, or object as represented in Engeström’s diagram, thus possibly
providing worthwhile outcomes.
CHAT may hold the potential for understanding the impact of how these rapidly
changing technologies, and their concomitant activities, are collectively transforming our
society. More relevant to this study, however, CHAT may provide insights that will inform the
practice and research into the integration of digital tools in second language development,
making more visible the highly significant, yet commonplace, educational practices.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
A central tenet of sociocultural theory (SCT) and its outgrowth, Cultural
Historical Activity Theory (CHAT), is that people learn and develop while acting in the
world and that in the activity of learning they are changed, and are, consequently,
liberated, or at least opened up to possibilities for transformation (Lantolf & Thorne,
2006; Thorne, 2004: Wells, 2002). An essential principle motivating activity theory (AT)
is the merging of theory and practice.
The purpose of the current research was to examine the role of Information
Communication Technologies (ICT) or digital tools in a multi-age, elementary
community (MAC) primarily made up of second language learners and that included five
different classrooms at different grade levels (3 through 5) in the same school. Taking up
a sociocultural perspective and using AT precepts as an analytic approach to data analysis
resulted in a “telling case”, which Mitchell, (1984) argues can be of a culture of
innovation and creativity in an elementary digital setting. A telling case (Mitchell, 1984)
is used to “show how general principles deriving from some theoretical orientation
manifest themselves in some given set of circumstances” (p. 239). This enables the
researcher to make visible theoretical constructs in a way that contextualizes them to
reveal the complexities of the setting and the interconnectedness of events. Mitchell
(1984) further notes that “the fieldworker is strategically placed to appreciate the
theoretical significance of these interconnections” (p. 240). The methods employed in the
current research focused on revealing the “telling case” of the MAC concerning the use
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of digital tools as expressed by administrators and teachers in addition to what was found
for students both with regard to their individual use of digital technology and how they
worked together collectively with these tools. The study focused on both activity in
general and activity in relation to opportunities for second language development.
3.2 Research Questions
The research questions are:
1. How does a multi-age student community utilize the technology available to them
as viewed from an activity systems theoretical perspective?
2. How does the technology available to a multi-age student community provide
opportunities for second language development from an activity systems
perspective?
3.3 Background for the Study
Initial contact with Holland School, the site where the research study took place,
was made in April 2011, prior to the commencement of the study, when the researcher
attended a workshop at the school in which five students enrolled in the MAC, later to be
studied, demonstrated and explained how they used iPod Touches in their classes. This
workshop was set up by the Educational Computer Specialist (ECS) at the school and the
researcher was attending the workshop as she was interested at the time in setting up a
similar program, incorporating iPod Touches in her classes. After attending the
workshop, the researcher emailed the ECS and the educators of the community, thanking
them for the informative student–led session and suggested that she would like to do a
research study on how students employed digital tools in their learning in the MAC the
following school year. The educators responded positively to the researcher’s request,
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expressing enthusiasm that the work being carried out in their classrooms might inform
the existing literature on second language learning and the use of digital tools.
Subsequently, the researcher contacted the principal at Holland School proposing to
do a study of the MAC on the integration of technology and the effects of this on second
language learning and development. Upon reception of a positive response from the
administrator, a follow-up meeting was scheduled in May 2011 to further discuss the
study. At this face-to-face meeting, and in consultation with the educators at the school, it
was determined that the MAC, out of all the classes at Holland School, would be an
appropriate setting for the research for a number of reasons: The entire school community
was richly bilingual and bicultural and most of the students enrolled in the MAC were
second language learners who spoke primarily Spanish at home. Also, the school had
recently purchased a large selection of diverse technologies for staff and students:
laptops, iPod Touches, Smartboards, and document cameras, all of which were used in
the MAC. Moreover, the site invested in continued professional development for staff
members and training for students on the integration of Information Communication
Technologies as applied to learning. Additionally, the school had designated funding for
an Educational Computing Specialist (ECS). The ECS served as a liaison between staff
and students, and the ICT available on site. Moreover, the ECS developed educational
programs for and with staff members and students, provided and created professional
development for staff members, repaired both software and hardware, and coordinated
the management of all the ICT services for the school.
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3.4 Institutional Review Board Permission for the Study
Prior to conducting the research for this study, approval was requested and
granted from both the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (UNLV) where the researcher was conducting doctoral studies and the school
district’s Research and Development Department. The Social and Behavioural
Committee of the Internal Review Board at UNLV granted approval on August 11, 2011.
School district policy governing research done in any of its schools required that
researchers receive approval from the tertiary institution prior to submitting a request to
complete a research study in the school district. Upon receiving approval from UNLV,
approval was sought from the district’s Research and Development Department in
August 2011, which was granted in December 2011.
Once approval was received to conduct the study from UNLV’s IRB, a request was
submitted to the researcher’s doctoral committee to begin observations in the MAC at
Holland School while awaiting approval from the school district. These observations
were sanctioned by the committee and these observations began in early September and
continued until early November.
3.5 Research Site
Holland School had a student population for the school year 2010-2011 of
approximately 660 students: 53.7% male and 46.3% female. The average daily
attendance rate for students enrolled at Holland School was 95.4%. Eighty four percent of
the student population received free or reduced lunch services. Student ethnicity was
broken down as follows: Hispanic - 74.4%, American Indian /Alaskan Native – 0.1%,
Black /African American – 9.7%, White / Caucasian 9.3%, and Multi-Racial – 2.8%.
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More than half of the student population, 361 of the 669 students, had been targeted as
having Limited English Proficiency (LEP). This LEP designation was assigned to
students upon completion of a district English Language Proficiency Assessment. The
language of instruction was English and the student / teacher ratio in the MAC was 25:1;
school wide, the student / teacher ratio was 19:1.
The school had been forced to restructure in Spring 2009 due to repeatedly poor
student-performance on statewide, standardized tests. According to school district
restructuring guidelines, new school administrators and staff members were hired and, in
conjunction with local university professors, parents/guardians, and members of the local
business community, worked collaboratively to restructure the school environment.
Innovative, new programs were designed and implemented integrating 21st Century best
practices, with an emphasis on fostering an independent approach to learning and
instruction. The integration of ICT across the curriculum was considered a key
component of this restructuring. School administrators and personnel were not restricted
to district-wide, common academic policies; rather they were given the freedom to make
site-based decisions they deemed pedagogically sound, focusing on students’ academic,
social, and emotional needs. As part of Holland School’s restructuring, major emphases
were developed: the integration ICT in all grades throughout the school, professional
development in the use of new technologies, and opportunities for students to participate
in project-based or challenge-based learning.
Every educational institution in the district was required to have a mission
statement, which guided and ostensibly influenced school policies, regulations, and
services. The mission statements were created collaboratively by the various members of
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the school community and reviewed annually by all its members: educators,
administrators, students, parents, and partners from the local community. The school
district required that every school’s mission statement be the ‘pedagogical compass’ for
the variety of programs provided for students, staff, and parents / guardians at each
school site. This pedagogical compass was also used to create, revise and review each
site’s annual goals and objectives. Holland Elementary School’s 2010-2011 mission
statement was: “To create a community of learners who are engaged in 21st Century
Learning best practices that will promote growth and achievement for all students.”
The commitment to engage in best practices outlined in Holland School’s mission
statement was reflected in the professional development provided for staff, students, and
parents/guardians. Students attended mathematics learning institutes, participated in
workshops to learn about new technologies, and were involved in independent reading
programs. Parents took part in monthly small-group workshops on a variety of subjects
animated by staff members.
Dr. Renate Caine, Director of Research and Professional Development at the
Natural Learning Research Institute in Idyllwild, California, provided bi-monthly
workshops for staff members on current developments on the integrations of ICT and
brain/mind learning principles. The Educational Computing Specialist worked closely
with Dr. Caine to coordinate these workshops and to implement the principles, ideas, and
technologies discussed in the sessions. In addition, the ECS offered regularly scheduled
support and training on the integration of new technologies for both staff and students.
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3.6 Participants: Members of the Multi-age Community
The particular group under study at Holland School were the members of the
MAC, which consisted of five classrooms of 130 students enrolled in the third, fourth,
and fifth grades. The five classrooms had five teachers; one educator was designated as a
‘homeroom’ teacher for each specific classroom: one Grade 3 class, two Grade 4 classes,
and one Grade 5 class. All five educators collaboratively planned instruction in core
academic subjects, organized timetables, and addressed any social issues for all the
students enrolled in all five classes. One full day each week was designated for
collaborative planning, discussion, and brainstorming. Although each of the five
educators was in charge of a specific homeroom class, they intentionally shared
responsibility for all students in the five classrooms. Discipline, as well as the academic
success and the social and emotional well being of all students, was considered a
community responsibility. These topics were collaboratively addressed at weekly
meetings.
The MAC was specifically chosen for various reasons. First, as previously stated,
the community was richly bilingual and bicultural. Fifty percent of the students enrolled
in the five classes had been designated, according to school district policy, as having
Limited English Proficiency, reflecting the ethnicity of the entire student school
population. Additionally, more than seventy-five percent of the students in the MAC
spoke a different language in their homes, principally Spanish. Secondly, the MAC had
been highly innovative in consistently integrating and implementing new technologies
that supported 21st learning best practices during the three years of its existence.
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When the study took place, during the third year of the MAC’s existence, each
student had access to a personal, MacBook Pro computer, iPods were regularly employed
to complement learning with the laptops, and Smartboards and document cameras were
routinely engaged to illustrate and teach concepts in all five classrooms. Both educators
and students routinely and habitually employed a variety of software throughout the
school day to carry out tasks that might otherwise be accomplished in a more traditional
way in more conventional classrooms. Thirdly, educators and students alike were
supported and guided by the administration and the ECS, who offered training and
instruction through workshops, assisted with technology and digital tool maintenance,
and co-created projects with both students and teachers. Also, a school-based wiki had
been created and maintained by the ECS, to which both staff and students regularly
posted their projects.
When the study was first proposed to the university’s IRB, the researcher planned
to randomly select six to ten students from those who willingly agreed to participate in
the study, with their parents or guardians’ permission. The response from both students
and parents was overwhelmingly positive, with 61 of the 130 students enrolled in the
MAC, as well as their parents or guardians, signing and returning the required consent
forms to participate in the research study. The MAC educators, the administrator, as well
as the ECS, also agreed to participate in the study.
Additionally, all of the students enrolled in the MAC were contacted in writing
seeking their participation in the study. The letter, in English and Spanish, informed
students, parents, and guardians of the details of the study. Student participants were
asked to sign a youth assent form. Their parents or guardians were asked to sign an
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Informed Consent Form as well, as the student participants were minors. In addition, a
letter was sent, in Spanish and English, inviting participants, parents, and guardians to
participate in an information meeting on the details of the study.
Sixty-one of the one hundred and twenty-five students returned the completed
consent forms. Furthermore, fifty-nine of the sixty-one student participants were native
Spanish speakers, only two were monolingual English speakers.
3.7 Role of the Researcher
Initially, the role of the researcher was as participant observer, present at times in
the environment, but not actively involved to any great extent (Spradley, 1980). This
balance of observation and involvement, achieved through moderate participation in the
environment, was designed to seek and maintain a balance between the role of insider and
outsider for the researcher.
While waiting for the IRB approval for the study, the researcher, in early September
after consultation with her committee, began weekly visits to observe the Multi-age
Community classrooms for approximately one hour per visit. As a result of these weekly
observations, once the study began the researcher’s role moved from the proposed passive
participant with limited interaction or participation to that of an active participant
(Spradley, 1980). Significantly, when the researcher would enter the educational spaces to
conduct observations, student participants would enthusiastically greet the researcher and
often referred to themselves as “student-researchers”.
3.8 Data Sources and Collection
The data in the study was drawn from four sources: student video tapings and
photos, student and teacher reflection journals, weekly field notes taken by the
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researcher, and semi-structured, group interviews with participants. Data collected that
were both etic, participant-centered, and emic, or observer-centered. Appendix A outlines
the data sources, the data collection instruments, their focus within the activity system,
the time and frequency of contact, and the role of the researcher in relation to the data
being collected.
3.8.1 Interviews
After obtaining informed consent, both students and educators were interviewed
separately in group interviews at the beginning and the end of the designated research
period. All interviews were videotaped and lasted approximately 30-45 minutes.
Caution and care were taken that there would be no abuse of authority in the interviews
with the student and educator participants. Confidentiality and anonymity were reassured.
As mentioned above, a semi-structured approach was intended to be used in group
interviews with student participants. However, the student participants, after consulting
with their educators, suggested they would prefer to interview each other and video these
interviews rather than participate in group interviews. Several of the student participants
would greet the researcher when she arrived for her weekly observations and would ask
what questions they should ask their fellow participants that day. The participants would
then video participant responses to the questions proposed by the researcher. These
questions were selected from the student interview protocol; however, ‘studentresearchers’ often transformed and adapted these questions as they conducted their
interviews.
A semi-structured approach was used in the educator interviews. Certain of the
10-12 questions that made up the Interview Protocols were purposely formulated to elicit
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responses directly related to technology use and second language development in order to
validate the research questions; however, open-ended questions provided participants the
opportunity to expand on their ideas. Interview questions emerged from the topics that
surfaced in the conversations held during the interviews. Student and
administrator/educator interview protocols are included in Appendices B and C. The
audio portion of the educator interviews was transcribed by the researcher.
3.8.2 Journals
Student and educator participants were encouraged to write down, illustrate, and
record their reflections on their uses of Information Communication Technologies (ICT).
Each of the five classrooms in the MAC was supplied with a hard cover journal in which
their reflections and notes were easily recorded. Each of theses black journals had a purple
word-cloud on the front cover and was put in a prominent place for easy access. Individual
journals were provided for participants who preferred to write their thoughts and reflections
in a personal journal. Students were encouraged to record and store their reflections in a
file on their personal laptops if they choose to do so. It is worth noting that none of the
participants wrote in the individual journals or on their personal laptops. Rather all
notetaking was carried out by students only in the class hardcover journals. All journals
were collected at the end of the study.
3.8.3 Videotaping and Photos
Participants were provided with iPod Touches to document situations where
participants in the study used technology or digitals tools to mediate their learning. Each
of the five classrooms had five iPod Touches reserved for videoing and were voluntarily
managed by one of the student participants. Each of these iPod Touches had a rubber, blue
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case designed to distinguish them from the other iPod Touches in the cart available for
student use. Videos were downloaded weekly by the researcher and then erased from the
iPod Touches. Data from these videotapes was stored on a hard drive in a locked filing
cabinet in the researchers’ study. The researcher used selective transcription of these
videotapes in data analysis. Faces of all participants were blurred in the videotapes.
The researcher became aware of a school wiki, created by the ECS, while
completing the initial interview in late April with the ECS. The school wiki housed student
projects and work that dated back to the inception of the Multi- Age Community. The
researcher then requested an amendment to the IRB forms to include certain examples of
MAC student work contained in the wiki as primary data. Permission was granted in May
2012.
3.8.4 Field Notes and Observations
Field notes were taken from semiweekly observations in the five classrooms in the
Multi-age Community. These observations were approximately five to six hours per week.
The researcher recorded written field notes while observing in the five classrooms and
made condensed accounts of each these observations immediately following the
observation (Spradley, 1980). These condensed notes were expanded upon directly after
the observation providing the researcher with the opportunity to add details and to recall
items that may not have been initially included in the field note observations or the
condensed account.
3.9 Data Analysis
The four main types of data: semi-structured interviews, videotapes and photos,
journals, and field notes were collected, analyzed, and then set into an activity framework.
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One of the main tenets of activity theory is that activity must be viewed and understood
through an examination of the physical and symbolic artifacts in everyday life (Lantolf &
Thorne, 2006; Nardi, 1996). Activity theory views consciousness as embedded in the social
matrix of the environment, not as separate, discrete cognitive processes. The framework
conserves multiple perspectives or visions and supports the possibility of contradictory
realities.
A constant comparative methodology was used in a grounded content analysis to
discover how second language learning is mediated with the use of technology (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). Data were grouped and analyzed throughout the eight-week data collection
period to ascertain how a multi-age community student community utilized the technology
available to them and how these technologies provided opportunities for second language
development. Specifically, the researcher began by reviewing the data looking for general
impressions, themes, and patterns and then noting these ideas in the left-hand margins of
the transcribed interviews, field notes, and notes taken on videos. Then the researcher
continued to review the data underlining ideas, phrases, and relationships that appeared to
cluster together and connected them to key concepts or words. These clustered ideas and
key concepts were recorded in the right-hand margins. The researcher reviewed each of the
218 videos and notes were made on them individually; however, only a selection of the
videos was transcribed. These videos were chosen as key events (Gumperz, 2003; Putney,
2007: Putney & Boughton, 2011; Mitchell, 2015) that brought forward the richest data
exemplifying the construction of digital innovation in the MAC.
The researcher continued to review the data to look for patterns or relationships
between key words. In order to keep the analysis as close to the data as possible, in vivio
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codes (Flick, 2002) near to the language of the participants were used to label the major
categories. As the researcher returned to the data to more clearly understand the ideas
behind these categories, key words begin to cluster naturally together through this process
of axial coding (Flick, 2002). Specific coding categories began to emerge from the data.
Using these codes and the incidents where they occurred in the data, the researcher wrote
a narrative summary of each code and placed the codes into the activity system framework.
Next the researcher categorized the data and the codes within the basic structure of
an activity system identified by Engeström (1987,1993): subject, object, meditational
means, outcomes, community, division of labor, rules, and outcomes. According to activity
theory, all activity is dialectical and collective, and does not rise out of the activities of a
single individual.
The category subject concerns the students who would be expected to undergo
transformations through their use of technology in the activities in the MAC. Each subject
brings to the activity system his or her own history and culture. Meditational means are
material or symbolic artifacts that mediate the actions of the subjects in the activity system.
In this setting, they would include the use of digital tools, videotaping of students’
activities, the English language learners themselves, journal writing, among many others.
The object is the “problem space” at which the activity is directed (Engeström,
1993, p. 67). The object is the orientation to the activity, may be multiple, and is constantly
changing as the activity system evolves. In this setting, the object included the learning of
a second language with the use of digital tools. Participation in the activities with digital
tools might produce an outcome, for example an increase in knowledge in a second
language or and increased awareness of another culture. Division of labor refers to the
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interactions among all participants and to how power and status might afford or constrain
the activity of the system (Engestrom, 1993, Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). The community
includes all the participants that share in the activity; in this case, the students, their
educators, the principal, and the ECS are possible community members. The rules are the
implicit and explicit norms that regulate the activity system.
CHAT provided a tool to reflect on and organize the analysis of interactions among
the different components of the activity system. It was essential to interpret the data,
identify patterns and relationships, and understand language development as mediated
activity within a system. Activity theory combined with a grounded content analysis
offered a lens as to how participants employed technology to negotiate their learning in
activities in the MAC environment that another theoretical lens may not have provided.
The data were subject to a grounded content analysis with the goal of understanding the
learning experience from the subjects’ perspectives within the activity system.
The theoretical framework outlined in this chapter provides a coherent conceptual
tool to consider how the technology available to a multi-age community is utilized and
how this technology provides opportunities for second language development. CHAT
forms an essential part of the methodological approach. Chapter 4 turns to the findings
from the data collected from the study conducted with the Multi-age Community.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a description and analysis of how technologies available to a multiage student community were utilized by the community and how these technologies provided
opportunities for second language development. The findings are organized sequentially1
according to the introduction of the data collection tools in the study and are examined in
response to the research questions:
1. How does a multi-age student community utilize the technology available to them as
viewed from an activity systems theoretical perspective?
2. How does the technology available to a multi-age student community provide
opportunities for second language development from an activity systems perspective?
The chapter begins with Pre-study observations held one year prior to the present study.
It then proceeds with a brief description of the data collection tools that were used to sequentially
present the data and includes a timeline of the implementation of these tools. The findings are
then presented according to the two research questions noted above.
Each section below begins with an overview from the Field Notes and Observations and
then proceeds with findings from the Administrator Interviews. Data from both Administrator
interviews are presented together as findings from the initial and final interviews complemented
each other. The chapter then proceeds with findings from both the initial and final Educational
Computing Specialist (ESC) interviews.
Findings are then presented from only the Initial Educators’ Interview, which did not
complement the findings from the Final Educators’ Interview. The final interview with educators

1

Sequentially is employed here instead of chronologically so as to present the data from initial and final interviews
together as one unit for those interviews completed with the administrator and the ECS.
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was held three months after the eight-week study at the request of the educators and,
consequently, concludes the chapter.
Researcher-led formal student interviews, planned for the first week of the study, did not
occur. Instead, students left the formal interview and decided to interview each other, which was
deemed an acceptable practice in relation to the goals of the study. Findings for studentparticipant-recorded interviews and videos follow findings for the Initial Educators’ Interview.
Field notes were taken during the pre-observations in May 2011 and Fall 2011, and
during the eight-week study and are included throughout the findings for each of the two
research questions. Additionally, there are video clips from the school Wiki in some sections and
findings from the MAC hard-cover, paper journals are included after the findings from the two
research questions as journal submissions were collected at the end of the eight-week study. As
previously noted, the findings from the Final Educators Interview conclude the chapter.
4.1.1 Pre-study Observations
One year prior to the beginning of the present eight-week study, in the spring of 2011, the
researcher observed in the five Multi-age Community (MAC) classrooms for several hours to
determine whether the MAC community would be an appropriate site for the intended research.
Holland School, specifically the Multi-age Community, had been recommended as a site to
conduct the present study by a colleague who had witnessed first-hand the use of technology and
as Holland School had a significantly large L2 population. Eighty percent of the students were
native Spanish speakers. Field notes were recorded during these pre-study observations. Several
themes emerged with the analysis of the researcher’s field notes from this brief, four-hour
observation and from a preliminary concept mapping of the MAC as an activity system,
specifically: (1) the ubiquitous use of technology in the MAC, (2) a sense of community
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belonging among members, notably the L2 students, as part of the community, and (3)
enthusiasm for learning (F.N May 26, 2011). Emergence of these initial themes and observations
prompted the researcher to request IRB acceptance from both the university and the school
district to carry out the present study.
4.1.2 Data Collection Tools
The collection of data employed during the six-week study is reviewed below in Table
4.1, Data Collection Tools. Details in the table include descriptions, dates, how data were
collected, and quantities of the data.
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Table 4.1 Data Collection Tools
Type
Interview Videos

Description

How Collected

*Interviews with all participants but students
were carried out at the beginning and the end of
the study.

*All interviews were
recorded by researcher using
an iPod Touch

*Each interview lasted between 40 to 60
minutes.

*Questions were taken from
IRB protocols

Administrator:
*Initial: April 23, 2021
*Final: May 28, 2012

*Some questions were
spontaneous arising from
conversation

*Total: 6 interviews
*2 with educators beginning &
end of study
*2 with ECS beginning & end of
study
*2 with administrator beginning & end of
study

ECS
*Initial: April 24, 2012
*Final: May 28, 2012

*No initial or ending
Student Interviews
were held or
consequently recorded

Educators:
*Initial: April 26, 2012
*Final: September 14, 2012
Transcripts of
Interview videos

Quantity

*Administrator: Initial & final interviews
*Educational Computing Specialist (ECS):
Initial and final interviews

*Transcripts were
transcribed from videos by
researcher

Total: 6 interviews

*Specially designated iPod
Touches (in blue cases) were
placed in each of the 5 MAC
classrooms
*iPod Touches

*Total: 218

*Artifacts were submitted by
Holland School Students,
including MAC members,
for posting to the schoolwide wiki over
approximately a 2.5-year
period

*MAC artifacts only:
Total: 67

*Educators: Initial & final interviews
Digital Data
*Videos
*recorded by
student participants
*Images
Holland School
Wiki

*Students participating in the study recorded
videos of fellow students or themselves using
technology in learning
Photos of students in classroom
*Care was taken to include only student
participants in study in videos
* Various artifacts: videos, still photos,
samples of student work - documents, projects
*N.B. It was difficult to determine which
documents were submitted by MAC
participants, hence, only artifacts that the
researcher could determine were contributed by
MAC study participants were used.

*Total: 71

* January 2009 to June 2012
Classroom
Journals

Field Notes and
observations

*5 paper, hard-cover journals
* Wordle (word cloud) placed on covers
identifying journals as part of the study

*Designated black journals
were placed in each of the 5
classrooms at the beginning
of study.

*initial entries were handwritten/drawn

*Collected at end of study

*later entries were word processed by
participants and taped in the hard-cover
journal

* Wordle word cloud placed
on covers, identifying
journals

*23 word processed
entries

*Handwritten – pre-study observations

*Notes taken on May 26,
2011
*Fall, 2011

Total: 1

*Notes were recorded during
weekly observations

Total: 15

*Handwritten – observations awaiting school
district IRB approval
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Total: 76
*21 handwritten entries
*32 separate, handwritten sheets of paper

Total: 5

*Handwritten notes taken from observations
over seven-week period: April 6 to June 1,
2012

*Twice weekly
*Notes were reflected on and
edited immediately
following observations

*1.5 to 2-hour sessions
in various classrooms

*Notes were reviewed and
reflected on throughout the
analyses

*Scheduled at different
times and days during
the school week
* Final educator
interview

*Handwritten notes from Final Educator
Interview: September 14, 2012

4.1.3 Timeline of Data Collection
The timeline presented below indicates the dates each of the data collection tools was
implemented and organizes the major findings that emerged through the course of data analysis
as related to each tool:

Figure 4.1 Timeline of Data Collection

Admin
Initial
Interview:
April 23rd

ECS
Initial
Interview:
April 24th

Educator
Initial
Interview:
April 26th

Student
Video
recording
began
April 27th

Access to
School
Wiki:
May 9th

Educator
Final
Interview:
September
14th

Admin
Final
Interview:
May 28th

ECS
Initial
Interview:
May 29th

Journals
placed in
classrooms
April 27th

Student
video
recording
ended
June 1st

Journals
removed
from
classrooms
June 1st

Field Notes and observations were made by the researcher twice weekly during the 8 weeks of the study, April 6th to June 1st.
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Although protocols for interviews had been proposed and accepted by the university and
the school district Internal Review Boards, initial and final formal researcher-led interviews were
held with the exception of student participants who modified the interview process assuming
both the interviewer and interviewee roles.
4.1.4 Data Analysis
The data collected are examined according to a framework developed by the researcher
over the course of data analysis, specifically:
3. an analysis of field notes and observations in relation to use of technology and
second language development (Mitchell, 2012)
4. an analysis of artifacts – who, are doing what, where, how, using (Mitchell, 2012;
Putney, 1997)
5. an outline of activity and activity conditions – roles, rules, object, division of labor,
and tools (Mitchell, 2012)
6. event mapping(s) – subevents, verbal transcripts, and actions were employed in the
analysis of videos (Mitchell, 2012; Putney, 1997)
7. Event mappings were not used in presenting the data from the Administrator, ECS,
or Educator interviews due to the length of each interview. Only purposely selected
samplings were chosen for analysis.
The majority of students who agreed to participate in the study were native
Hispanophones (L2s). Only two of the 61 student-participants were native English speakers
(L1s). Consequently, when a student is referenced in the findings, they are L2s unless otherwise
indicated as an L1 student. Furthermore, in order to clearly designate the various participants in
the video analyses, the following codes have been adopted:
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Table 4.2 Participant Codes
Student Researcher

SR

Student Videographer

SV

Student

S1, S2, S3, S4, etc.

Grade 3 student

3S

Grade 4 student

4S

Grade 5 student

5S

Students

Ss

Teacher

T

Researcher

R

N.B. If several students from the same grade level appear in the same event, they will be identified as 3S1, the first
Grade-3 student, 4S2, the second Grade-4 student, 5S3, the third Grade-5 student, etc.

Before presenting the findings from the data, it should be noted that from the beginning
of the study, the constant and varied use of technology, specifically digital tools, was not
considered to be a hindrance in the data collection process; rather, it represented a seamless,
embedded, normalized integration of technology in the MAC. Moreover, students and their
teachers readily accepted the researcher’s proposal to collect video data for the study using iPod
Touches, specified for the purpose and placed in each of the five classrooms (F.N. from Preobservations). Initially, the researchers’ doctoral committee was hesitant to consent to the
unrestrained availability of iPod Touches for student participants as using them on a regular basis
might prove disruptive to other forms of classroom activity. The committee members concluded
that the decision to embed these digital tools to record activity should be left up to the members
of the community (F.N. August 31, 2011). Ultimately, all study participants endorsed the idea
and signed the necessary IRB forms acknowledging that the use of iPod Touches to record
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activity could easily be integrated in their everyday classroom activities and would not prove
disruptive to students’ learning, which corroborated the previously noted normal, ubiquitous and
embedded use of digital technologies throughout the community in pre-study observations (F.N.
April 6, 2012).
4.2 Research Question 1
Findings for Research Question 1 begin with Field Notes and Observations and then
proceed to the participant interviews conducted or attempted during the first week of the study,
April 23 to April 27, 2012, and the final participant interviews conducted with the administrator
and the ECS during the last week of the study, May 28 to June 1, 2012.
4.2.1 Field Notes and Observations
Pre-study field notes and observations for the five visits before the official study started
revealed an embedded, ubiquitous use of digital tools, specifically for laptops, stand-alone
computers, and iPod Touches in the MAC, also found to be the case in the fifteen observations
conducted from April 6th until June 1st, following IRB approval.
Recorded as well in field notes was that the use of digital tools by participants was
equivalent to the use of pens, pencils, and dictionaries as might be found in other contemporary
elementary classrooms (F.N. May 10, 2012; May 24, 2012; May 30, 2012). Laptops were an
“extension of the participants’ hips” as they freely moved around the five MAC classrooms
discussing projects or seeking help from one another (F.N. September 29, 2011; October 7, 2011;
April 26, 2012; May 10, 2012; May 17, 2012). The educators modeled the use of digital tools in
learning for students (F.N. May 21, 2012) and were never far from their own laptops (F.N.
September 14, 2011; April 26, 2012; May 21, 2012).
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Field notes and observations further noted that Spanish was the L1 for the majority of
students in all five MAC classes and that a wide range of English L2 proficiency was exhibited
from limited proficiency to very proficient, near native, use of English (F.N. September 29,
2011; October 7, 2011; April 6, 2012; April 10, 2012). The members of the community educators, students, and administrators – focused on inclusion to support L2 students as they
developed proficiency in English (F.N April 10, 2012; April 23, 2012; April 24, 2012; April 26,
2012). Movement in and among the five classrooms, a common practice of the MAC, supported
all students, regardless of L2 proficiency (F.N. April 30, 2012; May 7, 2012; May 17, 2012; May
24, 2012).
4.2.2 Administrator Interviews
The sequencing of the presentation of data now turns to interviews held with the
administrator as the Initial Administrator Interview was chronologically the first interview held
with study participants. The data collected from the final interview corroborated the data
collected from the initial interview prompting the researcher to present the findings from both
interviews as a whole in order to condense and simplify presentation of the relevant findings.
The initial interview was conducted on Monday, April 23, 2012, with Lise, the head
administrator of Holland School, in her office at 4:40 PM and lasted forty-one minutes. The final
interview with Lise was conducted six weeks later on Monday, May 28, 2012, again in her office
at 4:30 PM and lasted thirty-two minutes. Both interviews were recorded by the researcher using
an iPod Touch.
An Analysis of the Artifact, as seen in Table 4.3, was completed on the data collected in
both the initial and final interviews revealing the relationships of the participants, the researcher
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and the Administrator, in activity and how, consequently, these events relate to the research as
addressed in the first research question.

Table 4.3 Analysis of Artifacts: Initial and Final Interviews with Administrator
Who

are doing

1.Administrator
2.Researcher

Talking

what

where

Participating in
interviews

At a table in the
administrator’s
office

how
*In a group of two
*Prearranged by
administrator’s
secretary

using
*iPod Touch
*Laptops

Lise readily committed to the interviews to speak about her vision of technology as a tool
for learning at Holland School. The overview of activity and CHAT activity conditions, as found
in Table 4.4 below, reveals a confluence of situated rules, objects, roles, and mediating tools that
constitute the conditions of the activity, among which, significantly, the embedded use of
technology to implement 21st Century Learning Skills had an integral and leading role.
As the lead administrator, the data revealed Lise’s commitment to and belief in the
ubiquitous and embedded use of digital tools for learning, specifically with Spanish speaking
students, and reinforced it as a principal object in the activity system. The italicized, underlined
words in Table 4.4 indicate the digital tools embedded in in activity, and, consequently, in the
school community.
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Table 4.4 Interviews with Administrator Overview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Interviews by researcher, beginning and
end of study
Researcher
Participant

Activity conditions
Rules

Object

Division of
labor

Mediating
Tools

*Researcher poses interview
questions and records
interview with an iPod Touch

*Ubiquity of
technology
for all
community
members
based on 21st
Century
Skills

*Embedded
use of
technology
for learning
based on 21st
Century best
practices;
notably for
L2s

*Coconstruction
of learning
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

*Computers,
laptops,
whiteboards,
document
cameras,
iPod
Touches,
apps
*iPod Touch

*Administrator, Lise, answers
questions

Mediational means:
Digital tool technologies – computers, laptops, white boards,
document cameras, iPod touches, apps

Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in activity
affording learning, cooperation, and collaboration through 21st
Century best practices; intentional inclusion of L2s

No event mappings have been included for the two administrator interviews. Typically,
event mappings reveal patterns in activity, where the sequencing of events and subevents reveal
the dimensions within activity, such as how individual actions or words relate to the whole, what
individuals may be trying to accomplish, and what, if any, emotions or feelings might be
conveyed. It was decided that significant rich points would be chosen from the coded, transcripts
of interview data. As quotations have been taken from both the initial and final interviews,
citations are included at the end of each quote.
To ensure that technology would be employed as a ‘learning tool’ for all students, Lise
made certain that initially “teachers got it (technology) first to play around with.” (First
Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012). She outlined in her first interview how digital tool
technologies had been distributed to teachers prior to students:
So, all the teachers got laptops, first; that was our first phase. We began working with
them to change; that was a hard shift. They got laptops … and their own digital cameras,
and everything we could give them. Some had Smartboards that first year, but not many.
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And so, each year we’ve grown, and so those teachers who really just jumped on board,
those were the teachers who were first to get the laptops for kids. And we’ve just kept
building, building, and building, and now I almost can’t remember when we didn’t have
them (digital tools).
As noted in the statement, Lise acknowledged that for the teachers there was a notable
‘shift’, a paradigm shift, from “we no longer go there (to a computer lab) for technology” to “It’s
(technology) embedded in our everyday curriculum.” (First Administrator Interview, April 23,
2012). She recognized the challenges, the paradigm shift, for educators to create a belief system
where digital tools were as normal as any other tool. “It’s like building a culture, you know the
tone, because it’s (technology) embedded in the culture, it’s a belief system.” (First
Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012).
Lise, in addition, acknowledged the dilemma posed by the meme of traditional teaching
found among educators in her statement:
“… it has been a struggle … I think the biggest piece of anything like going to projectbased learning or inquiry-based learning, that paradigm shift of anything is that adults’
belief systems change as they use it, and they see it. They get success from it, helping
teachers to feel comfortable changing. And then supporting them in that change in their
belief system. (First Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012).
In the statement below, Lise characterizes the importance of technology integrated in all
aspects of the curriculum at Holland School:
This part of our program has just been a pure joy, the technology… I think that
technology, in every way, has helped this program and the teachers are very accepting of
it. And they do understand the importance of it. They don’t always know how to use
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technology. They don’t understand how to use it because they are like I am, we are at a
very learner level, an entry level. But they do respect, I think, the importance of
technology. (First Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012).
The integration of digital tools in the school culture from the beginning meant that there
were no “ah ha moments, because it (the integration of technology) was such a part of our vision
because of 21st Century Learning” (First Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012). The
integration of 21st Century Learning in the curriculum had been a major component of Holland
School’s vision from its inception as a Visionary School with their Mission Statement clearly
advocating the importance of implementing these 21st Century Skills:
Holland (School) is a community of learners who all share in the growth and increased
achievement of students through the study and implementation of best practices based on
21st Century Learning.
An integral part of the Framework for 21st Century Learning was the inclusion of
information, media, and technology skills in all parts of the curriculum for all students, fostering
their critical thinking skills and promoting functional information, media, and ICT literacy.
Lise emphasized in both the first and final interviews the central, implicit role of the 21st
Century skill of ICT literacy, indicating that from the beginning her vision of “technology would
be just like a tool, a learning tool (Video 1), embedded in our every-day curriculum” (First
Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012). She commented that technology from Holland
School’s inception was to be “embedded in the culture; it’s a belief system. It is just
intertwined.” and that she “didn’t want it to be that we were doing technology” (First
Administrator Interview, May 28, 2012). Her belief in the authentic use of technology as digital
learning tools integrated in the curriculum is revealed in the following statement, “And I really
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wanted it so much a part of the program for both teachers and students that you couldn’t separate
the two. So that was the goal.” (Final Administrator Interview, May 23, 2012).
Furthermore, Lise spoke of the significance of technology in our society: “Technology is
almost such a part of our total culture in the world that schools can’t, they can no longer say we
won’t use technology at all”. Indeed, she was prescient of technology’s unimagined role in 21st
century learning and her own role and responsibility in preparing all students for the future;
“Any leader today has to know that technology, even technology that we can’t imagine, is going
to be a part of our future. And so, it would be very remiss on the part of any leader not to make
that (technology) a priority.” (First Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012). Lise argued, “If it
is not embedded, it’s not sustainable and it is really true for technology”.
4.2.3 Educational Computing Specialist (ECS) Interviews
As with the Administrator Interviews held with Lise, the findings from both the Initial
and Final ECS Interviews with Mark are presented as a whole in the next sequence to shorten
and simplify the presentation of the data. The first interview with Mark, the ECS, was conducted
on Tuesday, April 24, 2012, in the school courtyard at 4:00 PM and lasted forty-one minutes.
The final interview with Mark was conducted in the ESC’s lab on Tuesday, May 29, 2012, at
4:30 PM and lasted twenty-eight minutes. No event mappings were completed due to the
sizeable amount of data. Instead, significant rich points were chosen from the coded, transcripts
of the interviews. As quotations were taken from two interviews, a citation is included at the end
of each quote.
An analysis of the artifact, as seen in Table 4.5, was completed on the data collected in
both the initial and final interviews, revealing the relationships of the participants, the researcher
and the ECS in activity and how, consequently, these events relate to the study.
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Table 4.5 Analysis of Artifacts: Initial and Final ECS Interviews
Who

are doing

1.ECS
2.Researcher

Talking

what

where

Participating in
interviews

how

*Outside in
courtyard - Initial
*ECS’s lab -Final

using

In a group of two

*iPod Touch
*Laptops

The overview of conditions of activity in Table 4.6 below reveals a confluence of situated
rules, object, roles, and mediating artifacts, among which, in particular, the normal use of digital
tools appears to have an integral, leading, and mediating role. The italicized, underlined words
indicate the digital tools embedded in the school community.

Table 4.6 Initial and Final ECS Interviews Overview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Interviews by researcher, beginning and
end of study
Researcher
Study participant

Activity conditions

*Researcher poses interview
questions and records video

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all
community
participants

*Educational Computing
Specialist (ECS) answers
interview questions

Mediational means:
Digital tools: iPod touches, laptops, whiteboards, computers,
document cameras, applications

Rules

Object

Division of
labor

Mediating
Tools

*Embedded
*Co*iPod Touch
use of digital
construction
laptops,
tools in
of learning
whiteboards,
project-based
*Collaboration computers,
learning in
*Cooperation
document
the
cameras,
curriculum
apps
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in activity
affording learning, cooperation, and collaboration; intentional
inclusion of L2s

Mark shared Lise’s belief and vision in the authentic use of technology as a learning tool
embedded in all aspects of the curriculum. Indeed, Mark supported Lise’s belief that technology
would be embedded as a normal learning tool in the community if teachers were first provided
with ample opportunity to ‘play around with the digital tools’, as seen in his statement, “we’ve
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really given them (educators) the technology in their hands” (First ECS Interview, April 24,
2012). Indeed, the MAC went from sharing one laptop cart for all five classes their first year to
each child having their own, individual laptop during their third year when the study took place
(Final ECS Interview, May 29, 2012).
As a qualified Apple Educator, Mark had the experience and knowledge to go beyond his
brief as ECS to create conditions that facilitated the use of digital tools for learning for all
community members. In both the first and the final interviews with Mark, many of his comments
reinforced his belief in the authentic use of technology in learning as one might embed any tool,
a paper, pencil, or pen, which he expressed in the following manner:
I don’t like to teach technology for technology’s sake. I will teach graphing because it
makes sense at that point for what they’re doing and to supplement what they are doing.
If they are writing stories, I’ll teach the word processor and show them how to insert
photos or pictures in their stories, and make sure all of what I’m doing correlate and
learning ties into whatever project the teachers are doing in the classroom (First ECS
Interview, April 24, 2012).
Additionally, Mark was instrumental in ensuring that all MAC students had one-to-one
access to technology through personal laptops issued to each of them at the beginning of the
school year:
… which really opens up (learning). The kids walk in and they have access; they can do
whatever they need to do with technology, with their own laptop. It frees up that creative
realm and it gives them access to the world. No longer is school just what the teacher tells
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them when she is in front of the room. No longer are you limited with what you can do
with pencil and paper (First ECS Interview, April 24, 2012).
Mark also commented on how digital tools provided an opportunity for student reflection
and for student ownership of their learning:
And when we can begin reflecting on our own learning, our learning improves. And so,
this is one thing we can give our students, when we give them the opportunity to have a
voice through video; give them the voice through video; give them the voice through
photos. Give them the opportunity to bring in their own photos, to create something that
is meaningful for them, that they have ownership of. I think that is much more
meaningful than the traditional I am going to give them (a task); I am going to get a piece
of cardboard at the grocery store, or I am going to cut out some stuff and draw some
pictures, and stick it up in their room and say this is my state report … They put their
own language in to narrate, and explain what they have brought in. By doing this, by
voicing it back, they get ownership, and there is deeper learning happening (First ECS
Interview, April 24, 2012).
A focus on project-based learning for facilitating deeper student learning had been part of
the vision for Holland School from the beginning and was supported through professional
development activities conducted by Mark and Dr. Renate Caine (F.N. May 2, 2012). However,
Mark addressed the paradigm shift for educators to truly embrace genuine project-based learning
and not just product-based learning:
…they (educators) said they bought into it from the beginning … however, the meme of
traditional teaching is so strong, the push for test scores is so strong that it is an anchor
you’re dragging along as you’re trying to change the teaching because they (educators)
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are afraid they’re going to miss something along the way. We’re trying to work on that.
(First ECS Interview, April 24, 2012).
In conjunction with site-based professional development on embedding digital tools in
project-based learning, Mark initiated monthly professional development workshops by the
educational consultant, Renate Caine, principal of the Caine Learning Center and co-author of
the book, 12 Brain/ Mind Learning Principles in Action (F.N. April 24, 2012). Caine facilitated
professional development for the entire staff at Holland School over a period of three years on
her ‘brain/mind principles of learning’ and provided guidance on how to develop effective
learning communities based on these principles. Mark clarified what he believed her
contributions to the program were in his first interview:
We spent the last three to four years with the researcher and published author Renate
Caine at the Caine Learning Institute. She’s helped us with understanding how kids learn
and why projects are good things and how to create kid-centered learning, student
centered learning. (First ECS interview, April 24, 2012).
The consequences of Caine’s research as applied to developing effective, professional
learning communities in practice were characterized by Mark:
We have a strong belief in professional learning communities … they (educators) have
been involved in book studies as communities. They have shared planning days, once a
week to plan as a community. They talk to one another. The children move from
classroom to classroom depending on which teacher has which skills, which energies,
likes, dislikes, so they (the students) get the best of all teachers in their community (First
ECS Interview, April 24, 2012).
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Mark reflected specifically on the development of the MAC’s professional learning
community, saying, “We are striving towards it (Professional Learning Communities). I’d say
we have one community (the MAC) that is really close to mastering it.” (First ECS Interview,
April 24, 2012).
The findings now turn to the initial interview held with the five educators. The final
interview with educators was delayed at the request of the educators due to end of year
commitments and was conducted on Friday, September 14, 2012, at the beginning of the
following school year. The findings obtained from this final interview will conclude this chapter.
4.2.4 Educators’ Initial Interview
The initial interview with the educators was conducted on Thursday, April 26, 2012, in
one of the MAC classrooms at 4:00 PM, at the end of one of their weekly, full-day planning
sessions and lasted for thirty-four minutes. The photo below, Figure 4.2, which includes the five
MAC educators: Monica (Grade 4), Yolanda (Grade 5), Sharon (Grade 4), Christina (Grade 5),
and Julie (Grade 3), who held the position as lead educator in this Multi-age Community, was
taken at the end of the initial interview with the researcher.
At each of these weekly meetings, the team of 5 educators would collaboratively plan
activities that included and involved the entire community not just their individual homeroom
(F.N. April 26, 2012). While the educators planned, students would attend a full day of special
classes, which included music, art, Physical Education, library, and IT; however, they would
regularly drop by the planning meetings to find out what was being planned and to offer their
suggestions (F.N. May 10, 2012).
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Figure 4.2 Multi-age Community Educators

In meetings, in interviews, in videos, and as noted in the photo above and in observations
in the various MAC classrooms, the educators were never far from their own digital tools (F.N.
May 21, 2012). Laptops were always nearby, opened as tools to guide students, to find or share
information, or to use as they collaborated in meetings.
An analysis of the artifact, as seen in Table 4.7, was completed on the data collected
during this initial interview. No event mapping is included due to the sizeable amount of data.
Instead, rich points were chosen from the coded, transcripts of the interview. As all quotations
were taken from the interview held on April 26, 2012, citations are not included at the end of
each quote, instead, only the name of the individual quoted appears.
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Table 4.7 Analysis of Artifact: Initial Educators’ Interview
Who

are doing

1.Five Educators
2.Researcher

Talking

what

where

Participating in an
interview

how

At a table at the
end of a full day
of collaborative
planning

using

As a community
participating in
research

*iPod Touch
*Laptops

The overview of conditions of activity in Table 4.8 below is similar to those used to
outline activity in the previous interviews with the administrator and the ECS. The overview
shows the conditions of activity came about through the situated rules, object, roles in the
community, and mediating tools, among which, significantly, the normal, embedded use of
digital tools appears to have an integral and leading role. The italicized, underlined words
indicate the digital tools embedded in the MAC.

Table 4.8 Initial Educators’ Interview Overview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Initial interview by researcher, beginning
of study
Researcher
MAC participants

Activity conditions
Rules

Object

Division of
labor

Mediating
Tools

*Researcher poses interview
questions and records video

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning

*Coconstruction
of learning
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

*iPod Touch
*Laptops

Mediational means:
Digital tools: iPod touch, laptops

*Five MAC educators

Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in activity
affording learning, cooperation, and collaboration in 21st Century
best practices; intentional inclusion of more reluctant learners,
L2s

During the Initial Educator Interview, Yolanda spontaneously referred to laptops as their
students’ tool (Video 2), “I tell the students this is your tool (touches laptop). This is like your
document, your book, this is where you keep all your information”.
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When questioned by the researcher why she employed the word “tool” when she referred
to the laptop, Yolanda appeared initially caught off guard, unaware she had used the word to
refer to her laptop. Yolanda continued to have difficulties putting into words why she employed
“tool”, “Their tool … this is where they know they have everything they need to work with at
this point … their tool …it’s like their pencil. It is something they have to create with, to learn
with”.
Yolanda continued gesturing, searching for words to explain why the laptop was a tool,
and then looked to her colleagues for help to provide clarification. The other educators lent
support with a rush of positive comments, “yes, yes …”, most of which was inaudible, as if they
appreciated both her comment that laptops are tools for learning and the difficulties posed in
answering the question. Yolanda continued, “I don’t know if I am answering that correctly. Can
I open my computer? Go to dictionary.com. I can’t live without it either. I carry my tool in my
pocket …”. For Yolanda and the other educators, the use of technology was integral to the MAC
culture for them as well as for students.
However, educators readily admitted they were not experts in the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) and learned about digital tools with and from their students:
… they can teach me how to do it, because it’s them teaching me more than me teaching
them … the kids aren’t afraid. They will open everything, and they will find out ways to
do things that are incredible. They’ll teach me. And then show me that. ‘Look, Ms. XXX,
look what I have. Everything is moving now’ … (I say) and how did you do that? … and
then they go and explain to me how they got all this done.
The educators referred to themselves as digital immigrants acknowledging, “a lot of the
technology we (the MAC Community) don’t use is probably more because of me and my
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insecurity with technology” (Monika). They did, however, concur that their students were digital
natives as characterized by the comment, “These kids are coming out of the womb with iPhones
in their hands.” (Yolanda). Their students’ expertise and ease with digital tools posed no threat to
the educators: rather, technology was embraced, embedded, and viewed as “a big motivator for
them. There are so many ways for students to show their learning, like their Keynote
Presentations. I didn’t have to tell them; they came up with their own ways of presenting their
own learning.” (Sharon). It was evident that educators thought that technology facilitated student
learning by Monika’s comment:
We use it to facilitate their (the students’) own learning … (we) give them topics or ideas
and they take off with it on their own. We don’t say this is what you have to do. It’s
pretty open-ended. They pick and choose what they prefer and what to learn with and that
is what they use.”
Furthermore, digital tools were viewed as key for motivating the more reluctant learners,
and was noted in the following comment by Monika:
Just recently one of my students, he struggles a lot, actually he was the one who showed
me how to use the wiki, how to pull things together. He is actually more motivated to do
his work using the technology than if he were to just use the pencil and paper. I’ve seen
an increased motivation for students who are reluctant to use pen and paper, but they love
working on the computer … (computers) provide so many ways for students to show
their learning”.
The findings now turn to an attempt by the researcher to conduct formal, researcher-led
student interviews. Formal, researcher-led interviews had been scheduled for the first week of
the study.
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4.2.5 Student Interviews: The Absence of Formal Student Interviews
Although protocols for interviews with all participants had been proposed and accepted
by both the university and the school district Internal Review Boards, initial and final formal,
researcher-led interviews were held with all but student participants. When the researcher
attempted to conduct a student-participant interview, the Grade 3 student-participants initially
appeared reserved and apprehensive as to their role in the interview process. After a few minutes
of protocol questions from the researcher and awkward answers from the student-participants,
several students initiated an unorthodox twist to the interview process saying, “We’ll do the
student interviews. We’ll be fellow researchers.” (F.N. April 26, 2012).
Consequently, two, grade 3 ‘student-researchers’ took the index cards containing
researcher-generated protocol questions, and with iPod Touch in hand, began immediately
conducting and videoing the first student-led interview with their MAC classmates in the
adjacent, Grade 5 classroom. Thus, initial, researcher-led student-interviews were carried out by
the ‘student-researchers’ (F.N. April 26, 2012), a process that was continued for this aspect of
data collection. The transference of researcher-led interviews to student-led interviews, revealed
student leadership and was deemed acceptable to the purposes of the study, perhaps leading to
more open and honest responses.
Student-researchers would greet the researcher for her semi-weekly observations with
comments such as, “Hey, there she is, she’s back. Hi, come on in. Let me show you what we
recorded.” (F. N. May 17, 2012). Furthermore, students from all five classrooms would regularly
approach the researcher during observations, laptop in hand, eager to show the researcher what
they had accomplished with digital tools (F.N. May 2, 2012).
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Several of the videos recorded by a Grade 3 student-researcher speaking with her
classmates on the normal, embedded use of technology in the MAC, which are considered
representative of the student-research interviews as a whole are provided below.
4.2.6 Student-researcher Interviews (videos)
Student participants were provided with specially marked iPod Touches placed in each of
the five MAC classrooms to record their classmates who had agreed to be part of the study using
digital tools in learning. They readily accepted and integrated the task of recording their peers’
activities, as well as being recorded themselves, in their everyday activity in such a way as not to
disrupt the flow of learning (F.N. April 19, 2012). However, students who had not signed the
IRB forms consenting to be part of the study reminded student-researchers of their status as nonparticipants in Grade 4 Memory Book – OK, don’t speak no more (Video 3, 1.34 – 1.45):
1:38 (SR) Now can you share with me your memory book?
1:39 (4S) You have to … I’m not signed in yet
1:45 (4S) The first thing she told us is that you can’t do it if you …
1:48 (SR) Ok, Ok, don’t speak no [sic] more
1:51 (SR) OK, any of you guys, did any of you guys bring the back the paper to get
recorded?
4.2.6.1 First Video Recorded by Student-researchers
The first video in this section, the initial video taken by Grade 3 student-researchers
(Video 4) was recorded concomitantly as an attempt was made to hold the researcher-led
student-interview. A taxonomic analysis of the contents of this video, shown in Table 4.9,
reveals the embedded use of digital tools. Every person in the classroom was employing a digital
tool to collaboratively or individually create a project.
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Table 4.9. Analysis of Artifact: First Student-researcher Interview Video
Who

are doing

where

how

creating / working
on

projects

on floor, at tables,
in corners

collaborating
sharing

ideas, information

in Grade 5
classroom

in groups,
individually, or with
teacher
employing digital
tools

laptops,
gestures

co-operating,
helping each other

on projects & in
interview

in classroom,
on laptops

verbally, gestures

laptops

questioning,
walking, interacting
with students
recording student
researcher

interviewing why &
how technology is
used
interview

MAC grade 5
class, adjacent to
Grade 3 classroom
classroom

interviews students
with questions

note cards with
questions

following
interviewer

iPod Touch

working,
collaborating

on project, helping
students

at table

with 3 students,
resource for entire
class

laptop

1.Students (Ss)
members of MAC,
grade 5 class

2.Student-researcher
(SR),
From grade 3 class
3.StudentVideographer (SV)
From grade 3 class
4.Teacher (T)

what

using
laptops

The overview of conditions of activity in Table 4.10 (below) reveals a confluence of
situated rules, object, roles, and mediating artifacts, among which one in particular, the normal
use of digital tools, emerges as having a dominant and integrated role. The italicized, underlined
words reveal the digital tools embedded in the classroom.

Table 4.10 Video Overview - First Student-researcher Interview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: First Interview by student-researchers

Activity conditions

Student-researchers

MAC participants

Rules

Object

Division of
labor

Mediating
Tools

*SR poses interview questions
*SV videos SR posing
questions

*Ss - Grade 5, working on
projects
*T working with 2 students on
projects

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning

*Coconstruction
of learning
and teaching
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptops
creation of
student
projects

Mediational means:
Digital tools: iPod touch, laptops

Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording student learning, cooperation, and collaboration
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In this video, two of the newly, self-appointed student-researchers unexpectedly walked
out in the middle of the formal, researcher-led student-interview directly into the adjacent Grade
5 classroom and subsequently began to record their first student-researcher interview (F.N. April
26, 2012). One Grade 3 student-researcher carried the index cards containing the researcher’s
formal, IRB approved, interview questions followed by a second Grade 3 student-researcher,
blue iPod Touch in hand. Although all students had been informed of the research project in
group meetings with all MAC students, Grade 5 students had not been told that studentresearchers were going to conduct interviews in their classroom, clearly indicating the
spontaneous nature of the activity, and readily accepted to the interviews for the most part.
A preliminary event mapping of the actions of the student interviewer, videographer, and
interviewees further breaks down activity as supported by the embedded use of digital tools.
Event mappings uncovered patterns in activity, where the sequencing of events and subevents
revealed the dimensions within activity, such as how individual actions or words relate to the
whole, what individuals may be trying to accomplish, and what, if any, emotions or feelings
might be conveyed. The italicized, underlined text indicates the digital tools employed by
participants. As is indicated in the Event Mapping in Table 4.11 below, the flow of collaboration
and activity in the classroom was not impeded by the presence or actions of the student
interviewer or the videographer (F.N. April 26, 2012).
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Table 4.11 First Event Mapping of First Student-researcher Interview Video
Event

Time

Subevents

Phases

Actions

Event 1:

0.00

Student Researcher (SR)
begins questioning 1st
student (5S1)

*SR asks & 5S1
answers first question

2nd student (5S2) answers
question

*SR asks & 5S1
answers second
question

*SR approaches 3 students working on laptops
at table
*Student videoing iPod Touch (SV) focusses
on 5S1
*SR asks 5S1 questions and he responds
*Collaboration on project heard between two
other Ss seated at table
*5S2 interrupts & offers answer to 2nd question

SR questions 5S2

*SR asks 5S2 one
question

*SV moves to 5S2 at table
*SR poses question to 5S2

5S2 answers questions

*5S2 answers

*5S2 Responds

*SR asks two
questions
*5S3 answers two
questions

*SV moves to 5S3
*SR questions 5S3
*5S3, sitting on chair with laptop, stops
working
*Laptop screen shows graph
*5S3 responds to questions
*Background noise, “What’s your birthstone”
*Ss comment as background noises
*(garbled) comment “more smarter [sic]”
*SV moves focal point of video

1st Interview
commences
0.32
Event 2:
Interviewer (SR)
moves to second
student (5S2)

0.33

Event 3:

0.49

SR questions 5S3

SR moves to third
student (5S3)

1:03

5S3 answers questions

Event 4:

1.04

*Video of floor and
shoes

SR walks to next
student

1.11

SV moves iPod Touch to
next student to be
interviewed

Event 5:

1.12

SR questions 5S4

SR asks one question

SR moves to
fourth student
(5S4)

1:27

5S4 does not respond

Event 6:

1.28

SR questions 5S5

SR moves to fifth
student (5S5)

2:09

5S5 answers questions

Event 7:

2:10

SR questions T

SR moves to
teacher (T) seated
at table with 3
students (Ss)

2:36

0.49

SR asks two
questions
5S5 answers two
questions
SR asks one question
T answers question

*5S4 on laptop, stops working
*5S4 doesn’t answer question
*SR, “Hmm?”
*T speaks, “OK Guys, Lunch cards are over
there.”
*SR, “Next person”
*SV moves focal point of video
*5S5 working on laptop
*SR asks first question
*5S5 stops work on laptop, answers first
question
*SR has difficulty asking second question
*5S5 answers question
*T working on laptop
*T collaborating with Ss on laptops
*Ss working on laptops in background
*SR asks question
*T stops working with Ss
*T rephrases questions & responds
*Video ends

The video begins with a view of three, grade 5 students collaborating on individual
projects seated at one table each using his own laptop. Students can be heard in the background
talking. One of the students (5S1) is approached by the Grade 3 student-researchers (SR and SV)
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and the interview begins. The student (5S1) stopped working on his laptop and responded to the
student interviewer’s questions.
The student-researcher’s (SR) questions were initially a bit stilted and awkward as this
was her first time reading the formal questions from the researcher-prepared, index cards.
Despite the awkwardness, the student-interviewee (5S1) politely answered the questions. In the
middle of answering the second question, a second Grade 5 student (5S2), seated at the table,
interrupted the interview to answer the student-interviewer’s (SR) question. The first studentinterviewee (5S1) completed his answer to the question and the student-researchers moved to the
second student-interviewee (5S2), who had just interrupted the interview providing his answer.
The recording of this section of the first interview by Grade 3 student-researchers is
representative of what occurred in the next three sections of this interview, with interviewees
(Ss) responding positively and politely to the interviewer’s questions. The fourth student to be
interviewed (5S4) did not respond to the interviewer’s question; however, it is unclear from the
video why he (5S4) did not answer, although it may be that his flow of learning, his absorption in
the activity of the task, had been interrupted. This lack of response did not deter the interviewer
who moved on to the next student.
Despite the amateur videography, which includes some unexpected shots of the floor,
visible throughout the video is that laptops are an embedded, normal tool in this classroom in
that every participant in the classroom was employing a laptop or an iPod to carry out the
activity of learning. The video ends when the classroom teacher, collaborating on a project with
two students, responded to the student-researcher’s question, “Why do you think technology is
good for kids to use?”. The teacher answered, “They enjoy searching the web, they learn to
maneuver different programs, and it saves trees.”.
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A second event mapping in Table 4.12 includes a complete transcript of the verbal
exchanges in the video. The dialogue between the student-researcher (SR), the students (5S1-5),
and their teacher (T) provides comments about the use of technology and further reveals the
normal, embedded use of digital tools in the MAC.
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Table 4.12 Second Event Mapping of First Student-researcher Interview Video Including Questions and
Responses
Event

Time

Subevents / Verbal

Actions

Event 1:

041
042

(SR) Why technology is good for kids to use [sic]?
(5S1) Cause [sic] they can learn new things like, math reading.
(SR) What program that use [sic]?
(5S1) Hmm?
(SR) What kind of programs do you guys use?
(5S1) ST Math, and …
(5S2) I use Keynote.
(5S1) Keynote and Pixie.

*SR asks *5S1
answers
questions

1st Interview
commences
0.00 to 0.32

Event 2:
Interviewer (SR)
moves to second
student (5S2)
0.33 to 0.49

043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052

(SR) ____, why technology is good for you to …
(5S2) Because it’s a faster way to research stuff and instead of paper, it wastes
trees.
It’s a better way.

*5S2 seated at
table interrupts
with answer
*SR asks *5S2
answers
question

053
054
055

(SR) Why technology [sic] is good for kid to use?
(5S3) So they can be more smart [sic], to listen to the teacher to know what to
do?

*SR asks
*5S3 answers
questions

056

(Ss) comments heard as background noises

*SV moves
video

Event 5:

057

(SR) Why is technology good … to use?

*SR asks
question

SR moves to
fourth student
(5S4)
1.12 to 1:27

058
059
060

(5S4) Hmm?
(T) Hey guys, almost lunchtime (in background).

Event 6:

061
062
063

Event 3:
SR moves to third
student (5S3)
0.49 to 1:03
Event 4:
SR walks to next
student
1.04 to 1.11

SR moves to fifth
student (5S5)
1.28 to 2:09

Event 7:
SR moves to
teacher (T) seated
at table with 3
students
2:10 to 2:36

*5S4 does not
respond

(SR) Next person

064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073

(SR) Why technology is good for kids to use [sic]?
(5S5) Because it’s faster and easier to use.
(SR) What kind of the programs [sic] kids … on the laptop?
(5S5) I think they mostly use Word and Keynote.
(SR) Why Word and Keynote is good for the kids [sic]?
(5S5) What?
(SR) Why Keynote and Word good to use for kids [sic]?
(5S5) Because they’re easy and … they help you do a lot of things.
(SR) Why do you think technology is good for kids to use?
(T) Why do I think technology is good for kids to use,
because kids enjoy searching the web.
They learn how to maneuver the different programs,
and they save trees.
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SR asks
questions *5S5
answers
questions

SR asks
questions
*T answers
question

It is interesting to note the evolution of the questions posed by the student-researcher,
“Why technology is good for kids to use [sic]?” and “What program that use [sic]?”, although
initially awkward and oddly worded, began to change, appearing to make more sense to those
being interviewed as she moved from person to person. The student-interviewer’s final question,
“Why do you think technology is good for kids to use?”, had evolved into a more coherently
constructed question.
The following discussion proceeds with the presentation of two additional student-led
interviews, further revealing the normal, embedded use of digital tools.
4.2.6.2 Second Video Recorded by Student-researchers
The second video of a student-led interview (Video 5) to be examined was carried out by
the same 3rd grade student-researcher who conducted the initial interview; however, this time her
interview was with a single interviewee and she had become the videographer as well as the
interviewer. The video was examined in a manner consistent with the analysis for the first video
student-researcher interviews in relation to analysis of artifact and appears in Table 4.13 below:

Table 4.13 Analysis of Artifact: Second Student-researcher Interview Video
Who

are doing

1.Student (S1)
2.Student
Interviewer &
videographer (SR)

Talking

what

where

Participating in an
interview

At a desk/ table

how
in a group of two

using
*iPod Touch
*Laptops

Table 4.14 shows the conditions of activity, among which, significantly, the normal use
of digital tools appears to have an integral and leading role. The italicized, underlined words
indicate the digital tools embedded in the MAC.
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Table 4.14 Video Overview - Second Student-researcher Interview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Second Interview by student researcher

Activity conditions

Student researcher

MAC participant

Rules

Object

Division of
labor

*SR poses interview questions
and records video

*S working on project

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning

*Coconstruction
of learning
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

Mediational means:
Digital tools: iPod touch, laptops

Mediating
Tools

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptop
completion
of student
project
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording student learning, cooperation, and collaboration

A single event mapping was completed for the video and is included below in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15 Event Mapping: Second Student-researcher Interview
Event

Time

Subevents / Verbal …

Actions

Event 1: Interview
commences

0.00 to

(SR) Why do you like using technology?

*SR asks
question

(S1) Because it’s fun.

*S1 answers
question
*SR asks
question

0.06
Event 2:
Interviewer asks
2nd question
Event 3:
Interviewer asks
3rd question

0.07 to

(SR) How do you feel, comfortable or not comfortable?

0.10

(S1) Not comfortable.

0.11 to

(SR) What do you love in technology?

0.20

(S1) A lot of things.
(SR) Like what?
(S1) Like how to use a wiki.
(SR) Ok, thank you.

*S1 answers
question
*SR asks
questions
*S1 answers
question

An analysis of the second video of a student-led interview and its event mapping reveals
that the single interviewee is seated at a table, his laptop open, working on a project as the
student-researcher begins her questioning. The interviewee stopped his work to politely answer
her questions (all students in the MAC had been informed that student-researchers would be
carrying out interviews by this point) to explore why and how students used technology in the
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MAC. As noted earlier, the student researcher had become more competent in forming and
asking her questions. Her initial question, “Why technology is good for kids to use [sic]?”, from
her first interview had evolved into a more natural and understandable question, “Why do you
like technology?”, and elicited an immediate response from the student being interviewed,
“Because it’s fun”.
However, with the next question, “How do you feel, comfortable or not comfortable
(with technology)?”, the response “Not comfortable” indicated that the student was obviously
not comfortable at that moment. In contrast, reacting to the third question, “What do you love in
technology”, the interviewee responded, “A lot of things … like how to use a wiki”.
It is noteworthy that the spontaneous comment, “because it’s fun”, appeared frequently in
many student-researcher interviews, and found in the following video as well. Student Interview:
Why do you like using technology? (Video 6), recorded by the same 3rd grade studentresearcher:
0.1 (SR) Why do you like using technology?
0.2 (S) Because it’s fun, it’s quick, and it’s easy.
0.4 (SR) How do you feel, how do you feel, when you use technology?
0.11 (S) Happy, because, and then fortunate because some kids don’t get to use it.
0.17 (SR) OK. What do you learn from technology?
0.20 (S) Learn how to use Keynote, umm, and a lot of other … interesting websites and
to use a lot of applications
0.30 (SR) Thank you
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4.2.6.3 Third Video Recorded by Student-researchers
The next video, third student-led interview (Video 7), conducted by the same third-grade
student-researcher, is analyzed in a similar manner to the videos of her first and second
interviews.
The Analysis of artifact in Table 4.16 and the Event mapping in Table 4.18, continue to
provide evidence of the positive role of technology in relation to learning.

Table 4.16 Analysis of Artifact: Third Student-researcher Interview Video
Who

are doing

what

where

how

using

1.Student (3S1)
2.Student
Interviewer (SR)

Talking

participating in an
interview

at a desk/ table

in a group of two

(SR) iPod
Touch
(S1) Laptop

The video overview in Table 4.17 shows the conditions of activity. Once again, the
normal use of digital tools has an integral, dominant role in activity.

Table 4.17 Video Overview- Third Student-researcher Interview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Third Interview by student-researcher

Activity conditions

Student-researchers

MAC participants

Rules

Object

Division of
labor

*SR poses interview questions
and videos 3S answering
questions

*3S working on project

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning

*Coconstruction
of learning
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

Mediation means:
Digital tools: iPod touch, laptops

Tools

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptop
completion
of student
projects
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording student learning, cooperation, and collaboration
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As noted for the second video the student-researcher interviewed only one student and
assumed the role of both interviewer and videographer (event mapping).

Table 4.18 Event Mapping: Third Student-researcher Interview Video
Event

Time

Subevents/verbal …

Actions

Event Interview
commences

0.00 to

(SR) How do you feel using technology?
(3S1) I feel good because it makes it easier for us to find it instead of (laughs) a
dictionary.

*SR asks *3S1
answers
question

(SR) How … do you feel, comfortable or … uncomfortable?
(3S1) I feel comfortable right now.

*SR asks *3S1
answers
question

0.12
Event 2:
Interviewer asks
2nd question

0.13 to
0.20

In this video, the interviewee expresses positive feelings about how ‘it’ (technology)
made looking for ‘it’ (words) easier than using a dictionary. The use of digital tools was, for this
student, frequent, such as a dictionary might be a source for many other students. The seamless
integration of digital tools, similar to the integration of books, paper, or pencils in a more
traditional classroom, was revealed in all three interview videos conducted by this Grade 3
student-researcher.
The use of digital tools for learning in the MAC was revealed in all fifty-one interview
videos submitted by student-researchers. Six of these interviews, conducted by several Grade 4
students, did not include visuals of students employing digital tools, such as laptops or
computers. However, in these videos, a single student was seen answering questions in front of a
‘green screen’, a production tool used in digital videography that had been spontaneously
constructed by the Grade 4 students. An out-of-frame, student-researcher recorded these
interviews.
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4.2.7 Student-Participant Recorded Activity
Findings from the data recorded using the iPod Touches revealed digital tools were
visible and employed throughout the MAC. Images taken with iPod Touches and submitted by
student-researchers show the ubiquity of digital tools in the MAC.

Figure 4.3 Ubiquity of Digital Tools

The images also reveal just how embedded digital tools were in the MAC classrooms.
Students carried out activity using non-digital tools on top of or beside digital tools as students
commonly use their books, dictionaries, pens, and pencils in a more traditional setting.
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Figure 4.4 Embedded Digital Tools

The majority of the 218 videos submitted and recorded by student-participants were not
of student-researchers interviewing their fellow classmates (51 videos), rather these videos (167
videos) documented how digital tools were used in students’ learning and practice. They
captured students employing a variety of digital tools: laptops, document cameras, interactive
whiteboards, iPod Touches, and applications such as Keynote, an Apple presentation tool, to
mediate their learning. Among the conditions of activity, the normal, embedded use of digital
tools emerged as having a supportive role in MAC practices related to learning.
A few videos are provided below as rich points to demonstrate the embedded use of
technology from among the numerous digital artifacts collected and submitted by the student
participants. The first, a five-second video of five boys collaborating around three desktop
computers (Video 8), revealed the degree of collaboration and cooperation typical of MAC
students using the embedded digital tools in activity. The boys’ backs are to the videographer,
eyes focused on the three desk-top computers, all actively engaged in learning. What they are
saying to each other, as well as the task they are working on, is not completely clear in the video;
however, the physical engagement in activity of the five boys with each other in front of the desk
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top computers is visible and audible. Moreover, their engagement in activity appears not to
disrupt the student working by himself in the lower corner of the screen on a separate stand-alone
computer.
A second rich data point revealed the normal use of technology Better Than Paper and
Pencil, Goodbye (Video 9). In the video, one of the designated iPod Touches is recording the
screen of a laptop held by a fifth-grade student who had created a presentation in his classroom.
The student who created the presentation describes how he used his laptop to complete a project
on his birthday month as part of a larger project assigned to the entire class. He refers to
technology as replacing paper and pencils:
8. 0.40 It’s really interesting to use technology because it helps me do a lot of things faster
and it saves lots of time.
9. 0.48 Instead of using a paper and pencil. I can make it really neat, and make it look like
this … I can get it out of there … which is very better than a paper or pencil.
10. 1.00 Bye pen and paper. Bye pencil. Now I use technology.
4.2.7.1 Keynote Presentations
Several of the videos submitted show students presenting projects to their peers on a
specific topic, usually a task that had been assigned to all students in the classroom. One Keynote
presentation on President Calvin Coolidge (Video 10), is representative of student-recorded
presentations. In a dimly lit classroom, students are gathered comfortably around their Grade 4,
L2 classmate who uses a document camera and Keynote to share slides and orally convey
information about her research. The video is typical of many elementary students’ PowerPoint
presentations and contains information and photos gleaned from her research. Questions are
embedded in her slides to make her presentation more interactive. Using these slides, she
intermittently stops and questions her classmates on her presentation, engaging them in
discussion of the content.
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A second Keynote presentation video is of a L2 student explaining how he used Keynote
to create his project on Herbert Hoover. In the video, How to Create a Keynote Presentation
(Video 11), the student is facing the videographer, using his laptop as a presentation tool to
model and demonstrate how to create a Keynote presentation.
As above, the artifact analysis in Table 4.19 and the event mapping of the video in Table
4.21 reveal that this student competently used a laptop to create a Keynote presentation and then
capably guided the viewer on how to complete a presentation.

Table 4.19 Analysis of Artifact: How to Create a Keynote Presentation
Who

are doing

what

where

how

using

In an outside
corridor near
their classroom

Modeling how to
create a Keynote
presentation using his
own Keynote
presentation and
laptop / Keynote

(S1) Laptop
& Keynote

Student: (S1)

Speaking

Describing step by
step how to create a
Keynote
presentation on a
president

Student Recording
Video (SV)

Videoing

Recording the
interview

(SV) iPod
Touch

The video overview in Table 4.20 shows the conditions of activity where the normal,
embedded use of digital tools emerged as having an essentially supportive role in academic
classroom activity:
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Table 4.20 Video Overview – How to Create a Keynote Presentation: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Student presenting how to use Keynote

Activity conditions

Grade 5 MAC student

MAC participants

Rules

Object

Division of
labor

*S explains how to use
Keynote
*SV videos S

*No other MAC participants
involved

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning and
teaching

*Coconstruction
of learning
and teaching
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

Mediational means:
digital tools – iPod touch, laptops

Tools

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptops &
Keynote
completion
of student
projects
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording student learning, cooperation, and collaboration

Table 4.21 Event Mapping: How to Create a Keynote Presentation
Event

Time

Subevents / Verbal

Actions

Event 1:
S1 displays laptop
with Keynote

0.00 to
0.10

(S1) I just saved my Keynote presentation to this flash drive cause [sic]
I am proud of my work. I think it is really good.
(Turns laptop towards videographer)
It should [sic]

*S1 explains the
steps in creating a
Keynote on a
laptop

Event 2:
S1 displays screen
of laptop

0.11 to
0.25

(Turns laptop back to himself)
(S1) Here is my Keynote that I just saved.
Ok, yeah
(Turns laptop screen toward SV. Keynote presentation is visible on screen)
I saved it on this green flash drive.

Event 3:
S1 turns laptop
screen towards
himself

0.26

(S1) Mostly what you do …
(turns laptop screen towards himself)
Go to … file … click save as …
And then you put whatever you want to name your project, you go down and
hit start
Hit whatever your flash drive is named
And hit save,
Just put this down … until this opens

*S1 Continues to
explain and
demonstrate how
to use a laptop to
create a Keynote
presentation
*S1 Demonstration
and explanations
continue
*Clicking on
laptop keys is
audible

Event 4:

0.58 to
1.10

(S1) No talking, only the clicking of keys is heard

Event 5:

1.11 to
1.18

(S1) And here it is - my president’s project

to 0.57
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*S1 Completes
steps outlined in
Event 3
*S1 Keynote
president’s
presentation is
visible on screen

The findings now turn to a video that is similar to a student-generated, short film created
as this L2 student leaves one classroom to attend class in another.
4.2.7.2 Apocalypse: A Student Film
The video Apocalypse (Video 12), was recorded by a grade 5 L2 student while walking
from one of the MAC classrooms located in a portable building to another MAC classroom in the
main building. In the video, the student is both the narrator and videographer. This forty-seven
second video is evocative of The Blair Witch Hunt Project, a well-known 1999 horror film
created by three student filmmakers.
The analysis of the artifact is shown in Table 4.22:

Table 4.22 Analysis of Artifact: Apocalypse
Who

are doing

what

Where

How

Student (S)

Speaking and
videoing

walking from
portable classroom
to another
classroom in main
building with other
students

in an outside
corridor, which
connects two
classrooms

by herself, classmates
in the corridor

using
iPod Touch

To provide context, it is important to note that Holland School had been undergoing
disruptive renovations for several months prior to the commencement of the study. The influence
and creative interpretation of the ongoing construction is apparent in this Grade 5 student video.
The overview of the video in Table 4.23 shows the conditions of activity in which the normal use
of digital tools emerged as having a leading and mediating role.
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Table 4.23 Video Overview – Apocalypse: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Student recording walking from
classroom to classroom
Student-researchers
MAC participants

Activity conditions

*SR appears mostly out of
frame, until the end

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

Mediational means:
iPod touch

*S videos the walk from one
MAC classroom to another
using outside corridors within
the school

Rules

Object

Division
of labor

Tools

*Embedded
*Individual
*iPod Touch
use of digital
(one)
recording
tools for
generated
walk
learning
video
*Creativity
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording creativity and mediating student learning

The event mapping of the video in Table 4.24 further reveals the creative use of the iPod
touch to record this Grade 5 student’s walk with other students through an outside school
corridor from one MAC portable classroom to another in the main building.
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Table 4.24 Event Mapping: Apocalypse
Event

Time

Subevents/verbal

Environmental
sounds

Actions

Event 1

0.00 to
0.6

(S) Oh …. ahhh … oh … ohha … ah …

*Student voices in
background

*(S) walks
with other
students from
portable
classroom to
classroom in
main building
*Camera
pointed
towards
ground, moves
from wall to
students
walking in
outdoor
corridor

Event 2:

0.7 to
0.9

(S1) So far everyone’s evacuating

Event 3

0.10 to
0.12

(S1) Ahhh …
(S1) The building …

Event 4

0.13 to
0.15

(S1) Because there’s gonna be … apocalypse …

Event 5

0.16 to
0.21

(SV) Ahhh … hmmm
They’re just in here … so far …

Event 6

0.22 to
0.25

There is this speculated zone

*Pneumatic
electrical drill /
Jackhammer in
background

0.26 to
0.39

Some people are … center (inaudible)
Some people (inaudible) getting back in … they are going to
(inaudible) with gonna … (inaudible) … the mess.
Ahhhh … hmmmm …

*Jackhammer gets
louder

0.40 to
0.47

It’s pretty loud …

*Jackhammer gets
even louder

*(S) continues
to walk
through an
outdoor
hallway
*(S) continues
to walk
through an
outdoor
hallway
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*(S) continues
to walk
through an
outdoor
hallway
*Camera
turned, pointed
towards (S)
*(S) continues
to walk
through an
outside
hallway
*Camera
turned, pointed
towards
outdoor
hallway,
students
walking in
outdoor
hallway
*(S) continues
to walk
through an
outdoor
hallway
*(S) continues
to walk
through
outdoor
hallway
*(S) continues
to walk
through

0.48 to
0.54

Now I can (inaudible) my school’s memory … (inaudible) …
so well

Jackhammer
remains loud

outdoor
hallway
*Camera
turned, pointed
towards (S)
*Camera
moves from S
to outdoor
hallway to
*Vide ends
with view of
classroom
doors

The creative use of the iPod Touch to generate a short video of an impending, fictitious
apocalypse narrated by a student-researcher, illustrates the spontaneous, unconventional, and, at
times, individual nature of creativity activity in the MAC as an extension of classroom practices.
Focus for the findings include data submitted by MAC students, obtained through the Holland
School Wiki as well.
4.2.8 Video Data from School Wiki
Several of the twenty-six MAC videos housed on the Holland School Wiki contained
students experimenting with sound, (Video 13), gravity (Video 14), and magnets (Video 15 ).
An analysis of the artifacts is provided in Table 4.25.

Table 4.25 Analysis of Artifacts: School-wide Wiki Videos
Who
Students: (Ss)

Person Recording
Video (SV)

are doing
Speaking,
experimenting,
writing

what

where

how

using

*Science
experiments
*Puppet shows
*Originally crafted
stories
*Oral book reports

In a variety of
classrooms

With laptops, iPod
Touches, and apps
such as Keynote,
iMovie

*Materials
found in
classroom
*iMovie

Videoing

iPod Touch
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As the overview of the videos in Table 4.26 shows, these videos, taken from the school
wiki, occur through a convergence of rules, objects or goals, division of labor, and tools that
constructed the conditions of activity. Among these conditions, digital tools appear to have a
dominant, leading role in activity.

Table 4.26 Overview of Videos – School-wide Wiki: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Students contributed digital data over
approximately three years to wiki
Description
Participants

Activity conditions
Rules

Object

Division of
labor

*Students (Ss) learning
captured in various videos on
a variety of topics from across
the academic curriculum:
science, language arts

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning and
teaching

*coconstruction
of learning
and teaching
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

*MAC students
*Teacher (T)

Mediational means:
iPod touch, laptops, iMovie, QuickTime

Tools

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptops &
Keynote
completion
of student
projects
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording student learning, cooperation, and collaboration

Using an iPod Touch, the students recorded each other collaboratively conducting their
experiments, and then, using their laptops and iMovie, they created individual iMovies from their
clips. Interestingly, students did not speak in most of these videos; songs like You’ve Got a
Friend in Me by Randy Newman and You Make Me Smile by Uncle Kracker are heard while
students experiment with a variety of materials: magnets, paper clips, clipboards, strings, and
cups. However, a few videos concluded with students commenting on what they have learned
while experimenting (Video 16). More often, the videos ended with short pieces of writing about
their experimentation, appearing from the bottom of the screen using a Star Wars’ special effect.
A few illustrative examples are included below:
1. Magnets attract metal like steel or iron. Magnets don’t like all metal like copper.
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2. We hope you liked our movie and learned how powerful magnets are.”
“We hope that you enjoyed the movies. We had a great time making it and a funny time,
too! We hope you had some great laughs at home.
3. We hope you enjoyed our magnet movie. We showed how magnets attract some metals
like iron and steel. We showed how magnetism can go through boards. It’s all kind of
magic, don’t you think?
Many of the iMovie videos captured and documented a variety of language arts activities
such as: (1) puppet shows, including a narrated version of The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad
Wolf (Video 17) and The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Owl (Video 18), (2) students’ own
original stories in a narrated, digital form, such as The Lazer Attack (Video 19) or Toy World
(Video 20), and (3) book reports, for example on books like Seedfolks (Video 21) and
Charlotte’s Web (Video 22). The Charlotte’s Web video is a montage of scenes showing plot
development of the book put together by two-third grade students. These L2 students crafted the
scenes from classroom materials and set the video to music. It concludes with the following
words rising from the bottom of the screen using the same Star Wars’ effect:
“This is our project about Charlotte’s Web. The story is about a pig and a spider who
become best friends. There are also sheep, geese, and other animals that are friends. You
should read the book at home or school. We think you’ll like it as much as we did.”
4.2.8.1 Outlier Wiki Video: Ms. Smith’s Store
The content of one particular video, Ms. Smith’s store (Video 23), recorded during the
MAC’s first year and saved on the Holland School Wiki, appears incongruous to other video data
collected and submitted by student-participants. An analysis of the artifact is provided in Table
2.27.
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Table 4.27 Analysis of Artifact: Ms. Smith’s Store
Who

are doing

what

where

how

using

Student (Ss)

Making a video

To advertise their
school store

In front of a
classroom

In a group of four

*prompt
papers
*recording
device

Table 4.28 below is similar to those used to outline activity in the videos and interviews.
The overview shows the conditions of activity, the situated rules, objects, roles, and tools, in the
video, among which, significantly, the authentic use of digital tools does not emerge as having a
leading, mediating, or dominant role.

Table 4.28 Video Overview– Mrs. Smith’s Store: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Four students advertise a classroom store

Activity conditions

Student-researchers

Rules

Object

*4(S) read
from script

*Advertise
classroom
store

MAC participants

*None

* 4 (S) speaking in front of
classroom
*One out-of-view person
records students
*Classmates watching filming
as audience
Mediational means: Unknown, perhaps an iPod Touch and
iMovie has been used to create the video

Division
of labor

Tools

*Student
*A digital
performers
tool is used
*One
to record
videographer
video
*Classmates
in audience
Outcomes: Video of students is created to advertise a classroom
store

The video opens with a screen shot advertising a class store, Ms. Smith’s store. The video
then fades to four female students standing in a straight line at the front of a classroom,
introducing their class store in unison using a prompting sheet as indicated in an event mapping
(Table 4.29) below. An out-of-frame person is recoding the students. It is not possible to
determine who was recording the video.
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Table 4.29 Event Mapping: Ms. Smith’s Store
Event

Time

Event 1:
Screen Shot
‘Teacher’s Name’
Store

0.00 to
0.05

Event 2:
4 female students
(Ss)

0.06 to
0.09

Subevents / Verbal

Actions /
Description
*Screen shot of book
*Music, Hollywood,
in background

*and action

*Student (S)
background voice
*Ss standing in front
of whiteboard, sideby-side, front of
classroom
*No music

Event 3:
Ss introduce
themselves

0.10 to
0.15

*Hi, my name is _____________.
*Hi, my name is ____________.
*Hi, my name is _____________.
*Hi, my name is _____________.

Event 4:
Ss announce store
opening

0.16 to
0.48

*We are going to open a store.
*Shhhhh
*We hope alots [sic] of people come.
*We have ten items: ice cream, pizza, puppets, cookies, pencils,
crayons, popsicles, cakes, biscuits, and chips.
*You should come to our store.
*We only accept (inaudible) dollars.
*We hope at the end of the day on Friday we have a lot(s) of money.

Event 5:
Male student (S)
dances across screen
in front of 4 Ss

0.49
0.50

*S dances across front
of classroom, kicking
up feet
*Music, Hollywood,
in background

Event 6:
Fades to group of 6
still photos of Ss
outside classroom

0.51
0.57

Event 7:

0.58
1.02

*S dancing across
screen – 1photo
*4 male Ss with digital
tools -3 photos
*4 female Ss with
script sheets – 2photos
*2 Ss with digital tools
in hand
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*Ss individually
speaking
*Each referring to a
shared ‘prompting
sheet’
Ss in unison, using
sing- song,
monotonous voices.

Fades to still:
Directed by ‘Mrs.
Teacher’s Name’
Class, photo of 4 Ss
below title

*1S holds a sheet
*1S hands behind back
*Music, Hollywood,
in background

The four female students leaning back on the whiteboard, clustered together at the front
of the classroom, begin by individually introducing themselves. Then speaking in unison and
reading from a script, they describe the items that will be for sale in their class store. Throughout
the recording, one student’s head appears briefly. This section of the video ends with a shot of a
male student dancing across the screen and then transitions into a still frame of six photos. The
focus of the video moves across the still frame and fades to one of the photos of four students
with the words ‘Directed by Mrs. Teacher’s Name Class’ above the photo, concluding the video.
The content of this video seems to be similar to videos chronicling learning in more traditional
classrooms in contrast to the video data collected during the eight-week study.
4.2.9 Summary of Findings for Research Question 1
Collectively, the findings for Research Question #1 (How does a multi-age community
utilize the technology available to them as viewed from an activity systems perspective?) reveal
an intention by all participants in the Activity System to employ the authentic, embedded use of
technology across the curriculum except in data obtained in the Outlier Wiki Video. Except for
these this piece of data, digital tools were visible and employed throughout the MAC community
in the way pens, pencils, and books are used in more traditional classrooms.
From the MAC’s inception, the community, which consisted of educators, administrator,
ECS, and the L2 students, had a common motive of authentically using digital tools for the study
and implementation of best practices based on 21st Century learning. The participants in the
community, cognizant that the majority of Holland students (74.4%) were Hispanophones,
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intentionally included L2 students in learning and activity. The authentic use of digital tools as
mediational means in activity was ubiquitous and embedded throughout the community.
Findings are now presented for Research Question 2.
4.3 Research Question 2
Findings for Research Question 2 are presented in a sequential manner similar to the
findings for Research Question 1. Field Notes and Observations provide a brief introduction,
then data from participant interviews and student-participant videos are presented. As noted
previously, the majority of students who participated in the study were Hispanophones (L2).
Only two of the 61 student-participants were native English speakers (L1).
4.3.1 Field Notes and Observations
Julie noted that when the MAC was first formed, L2 students were reticent to use
technology (April 26, 2012; May 7, 2012). However, she noted that L2 students started using
Reading Eggs, an online reading program that provided guided, individualized reading practice,
and, consequently, they became more enthusiastic about using technology as “they (L2s) could
read it, see it, say it, and only they knew what they were saying and doing. No one could judge
them” (May 7, 2012). Julie remarked, “Once the other students (Anglophones) saw the Spanish
speaking students using Reading Eggs, they all wanted to take part in the online program” (May
7, 2012).
It was noted that many of the L2 students employed digital tools to listen to themselves
and to reflect on their work and their language, re-recording videos if they were not satisfied
with what they had said, as indicated in following comments (F.N April 26, 2012):
1. L2 with a headset on, sees me, and takes off his headset to inform me that, “I’m
listening to and correcting my voice”, then puts the headset back on.
2. “If you decide you will change something, just re-record”.
3. “I didn’t know how to say large numbers, so I had to practice”.
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4. “Started saying words to practice – extinct, large numbers”.
5. When asked by Ruth how many times the L2 had listened to the recording, the
student stated, “Eight times, and then I had a friend listen to it and I changed it more”.
Findings now turn to the initial and final interviews held with the administrator during the
first week and the last week of the study.
4.3.2 Administrator Interviews
In the final interview, Lise reiterated her vision of technology as a sustainable, embedded
tool for learning and thinking at a ‘deeper level’ for all students attending Holland School, no
matter what their ethnicity or socioeconomic status:
I knew we had a large Hispanic population, and I knew that they were high poverty, and
we wanted a 21st century school. And so, with all those factors, we knew we needed to
have technology, so, I do, I did. But more than that, I didn’t care what child I had, I knew
we needed the technology for all children. There are patterns to technology, and there are
rhythms to technology. I mean, technology is an instrument that helps the brain think at a
deeper level. (Final Administrator Interview, May 23, 2012).
Lise acknowledged Mark’s position as an integral component of the vision of embedding
technology as a sustainable, normal tool for learning for all children when she commented, “And
then you know we got Mark and Mark was instrumental. He really believes in it (technology),
and he really understands it.” (First Administrator Interview, April 23, 2012). During her initial
interview, Lise employed the expression ‘the perfect storm’ when she spoke about Mark (ECS)
and his belief and guidance in using technology as a learning tool for all children as indicated in
the following exchange:
Researcher: What else do you have that adds to the program?
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Lise: Well, the other piece to that is that we are working with Renata Caine on brainbased learning and 21st Century, project-based learning. And see Mark, he was one of
their associates, he wasn’t then but when she met him (he became an associate), it was
just great. And so, his belief in using technology that way is so incredibly important
because it’s been able to help guide teachers in a way to use technology as a learning
tool.
Lise: All those things are important. And we have incredible teachers who are willing to
try it and who believe in it. All of those things, you know all those things, it’s just like the
perfect storm. And so, I can’t just pick one piece of the puzzle, it’s all those together.
Lise’s metaphorical use of the ‘perfect storm’ outlined the conditions that existed at
Holland School where technology was used as a tool for learning for all students, not only L2s:
(1) a shared belief in using technology to foster 21st Century learning skills; (2) pedagogical
support from Mark, the ECS, and Renate Caine on brain-based and 21st Century, project-based
learning; and (3) Mark’s support in guiding teachers to use technology as a learning tool. Mark’s
piece of the puzzle, his part in this ‘perfect storm’, are now the focus of the findings from data
obtained through his interviews.
4.3.3 The Educational Computing Specialist Interviews
As well as providing pedagogical and technical support for the Holland School
community (students, educators, parents, and staff) on how to use technology as a learning tool,
Mark would also regularly go into classrooms, when invited, to model and guide students and
teachers on how to use digital tools as tools for learning (Final Interview, May 29, 2012).
When asked what opportunities digital tools provided for second language development
(SLD), Mark reflected:
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My gut instinct is that it (technology) has to be helping them. It becomes a much more
language rich environment because you have to have language to interface with the
computer. You have to know how to read the pages. You have to know how to read
links. You have to have some basic language to interface with the computer. (First ECS
Interview, April 24, 2012).
When specifically asked how second language learners’ used technology, Mark
recounted the experiences of another ECS who was using iPod Touches to record L2 reading:
I think what she has found is because the kids were listening back to what they had read, it
connected them better to where their language limitations were. So as students began
videotaping themselves, seeing themselves, hearing themselves, it gives their ear a real
voice, a real reflection, on what they are actually saying. A lot of times when they are
reading, and when they put the book away, they haven’t heard what they have read. When
they read the script, they haven’t heard what they sound like. They hear what they think
they sound like. They hear what they think they read. But when they can hear back live off
the iPod, when they can see what they have said, when they can have that immediate
feedback, it can be much more immediate, to hear what they have said or recorded. I think
… it really helps them in their language development. They are hearing themselves
because it gives them an internal reflection based on what they are seeing or hearing.
(First ECS Interview, April 24, 2012).
Mark referred to Sugata Mitra’s Hole in the Wall Project in India as support for the
notion that English language skills are an integral part of using digital tools:
The Indian guy that did the Hole in the Wall experiment, he reflects on the fact that all
students out in rural India were learning basic English because the computer was all in
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English. They were learning basic, English skills inadvertently because they needed to
know English to run the computer. So that just shows you there is language involved in
the basic operations of the computer, let along the fact they are watching video. They’re
listening to video. They are typing and reacting, and typing and communicating, doing
all that language rich stuff. So, they are getting all that language immersion through
technology (First ECS Interview, April 24, 2012).
When asked why the seamless use of digital tools appeared to be so effective for second
language learning and development, Mark cited three components that he believed created a
culture for the normal use of technology as a tool for learning for all students in the entire
community, not just L2 students:
1) The threshold of equipment … we’ve really given them the technology in their hands
…it’s readily available; 2) It’s the training … we bring in a lot of people to do training. I
do a lot of training after school. Or I will go in, if some teacher says that they are doing
something, and I’ll sit in there with them… we’ve spent the last 3 to 4 years with the
researcher and published author Renata Caine at the Caine Learning Institute. She’s
helped us with understanding how kids learn and why projects are good things and how
to create kid-centered learning, student-centered learning; 3) A real strong bend and
belief in project learning, project-based learning …that’s been the philosophy from the
beginning. (First ECS Interview, April 24, 2012).
Findings now turn to the initial interview held with the five educators during the first
week of the study.
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4.3.4 The Educators’ Initial Interviews
Technology was characterized as an ‘equalizer’ for L2 students by Julie and was further
revealed as an equalizer with regard to language learning in the following comment:
“I think technology is an equalizer with the language. Because they (L2s) have access to
just as much and they can work at their own level… I put some of them on a reading
program (Reading Eggs). Now the other kids, who speak English …all want to be on the
program. So, it’s kind of joining them altogether. I don’t think it holds anybody back, I
think it pushes them ahead, it improves their skills.
The concept of technology motivating both English speaking students and L2s and,
consequently, ‘joining’ them together was further supported by Monika’s statement:
“I think it’s easier for them using the technology to collaborate with each other, to do
more project-based learning. It gives them more opportunities to learn more, because
they’re able to collaborate with other students using the technology”.
When subsequently asked by the researcher what happened when second language
students were asked to use paper and pencil instead of digital tools, a series of quick, communal
responses was elicited from the five educators:
Frustration … especially in writing … you put a paper in their hand (L2s) and they just
kind of sit there … there is nothing on the paper … they prefer it (technology), I guess
because they can see it faster … it is like the motion of it, seeing it come out… Students
didn’t really like going back and revising and editing, but for some reason when it’s on
the laptop, it’s more fun. They can copy and paste … and highlight … they can
manipulate sentences instead of erasing and rewriting it … and some of those kids like
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everything nice and neat and pretty … and organized … they like the fonts … the
different sizing”.
When asked to reflect on why technology was an effective tool for second language
learners, the educators’ comments included: “just various techniques, technology is a motivator
… it’s the kinesthetic, just being able to move the keys and manipulate … it’s the touch … it’s
the visuals … you can get up and move around … it gives them options and choices, it offers a
lot of choice … everything is at their fingertips”, and possibly the most revealing response, “…
they don’t see it as work.” Moreover, perhaps the MAC’s holistic approach to learning and
teaching with embedded, technological tools was reflective of best practices for learning another
language.
4.3.5 Student Participant Videos
Findings for Student Participant Videos begin with interview videos conducted by Grade
4 and 5 student-researchers and then proceed to a book report by two L2 students. These videos
were selected as they further reveal how the technology available to a multi-age community
provides opportunities for second language development.
4.3.5.1 Student Interviews Led by Grade 4 and 5 Student-researchers
Following the example of the Grade 3 student-researchers, various Grade 4 and 5
students similarly assumed the role of student-researchers and recorded interviews with fellow
classmates. Several of these interview videos were recorded numerous times and could be
characterized as outtakes, or rehearsals, before a final take was eventually completed in a
specific interview series. The findings now turn to two participant interviews recorded by Grade
5 student-researchers who were not present at the ultimately abandoned, researcher-led formal
interview.
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Two videos were chosen from the collection of six videos recorded by three Grade 5
students as they interviewed each other on how students use technology and how digital tools
help them to learn. The interviews were held in a corridor directly outside their classroom.
Analyses of the artifacts, the first Grade 5 student-led, interview video (Video 24) and the final
Grade 5 student-led, interview video (Video 25), are included in Table 4.30.

Table 4.30 Analysis of Artifacts: Grade 5 Student-researcher Interviews

Who

are doing

what

where

how

using

Students: (5S1)
(5S2)

Speaking

participating in an
interview

in outside
corridor, near
classroom door

in a group of two or
three students

(S1) (S2)
Laptops

Student Recording
Video (SV)
Student Researcher/
Interviewer (SR)

Videoing the
interview

(SV) iPod
Touch

Asking questions,
videoing first
interview

(SR) Using
pencil as
microphone

The overview of these two videos in Table 4.31 (below) shows the conditions of activity
for both videos wherein the normal use of digital tools emerges as having a leading and
mediating role.
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Table 4.31 Video Overview of Two Selected Videos - Grade 5 Student-researcher Interviews: Activity and
Activity Conditions
Activity: Interviews by Grade 4 & 5 studentresearchers
Student-researchers
MAC participants
*5S1 and 5S2 answer
questions
*SR poses interview
questions; videos first
interview
*SV videos students

*Ss - Grade 5, working on
projects

Mediational means:
digital tools – iPod touch, laptops

Activity conditions
Rules

Object

Division of
labor

Tools

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning

*Coconstruction
of learning
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptops
completion
of student
projects
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording student learning, cooperation, and collaboration

The artifact analysis in Table 4.30 and the event mapping in Table 4.32 reveal digital
tools are being used by all three students. Although questions are not initially posed in a
coherent, comprehensible manner, a smoother and more practiced approach to interviewing and
to posing questions evolves during the six recordings of the interview.
In the first video, the Grade 5 interviewer searches for his words and appears not able to
organize his thoughts to ask coherent, appropriate questions. The two student interviewees each
continue to work on their laptops as the interviewer becomes frustrated by his own questions as
revealed in the event mapping (Table 4.32):

Table 4.32 Event Mapping: Grade 5 Student-researcher Interviews – 1st Take in Series of 6
Event

Time

Subevents/verbal …

Actions

Event: Interview
commences

0.01

(SR) Hi
(5S1 & 5S2) Hello
(SR) I will interview you and tell you a few questions about … I’ll thank you if
you’ll ask, answer them.
Okay
What does technology help
Why does (louder)
How (louder)
(Sighs, slightly frustrated)

*SR asks *5S1
and
5S2 sit
patiently

0.03
0.08
0.13
0.17
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*Marker
substitutes for a
microphone

In the sixth video and the final video recorded in this Grade 5 interview series (Video
25), outlined below in Table 4.33, the student-researcher poses logical questions, while a second
student assumes the role of videographer, and a single interviewee answers questions.
Interviewer mistakes are still made in English; however, his questions are more coherent and are
more easily understood and answered by the interviewee as evident in the Event Mapping below
(Table 4.33):
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Table 4.33 Event Mapping: Grade 5 Student-researcher Interviews - Final Take in Series of 6
Event

Time

Subevents/verbal …

Actions

Event Interview
commences

0.00 to
0.09

(SR) I’m asking children how, how they use technology and how it helps
them and affects them in their lifestyle [sic].

Event 1:
Interviewer asks
1st question

0.10 to
0.29

Event 2:
Interviewer asks
2nd question

0.30

Event 3:
Interviewer asks
3rd question

0.50 to
1.04

Event 4:
Interviewer asks
an off- the-cuff
question

1.05 to
1.34

Event 5:
Interviewer asks
5th question

1.35 to
1.46

(SR) OK. Hi
(5S1) Hi
(SR) Ahh, do you mind me asking some questions about technology?
(5S1) Sure
(SR) OK. How does technology help you learn?
(5S1) Technology helps me learn because you can go on any website and you
just like find everything you need to know.
(SR) OK. Next question. How do you use your laptop … to complete tasks
that your teacher …assigns you to?
(5S1) I usually like to use Word, Keynote, or PowerPoint. So, these help me
make letters … letters, presentations, and …
(SR) OK. If you speak another language, how does technology help you
learn?
(5S1) Technology helps me to learn to speak another language because you
would go on a website and type up a word and it would translate it in any
language you would like.
(SR) OK
(SR) And I have to ask, what is this little stick that is hanging out of your
computer.
(5S1) This is a flash drive. You plug it into your computer, and you can put
like any work you want on it and like you just drag it into it. And if you have a
computer, let’s say you do it at school, you put your work in it, you can take
it home and connect it to your own computer, and your work, you can click
on it, and your work will show. It’s kind of like a thingy, a memory thing.
(SR)OK. Is that your own or is that the teachers’?
(5S1) It’s my own.
(SR) Oh.
(SR)What is your favorite tool … on the computer?
(5S1) My favorite tool would have to be Keynote, I love Keynote because it is
really fun and you make, you can make such a great presentation.

*SR introduces
video - marker
substitutes for a
microphone
*SV a second
student records
video (possibly
5S2)
*SR asks questions
*5S1 (only)
answers question

Event 6:
Interviewer closes
interview

1.48 to
1:51

to 0.49

(SR) Thank you for asking [sic] these questions.
(5S1) Thank you.
(SR) Ok. Bye.

*SR asks questions
*5S1 answers
questions
*SR asks questions
*5S1 answers
questions

*SR asks a
spontaneous
question about
5S1’s flash drive
*5S1 answers
question

*SR, back on
script, asks
question
*5S1 answers
questions
*SR thanks
*5S1 responds

Taken together, these two videos provide both an example of the embedded use of
digitals tools in the MAC and of the increasing language facility of L2 student participants to ask
and answer questions. The Grade 5 student-researcher interviews show students’ use of digital
tools in their learning as providing opportunities for language learning activity.
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4.3.5.2 Seedfolks – A Student Digital Book Report
The following video, a series of five clips recording a book report on Seedfolks (Video
26) by two Spanish-speaking students, documents the extent digital tools provide opportunities
for second language development. The two students chose to collaboratively create a videobook-report on Seedfolks, by Paul Fleischman, as part of a project-based alignment. Evidence
that the book had been assigned as part of a community-wide project was clearly indicated in all
five MAC classrooms (F. N. May 17, 2012).
The artifact analysis is included in Table 4.34 below.

Table 4.34 Analysis of Artifact: Seedfolks Book Report Video – Montage of 5 Outtakes
Who

are doing

what

where

how

using

Student (S1)
Student
Videographer (SV)

Speaking and
recording video

Delivering a book
report on Seed
Folk

At a desk/ table

in a group of two

*iPod Touch
*Book

The overview of this video in Table 4.35 below shows the conditions of activity. In this
video, the normal use of digital tools emerges as having a leading and mediating role in
providing opportunities for SLD.
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Table 4.35 Video Overview - Seedfolks Book Report Video: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Book report by Grade 4 students

Activity conditions

Student-researchers

MAC participants

Rules

Object

Division of
labor

*No designated SR or SV

*S presenting their book
repost
*S videoing

*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Embedded
use of digital
tools for
learning

*Coconstruction
of learning
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

Mediation means:
digital tools – iPod touch, laptops

Tools

*iPod Touch
recording of
interview
*Laptops
completion
of student
projects
Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording and mediating student learning, cooperation,
and collaboration

The first clip in this five-segment compilation, made with iMovie, begins with one
student standing in the middle of a MAC classroom. Out of frame is a classmate standing
approximately 5 feet away recording the presentation. The student making the presentation
introduces herself in English and then begins to speak about the book, Seedfolks. However, she
stumbles over her words and this first clip ends after six seconds with a “No, no, no, no …”. The
second clip shows the same student seated at a table in the same classroom. She is holding the
book on the table as if she will begin her presentation again; however, she folds over in the chair
after two seconds ending with ‘Ahhhh.’ In the third, twelve second clip, the same student begins
speaking in English confidently; however, after three seconds she switches to Spanish as she
appears not to be pleased with the format of the video and discusses how to change it with the
videographer. In the fourth, three-second clip, the two students are discussing in Spanish how to
improve the video and the presenter approaches the videographer to help with the recording of
the video.
In the fifth and last, thirty-one second clip, the student is seated calmly at the same table
in different clothes and recommends the book in English to those interested in “reading it and
learning about the environment”. The event mapping of this video (Table 4.36) reveals this
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Grade 5, Spanish-speaking student has refined her speech and is able to deliver a coherent
presentation on a book she has read:

Table 4.36 Event Mapping: Seedfolks Book Report – Montage of 5 Outtakes
Event

Time

Subevents/verbal …

Actions

Event 1

0.00 to
0.6

(S1) Hi, my name is Marianna and I’m gonna [sic] … present this book … no,
no, no, no

*S1 standing,
begins to
introduce book
report on the
book, Seed Folk

Event 2:

0.7 to
0.9

(S1) Ahhhh … (head goes down)

Event 3

0.10 to
0.22

(S1) Hi, my name is Marianna and I’m present you this book named Seed Folks
talking about …
(inaudible)
(S1) No, no asi no se no presenta, nada (inaudible) …
(Translation: No, this is not the way I should present it)
(SV) Ok, no, like this
(S1) Yeah
Inaudible …

*New video
clip begins,
same clothes as
in Event 1
*S1 seated at
table, begins
oral, book
report again
*New video
clip begins,
same clothes as
in Event 1&2
*S1 begins
book report
again

Event 4

0.23 to
0.26

(S1) Yeah, but … (inaudible)
(SV) The flowers are natural.
(S1) moves towards videographer
Inaudible …
(S1) Ya qu’tale
Inaudible …
(Translation: Now what)

Same time
frame as Event
1&2

Event 5

0.27 to
0.41

(SV) OK, go …
(S1) Hi, my name is Marianna and I’m presenting this book, named Seed Folks.
It talks about how to take care of the environment. I recommend this book to
children and adults who wants to learn about this book and take care of the
environment. Thank you.

*New video
clip, different
clothes from
Events 1-4
*S1seated at
table, final take
of oral, book
report

As revealed in this video-book-report, this Spanish speaking student used the video clips
recorded by the iPod touch to reflect on her oral presentation, and with the help of her classmate
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who was the videographer, to modify how she expressed her ideas in the L2. These five clips,
which resulted in this culminating video, document the mediation of the student’s language
development with help from her friend and with the use of digital tools.
4.3.6 Summary of Findings for Research Question 2
Collectively, the findings for Research Question #2 (How does the technology available
to a multi-age community provide opportunities for second language development from an
activity systems perspective?) reveal an intention by all participants in the Activity System to
employ the authentic, embedded use of technology with L2 students across the curriculum. As
noted in the findings for research question #1, digital tools were visible and employed
throughout the MAC community in the way pens, pencils, and books are used in more traditional
classrooms. These digital tools mediate L2 students’ language development by providing
opportunities to reflect on and modify their ideas expressed in the L2.
The community, which consisted of educators, administrator, ECS, and the L2 students,
were mindful that the majority of Holland School students were second language students,
74.4% Hispanic, and intentionally included all students in learning, not just L2s. The community
also embraced a common motive of embedding digital tools in the curriculum as mediational
means for the study and implementation of best practices based on 21st Century learning from the
MAC’s inception.
The findings now turn to student submissions for the hard cover journals placed in each
of the five MAC classrooms for the duration of the eight-week study.
4.4 Hard Cover Journal Entries: Student Ideas on Using Technology in Learning
The hard-cover paper journals were not collected weekly; instead, the five journals were
collected at the conclusion of the study and are included as a separate section from the research
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questions. The sequence of submissions from words, pictures and paragraphs drawn directly in
the journals to word-processed journal entries illustrates how students authentically used digital
tools embedded in the MAC. As shown in Figure 4.5, students were directed to create traditional
pencil and paper artifacts.
Hard-covered journals were placed in each of the five MAC classrooms and contained
the Wordle image on the cover and included the directions as shown in Figure 4.5. The blue
rectangle covers Holland School’s name.

Figure 4.5 MAC Hard-cover Journals and Directions

Initially students wrote in English directly in the journals, using pen and paper to record
their words and drawings. Then students proceeded to glue lined pieces of paper, which included
their written comments, in the journals. Finally, students word processed their submissions and
glued them into the paper journals. This progression is seen below in Figure 4.6, a timeline of the
progression of the journal entries.
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Figure 4.6 Timeline of the Progression of Student Journal Submissions

Words/images

Sentences/images

Sentences/paragraphs

Paragraphs/poetry Word processed docs

Putney, 1997; Demas, 2015

The artifact analysis is included in Table 4.37 below.

Table 4.37 Analysis of Artifact: Hard-cover Journals
Who

are doing

what

where

how

using

Student (Ss)

Writing, drawing,
word processing

Their ideas on how
they use technology
to learn

In hard-cover
journals placed in
each of the 5
MAC classroom

individually

*journal, pen,
paper
*word
processor,
laptop,
printer

Table 4.38 below is one analogous to those used to outline activity in the videos and
interviews and has been adapted to outline activity in the hardcover, paper journals. The
overview of these journal entries shows the conditions of activity. The normal use of digital tools
ultimately emerges as having a mediating and leading role in relation to content and language
learning. The italicized, underlined words indicate the digital tools embedded in the MAC.
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Table 4.38 Overview of Journal Entries: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Students independently record ideas in
paper journal
Description
MAC participants

Activity conditions
Rules

Object

Division of
labor

Mediating
Tools

A designated, paper notebook /
journal placed in a prominent
location in each of the 5 MAC
classrooms

*Write, draw
or record
your ideas
*Ubiquity of
digital tools
for all MAC
participants

*Write, draw,
and record
ideas in paper
notebook on
how
technology
supports
learning

*Coconstruction
of a tool, a
book
*Collaboration
*Cooperation

*Paper,
notebook
journal
*Laptops
*word
processor
*Printer

Any student who volunteered
to write, draw, record, or word
process their ideas.

Mediational means: paper notebook / journal, word processors,
printers, and laptops

Outcomes: Normal, embedded use of digital tools in student
activity affording and mediating student learning, cooperation, and
collaboration

Only a few of the seventy-six journal entries are presented here. These rich points were
selected from the many artifacts submitted by students from the five MAC classrooms as they
illustrated the progression of the journal submissions.

Figure 4.7 Beginning Journal Entries: Words, Drawings, Sentences
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Students submitted a variety of their ideas in journal entries that initially imitated the
Wordle on the journal cover. Their submissions progressed to include student-drawn pictures
with words, then student-drawn pictures with sentences, and in some submissions, simply
sentences or paragraphs on their ideas of how technology helped them learn as seen below in
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.8 Journal Entry Progression: Sketches, Sentences, Paragraphs

Figure 4.9 Journal Entry Progression: Paragraphs
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At one point, students began to write their ideas on lined paper and glued or stapled these
submissions in the journals. Ultimately using the embedded digital tools, the final submissions
were word-processed, printed, and were then taped, glued, or stapled in the five classroom
journals as seen below.

Figure 4.10 Journal Entry Progression: Lined Paper and Word-processed Entries

Several journal submissions, as indicated in Figure 4.11, were written as poetry about
technology, revealing a more creative approach by students to their journal submissions.
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Figure 4.11 Journal Entries: Poetry

Focus for the findings now pivots to the Final Educators’ Interview, which was delayed
until the beginning of the following academic year at the educators’ request due to end of school
commitments (F.N. June 1, 2012).
4.5 Final Interview with Educators
The final interview with the five MAC educators, and one L1 student-participant, was
conducted on Friday, September 14, 2012, in a Holland School classroom at 4:40 PM during the
subsequent academic school year and lasted for fifty-three minutes. An analysis of the artifact
was completed on the data collected during this final interview (Table 4.39). No event mapping
is included as this final interview due to the sizeable amount of data. Instead, significant rich
points were chosen from the coded, transcripts of the interview video. As all quotations were
taken from the interview held on September 14, 2012, citations are not included at the end of
each quote, instead, only the name of the individual quoted appears.
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Table 4.3.9 Analysis of Artifact: Final Educators’ Interview
Who

are doing

*Researcher
*Five Educators
*One student
participant (the
child of one
educator)

Talking

what

where

Participating in an
interview

how

At a table at the
end of the school
day

using

As educators
participating in
research

*iPod Touch
*Laptops

The overview of conditions of activity in Table 4.3.3 shows the conditions of activity for
the final interview wherein technology emerges as having a more constrained role as access to
technology has been limited. Digital tools have been moved to the library and must be checked
out when required. Just three months earlier, an overview of the conditions of activity in the
MAC revealed a very different confluence of situated rules, object, division of labor, and
mediating tools wherein the embedded use of digital tools emerged as having a leading,
dominant, and mediating role.

Table 4.40 Final Educators’ Interview Overview: Activity and Activity Conditions
Activity: Final interview by researcher
NB: Held the following academic school year
Researcher
MAC participants

Activity conditions
Rules

Object

Division
of labor

Mediating
Tools

*Researcher poses interview
questions and records video

*Digital tools
had to be
checked out
of the library
* Student
must request
digital tool
from library

*Restricted
access to
digital tools

*Traditional
roles as
found in
many
primary
schools

*None

*T – five MAC educators
*4S – student participant now
in Grade 4

Mediational means:
Traditional tools – pencils, pen, paper, and books

Outcomes: Frustration, displeasure that digital tools where not
easily accessible for all, a feeling of lack of trust, ‘the technology
carpet has been ripped out from underneath our feet’
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The final interview began with the educators clarifying the changes that had occurred in
the MAC community with the beginning of a new academic year. specifically: (1) four MAC
educators had moved to a Grade 1 community and were teaching with a new educator, (2) a new
administrator and Educational Computing Specialist (ECS) had been assigned to Holland School
by the school district, and (3) Julie, one of the five educators who had been part of the MAC
from its inception, had moved to a different, fifth-grade community at Holland School, where
half of her students were former MAC students.
Monika’s comments reflected the impact these changes had had on the community, “The
whole dynamic has changed. It (the MAC) was just a different climate that’s all. It (the MAC)
was a different atmosphere. We had fun; the kids had fun. We had choices. The kids had choices.
That’s what it was, choice. It was just fun, we had fun”.
Monika’s comments continued, “And we (MAC educators) were neighbors, in these
rooms. It’s been so much more. Like being with each other, like helping each other. You
couldn’t tell who was the third, fourth or fifth graders in the classroom. It was a community. And
now it seems like everything is so separate. It is separate classes instead of being a community”.
Christina added, “There is not the support”.
Sharon: We were trusted.
Yolanda: I think that is the key point.
Christina: I think that if someone puts their trust in you, you end up meeting their
expectations.
Sharon: If they don’t trust you, you know you’re like, I’m never going to get to that place
anyway. Why so why am I bothering …
Monika: To try …
Sharon: We were trusted.
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As noted earlier, they all, the students and the educators, learned with and from each
other. Their trust towards their students was as ‘natural’ as Lise’s trust was in them and is
revealed in Julie’s comment about the influence of trust on risk taking:
Researcher: You were willing to take risks. Where did that come from?
Christina: We were encouraged to.
Julie: We were trusted
Monika: She trusted us.
Christina: It was the trust
Julie: It was natural.
Monika: Yep, it was.
Christina: That wasn’t always our comfort zone.
Julie: But she (Lise) would push us even more.
Christina: We are all comfortable with being uncomfortable. I think that we were
comfortable.
Gracie: Yeah, yeah
Julie: At times, it would seem like too much. But we would calm each other down and
say, “Yeah, it’s going to be okay. It’s okay to not know.”
Sharon: Just try, just try …
Julie: Yeah, I got that a lot…. Just do it …
Julie: So, I think that was important, to feel, to know that it is ok to be uncomfortable.
Monika: Yeah, we pushed ourselves like we pushed our kids. I think that’s what it was.
We didn’t expect our kids to do anything that, we wouldn’t, for ourselves.
Notably, the lack of support, expressed in this final interview, for the ubiquitous and
embedded use of technology, was revealed in Julie’s comment:
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They (the students) are used to having all the technology. We have none of the
technology anymore. We’re teaching with no computers, no iTouches, nothing in my
class. And they, we don’t know when we are going to get them. And being out in the
portables, nothing works out there.
Sharon referred to a message received earlier that further limited students’ access to
digital tools, “We now have to start checking the laptops out. I’m like, these kids don’t have to
go to the library to check this stuff. They already have - we need to have it. We should not have
to go check out, it out”. She continued, “If someone had a question about space, they used to just
look it up, but now - let me go check it (the digital tool) out. I was like thinking today, now
how’s that going to work”?
The interview moved on from the imposed constraints limiting access to technology at
Holland School to the significance of the embedded use of technology as a tool for learning in
the former MAC:
Researcher: How much was technology, an element or a tool that changed that (the
former MAC dynamics)?
Julie: That was a huge part. It was something that, I don’t know what the reason was,
because I wasn’t really a computer person before.
Sharon: She became our tech person.
Julie: But I just …
Sharon: She ran with it (technology).
Julie: I really fell in love with it. I just …
Julie: And when I would work with the little, when they were in first grade, I would show
them one little thing and then they would say, okay and then here, look, you can do this
too and they would …
Sharon: They were changing the passwords on us, and we didn’t even know how to do it.
How did you do that? I don’t know. Oh, great! And then they were locked.
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Julie: And then just seeing how excited they were to do it. And then I was doing research
on my own to find out about it (technology). So, it was just something that kind of I fell
into, and I really adore teaching with it (technology) now, and so I think that is a big part
of why I am so unhappy is that I don’t have that (technology).
Julie: So, I have had the carpet ripped, the technology-carpet, ripped right out from
underneath my feet.
Julie commented on how quickly the second-grade students learned how to use the
iMovie application and then able to share their learning with the other members of the MAC:
But I think that they, umm, I would show once, somebody, one thing and then they
would, it would spread through the class. That was what I really liked about – the use of
technology with the little ones, because they are just so fast with it. And when I had the
second-grade class and they (Grade 3 and 4) were getting ready for testing, and I couldn’t
share kids, and that is when they learned how to make iMovies. Because I said, okay,
kids, let me show you. And I did it once over, on my computer on the screen. And
honest-to-goodness, that’s all. I only showed it one time and they took it to town, and
they made movies. And then they showed the third and fourth graders how to do it, after
when they came back.
Julie speaks about technology as ‘the great equalizer’ when she references the iMovie
video on the book Charlotte’s Web created by two third grade L2 students:
It (technology) was also the great equalizer. So that those kids, you know, who weren’t
good at reading, they could still give me the summary of the story. We did Charlotte’s
Web, I can still remember one little girl, actually two third graders (L2s), and neither one
of them were strong readers, but they produced one of the most beautiful iMovies, that,
using artwork and music, and they told the whole, complete story of Charlotte’s Web.
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And so that showed me, they got, they understood the book. They didn’t write anything
about it, but they understood what we had read and what we had talked about.
The following exchange revealed how much the embedded use of technology had
influenced Julie’s teaching while working with the community:
Julie: It (technology) totally changed the way I thought about teaching and learning in the
classroom, and what was possible. And so, it has been very difficult for me to go back.
Because I used to be good at this boring stuff because I could throw in other things
Sharon: She used to say she could do it in her sleep.
Julie: But it’s just, it doesn’t feel good anymore.
Researcher: So, what changed it, what changed it for you, Julie?
Julie: Just working with the Multi-age, you know, working with these people. They just
changed the way I think about how kids learn and what they need to do, and what is
important. And you know I don’t …
.
Sharon: The support …
Ruth: None of it anymore is about what is good for the kids. So, in my lesson plans, so
am I covering that standard. And I am having a hard time just trying to do the things I
know are best, but still giving them what they want, from you know an administrative
point of view. So, it’s frustrating and I go home every day. And I just want to quit. It is
really sad.
When asked how important the embedded use of technology was for the students in the
former MAC, the educators responded:
Monika: “They loved the technology. I think that was a big thing”.
Everyone: Yes …
Monika: I think that was a big motivator for them. That was a like a big motivator for a
lot of the students.
Researcher: How does it motivate them?
Monika: It allows them to be creative. It lets them experience. You know, it lets them play
with it. To create their own products.
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Sharon: Cause that’s this generation. This generation is technology. That is all they live
Flores: They all have all kinds of DSs (Nintendo’s handheld game console), whatever
they call it.
Sharon: And come here and not have it.
Christina: We took a Discovery Test, and it was on laptops. They (the Grade 1 students)
were trying to expand the text with their fingers. These little first-graders. Oh, no, this is a
laptop it’s not an iPad. They come out of the womb with an iTouch.
Sharon: They don’t even have a clue of what life was like before.
Yolanda continued commenting on the importance of digital tools for the MAC students:
Those tools, those tools, the electron-ical [sic tools], if you will, those are the ones, that
really got those kids wanting to do stuff. Because they are used to it, they have stuff like
this at home. So therefore … And that is where the generation is going anyways. Those
teaching tools, or those tools, that they rely on … and that’s in those computers for a long
time, and they don’t even get tired. Now you give them a book, or you give them
something that they can’t tangibly move, they have to turn the page. They get frustrated;
they get tired; they don’t want to look.
The following exchange revealed how the educators had created a space for creativity to
flourish:
Sharon: I think it was the discussion with the kids, finding out what they wanted to do,
and also, we talked about things that are different and what we could have different. What
different things could we have the kids learn at a different level not at a regular paper
and pencil level. They wanted to be creative themselves.
Yolanda: And the kids (the former MAC students), that really helps. It was like a really
different set of kids. It was like when we looked at our kids, we were looking at our kids,
our family kids. We had built such a strong relationship with those kids. But I think in the
creative sense I think they expected it, even with the younger ones. I think they are
looking for it, the creativity, they want to do it. They want to do more than just the norm.
When asked how they accomplished and crafted a creative atmosphere, they responded,
Yolanda: I think we wanted to educate them in a different way. And I think Lisa (the
administrator) gave us the open doors. She said you are the professionals.
Christina: She trusted us …
Monika: She trusted our judgment. She treated us as professionals.
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Sharon: We could’ve done anything we wanted
Christina: The kids had choices
Everyone: Choice
Melissa: It was fun, it was just fun. Now, it’s like you are trying to fit us all in a box all
over again. We were outside the box.
Christina: We were encouraged to step outside the box. We stepped outside the box.
That’s what she wanted. She (Lisa) pushed us to go beyond our comfort levels.
Yolanda: We were always stepping outside the box. Now we’re all being brought back
into the box.
Yolanda: And even the first year. I think it was [sic] so much creativity coming out
through the teachers because they knew. I think Rosanna had the ability and the
opportunity to say, kind of say, okay, this is what we’re going to do. And she was gung
ho.
The researcher then began to question how the former MAC students were handling the
changes brought on with the beginning of a new school year. Julie commented, “All I’ve heard is
they are bored because they are used to doing things all the time instead of just reading,
answering questions doing math problems. They are used to …”. At that point, the four
educators, in unison, interrupted with, “Projects”. Julie continued, “Projects and doing things and
being creative and doing their own research and working in small groups. What I can see is, the
group that wasn’t in the multi age, really have no group dynamics. They don’t know how to
work in cooperative groups”. She added, “The other comment I have gotten is the Multi-Age
kids are the first to volunteer. They can work together, basically they (their teachers) were saying
that they (former MAC students) are showing up as the leaders right away”. When Julie was
asked to put into words specifically what the difference was between the former, MAC students,
and her new students, Julie replied, “I really think it is their leadership abilities”.
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The discussion then turned to the conditions, at that point lacking in the present MAC,
that had facilitated and supported the use of embedded technology the previous school year:
Researcher: So, if you talk about the changes, what you have now this year as opposed to
last year? Technology is not embedded. Technology was embedded. You just had it
everywhere. And where did that come from?
Yolanda: I think we because we had the opportunity to use it.
Sharon: We had the money.
Yolanda: We had the money. We had the resources.
Christina: And she (Lise) encouraged us.
Yolanda: She always. She always made sure, 21st Century, remember we are now moving
forward. Don’t go backwards. Move forward and this is where the kids are going. Right
now, at St. Pats (pseudonym for the Middle School), they have iTouches, and iPads.
Christina: One-to-one
Yolanda: So therefore, our kids know how to use them. They know how, they don’t need
training because they have been working on them, on our laptops. You know, so they
have a step ahead of maybe those kids who hadn’t been exposed to anything. But I think
it’s the resources and having the support that really helped us move forward.
The student participant in attendance at the final interview, Helen, had been working
silently at a table located behind the educators, then approached the group at that point as if she
wanted to be included in the interview.
Researcher: And I felt like you (Helen) were a co-researcher. I felt like I was researching
with you. You would take off and you would record a video. How come you feel
comfortable doing that?
Helen: Because I’m comfortable with technology.
Researcher: Why are you comfortable with technology?
Helen: Because I’ve been doing it a lot, because I’ve been doing it at home, and I have,
have laptops here (points to Julie) and she (Julie) had an iPad and iTouches. And we
would always make videos of everything.
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Julie: And we wanted a record of their learning and why not do it on a video. And they
still did all, that is what people don’t see. They had to do all the writing part of it. It
wasn’t just, oh, go get a video camera and do it. There was a lot of building the
background in order to get to that point. And we might not have used the paper and pencil
products, but if they didn’t have that (paper and pencils), the videos wouldn’t have turned
out like it did because they had to do the planning.
Helen: It was easier to do everything with the technology because you can just click and
edit that, and you can’t do that on a piece of paper.
Helen: You just press a button (her hands slap) and boom, it’s gone. But with this, (she
picks up a pencil) you have to go like that (erases up and down) and then it’s gone. It’s
easier.
The following exchange with Helen concluded this final interview with the educators and
is included below:
Researcher: You said, “You know I think that kids just don’t realize what they learn from
technology.” Do you remember saying that?
Helen: (Shakes her head yes.)
Julie: Always so smart
Researcher: What did you mean by that?
In response, Helen gestures hand to mouth and then to brain - kissing her brain. At that
point, Helen’s guardian entered the classroom to speak with Helen about homework on
vocabulary that had not been completed the previous night and the interview ended.
4.6 Summary of Findings for Chapter 4
The summary of this chapter includes the findings from the data collected during preobservations, the eight-week study, the Holland School wiki, and the Final Educators Interview,
which was held three months after the eight-week study ended at the request of the educators.
Collectively, the findings for Research Question #1 (How does a multi-age community
utilize the technology available to them as viewed from an activity systems perspective?) and for
Research Question #2 (How does technology available to a multi-age student community provide
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opportunities for second language development from an activity systems perspective?) reveal an
intention during the eight-week study by all participants in the Activity System to employ the
authentic, embedded use of technology across the curriculum except in data obtained in the Final
Educator Interview and in the Outlier Wiki Video. Apart from these two pieces of data, digital
tools were visible and employed throughout the MAC community in the way pens, pencils, and
books are used in more traditional classrooms.
From the MAC’s inception, the community, which consisted of educators, an
administrator, an ECS, and the students, had a common motive of authentically using digital
tools in the implementation of best practices based on 21st Century learning. The participants in
the community, mindful that the majority (74.4%) of Holland students were Hispanophones,
intentionally included L2 students in learning and activity. Digital tools as mediational means
provided opportunities for L2s to reflect on and modify their ideas expressed in the L2 as they
developed in their second language.
The findings, except for the Final Educator Interview and the Outlier wiki video, reveal
the Multi-age Community to be an Activity System with common motives, objects, mediational
means, and outcomes. The outlier wiki video, which was created during the first year of the
MAC, reveals a more traditional way of recording student presentations, activity, and learning.
The Final Educator Interview reveals that the conditions of activity in the MAC Activity
System during the eight-week study that came about through situated rules, division of labor,
object, and mediating artifacts no longer existed the following academic school year.
Modifications in the MAC community resulted in a change of motives, division of labor,
mediational means, rules, and outcomes.
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A detailed discussion of the findings through the lens of the reviewed literature, Cultural
Historical Activity Theory (CHAT), and aspects of Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory is provided
in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
5.1 Organization
This chapter offers a discussion of the findings outlined in Chapter 4 grounded in the
theoretical perspectives of Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) and Sociocultural Theory
(SCT). The findings are analyzed and discussed with reference to the two research questions:
1. How does a multi-age student community utilize the technology available to them as
viewed from an activity systems perspective?
2. How does the technology available to a multi-age student community provide
opportunities for second language development from an activity systems perspective?
Studying the Multi-age Community (MAC), located within Holland School provided a
unique opportunity to analyze the integration of technology into the learning environment as well
as the opportunities for second language development this afforded the multilingual, largely
Hispanic population, who made up the majority of the student population. From its inception
three years prior to the start of the study, this community had a vision of increasing student
achievement through the study and implementation of best practices, notably the embedded
integration of technology, based on 21st Century learning.
Paradoxically, the wealth of data collected for the study both afforded and constrained
data analysis. Indeed, the large number of student-recorded digital artifacts (over 300) as
outlined in Table 4.1, as well as the substantial percentage of MAC students, 58%, of whom
agreed to participate in the study (61/130 students), revealed the positive reception and
acceptance towards the study by the community. Moreover, fifty-nine of the sixty-one studentparticipants were Spanish speaking, thus providing a rich data set to study the opportunities
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provided by the embedded technology in this community for second language development.
However, the sheer amount of rich data proved to be unwieldy at times and a challenge to
synthesize in writing the findings.
This chapter first presents an overview of the MAC as an integrated Activity System
(AS) as determined over the eight-week study, which is then followed by a discussion of findings
for the two research questions. Discussion then turns to contradictions found in the data from the
Outlier Wiki Video and the Final Educator Interview that was held the following academic year
at the educators’ request. The chapter concludes with a summary of the main points from the
analysis and the discussion.
The focus of discussion first turns to the concept mappings of the MAC, which reveals a
confluence of situated rules, object, roles, mediating artifacts, and outcomes where the
embedded, normalized use of digital tools appears to have an integral, meditating, and leading
role in the MAC activity system in which Spanish speaking students were mindfully and
intentionally included.
5.2 The MAC Activity System
The primary concept mapping of the MAC activity system, completed in May 2011 prior
to the beginning of the study using Engeström’s (1987) structure of a human activity system,
gave clear evidence of the embedded use of digital tools throughout the five MAC classrooms. It
also revealed a focus on the development of second language students’ proficiency in English by
all community members: educators, the ECS, the administration, and the students with the
embedded use of digital tools as seen in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Initial Concept Mapping of MAC Activity System

As Engeström (1987) notes, CHAT employs concept mappings to graphically represent
the analysis of activity systems and to reveal how people and artifacts are embedded in dynamic
forms of activity within systems. These tools provided the researcher with the means to examine
the patterns of activity in the MAC, mediating artifacts, and to make inferences across
interactions.
At the beginning of the eight-week study, conceptual mappings were completed on each
of the individual participants: the second language learners (L2s), the educators, the
administrator, and the Educational Computing Specialist (ECS). These individual graphic tools
were used to incorporate and interpret activity from the individual participants’ perspectives and
were reviewed at regular intervals over the eight weeks. When viewed collectively, the
conceptual mappings revealed the MAC as an AS with common objects, rules, division of labor,
mediational means, and outcomes across participants.
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Drawing on Engeström’s (2001) concepts in the Third Generation of Activity Theory, a
diagram of these four interacting activity systems was constructed to “understand dialogue,
multiple perspectives, and networks of interacting activity systems” (Engeström 2001, p.135) in
this specific, historical period of the MAC. The individual participant concept mappings are
included as four interacting activity systems in Figure 4.12: Multivocality of the MAC Activity
System. As the specific components of the diagram may be difficult to read, the individual
concept mappings are included in Appendices 4 and 5.
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Figure 4.13 Multivocality of Activity System
4.13

These four interacting systems prioritized the “multivocality’ in the community and
demonstrated that actions and ideas are formed by the many voices within a community in
activity (Engeström, 2001, 2010; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.212). The multivocalic
representation of the MAC AS in Figure 4.13 revealed a commonality within the AS, which
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constituted mutual objects, subjects, rules, division of labor, mediating artifacts, and outcomes
throughout the community. Like any intentionally well-designed system or structure, there was
an integrity to the components that formed and supported the community. A description of these
integrated components in the MAC activity system follows.
5.2.1 Community
The members of the community represented in the multivocalic graphing of the MAC
activity system are the sixty-one student- participants (two Anglophones and fifty-nine
Hispanophones), the five educators (Julie, Monika, Lisa, Sharon, and Yolanda), the administrator
(Lyse), and the Educational Computer Specialist, ECS, (Mark). This ‘community of learners’, as
Holland School is referred to in its mission statement, had a strong belief in professional learning
communities, where there is an emphasis on shared planning and where children move within
their classrooms as well as from classroom to classroom in order to get ‘the best’ of all teachers
and students in the community. Additionally, Mark (ECS) noted in his first interview that the
MAC, at that time, was close to mastering the concepts of a professional learning community
from his perspective.
Lemke (2002) suggests that individuals learn through activities with other members of
their community, their village. They learn their parts, learn to take part, and by learning how the
parts fit together in a community, individuals eventually become a village on a smaller scale.
These parts begin to make sense to the members of the community as they participate in
community life and contribute to its history. By learning in social activities, the participants
come to know “there is nothing worthwhile we can do without a tool someone else has made”
(p.35). A community, as a small-scale village, develops their own identity as the individuals
develop personal identities and values in collaborative activities and projects. The MAC
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community of learners was such a small-scale village and was often referred to as a family by the
educators.
Specifically, Monica in the Final Educator Interview described the climate in the MAC as
supportive, neighborly, fun, and a place where “you couldn’t tell who was the third, fourth, or
fifth graders in the classroom. It was a place where community members were like family, where
they felt trusted and encouraged to be comfortable with being uncomfortable and pushed
themselves like they pushed their students to learn with and from each other”. She further
elaborated, saying, “educators had fun … kids had fun … it was just fun”.
5.2.2 Division of Labor
The division of labor within the MAC activity system was characterized by the coconstruction of learning and teaching through collaboration and cooperation. MAC educators
met weekly to cooperatively plan the curriculum for the five classrooms with students dropping
by to share suggestions for activities and projects. In their first interview, educators commented
on how much they learned with and from their students, specifically stating “they teach us” when
referring to the use of the digital tools embedded in the MAC. Mark (ECS), as well as providing
pedagogical and technical support for all participants, would regularly go into the MAC
classrooms to model and supplement what was being done in classrooms, to teach “technology
that makes sense at the point they’re doing it” and to “make sure the learning ties into whatever
project teachers were doing in the classroom”. As is seen in the videos, MAC students freely
moved from classroom to classroom, seeking help from a classmate or offering aid to a peer in
need.
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5.2.3 Subject
The multivocalic-conceptual mapping also made visible that the subject of each of the
study participants, the five educators, the administrator, and the ECS, was the L2 students; they
were mindful of the significant percentage of Spanish speaking students enrolled at the school.
The intentional inclusion of the L2s was an essential element for each participant in the
community. Lise in her final interview stated, “I knew we had a large Hispanic population, and I
knew that they were high poverty, and we wanted a 21st-century school. And so, with all those
factors, we knew we needed to have technology”. The participants’ awareness and consideration
of the L2s’ social, emotional, cultural, and cognitive development, their perezhivanie (glossed as
“lived experience” by Mahn & John-Steiner, 2002, p. 53), was a salient factor in the data
collected. The findings indicated the mindful inclusion of L2s in learning activities involving
technology appeared to be normalized.
In his first interview, Mark responded to a specific question as to why the seamless use of
digital tools appeared to be so effective with L2 students by citing three components he believed
created a culture for the normal use of technology as a tool for learning for all students, not just
for L2 students. These components: a threshold of equipment that is readily available,
appropriate training to understand how kids learn and how to create student -centered learning,
and a belief in project-based learning, echo Bax’s (2003) conditions where CALL is normalized
as an integral part of any activity, and where the use of computers serves the needs of all
learners.
The integrity of the MAC activity system, like the consideration of all the components of
and concerns in an intentionally well-designed structure or system, was evident including the
intentional inclusion of the L2 students, a significant proportion of the school population. This
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mindful inclusion of L2 students by all participants revealed an appreciation of all students’
understandings and experiences of classroom activity and interaction, their perezhivanie. It
reflected what were considered good teaching practices, where the needs of individuals are
considered, as Lise stated in her first interview, “I didn’t care what child, I knew we needed
technology for all children … as technology is an instrument that helps the brain think at a
deeper level”.
5.2.4 Rule
The rule made visible in the multivocalic-conceptual mapping of all participants, was the
implementation of 21st Century Skills, specifically that of Technology Literacy, through the
ubiquitous and embedded use of digital tools for learning in all aspects of the curriculum. This
rule is noted in the school’s mission statement: “(Holland) School is a community of learners
who all share in the growth and increased achievement of students through the study and
implementation of best practices based on 21st Century Learning”. Essential to 21st Century
Learning is ICT literacy (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2011).
The findings revealed the embedded, normalized integration of digital tools in the
numerous videos submitted by student-participants as well. The video of five L2 students
collaborating around three desk computers was typical of the activity observed by the researcher
in all five classrooms during the eight-week study. The boys’ backs were to the videographer;
however, their cooperative engagement in activity was highly visible and their conversation was
lively although not audible. The video of the first grade three-student-researcher interview, taken
when she spontaneously left the face-to-face research-led interview, revealed every fifth-grade
student was using a laptop in the activity aimed at learning.
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Student-participants submitted videos creatively documenting their everyday activities
such as experimentating with sound, magnets, and gravity. Many students submitted videos
capturing book reports and puppet plays. In the video Apocalypse, a grade-five student narrated
the fictional apocalypse of her school environment as she walked from one classroom to another
in the outside corridors connecting classrooms past the noise of the construction being carried
out at the school. This L2 student was able to go beyond the use of the iPod Touch to simply
record her learning and was able to creatively “caste” the iPod touch as a “mediator in new
activities” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006, p. 230). Creativity is never isolated from activity and takes
place in social contexts, even when adapting to construction at the school site.
5.2.5 Object
Essential to each of the participants, and consequently the community, was the embedded
use of digital tools as tools for learning for all students, a salient factor in the data collected. As
indicated in Figure 4.13, the multivocalic concept mapping of each of the participants
demonstrated the dialectic interaction of all participants towards this shared, common object, a
motive of the embedded use of technology to mediate learning. This object is captured in many
of the student-recorded videos. Students chose to present and represent their learning with digital
tools, even taking photos of their non-digital activity. Significantly, the final entries in the hardback paper journals, which initially were directly written or drawn in the journals, were
submitted as word-processed documents. Students chose to word-process their ideas, to print the
documents, and then to tape these documents in their journals.
Notably, the many student-participant, recorded videos included L1 and L2 students and
adults employing digital tools in a manner characteristic of the use of books, pens, and pencils as
found in a typical elementary classroom; however, the members of the community did not refer
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to the use of these tools in learning as PALL (pen or pencil assisted learning) or BALL (book or
dictionary assisted learning) (Bax, 2003, p.23). As is evident from the findings, MAC students
and educators moved around the five classrooms, carrying their laptops on their hips ‘like
appendages’, their iPods or iPads in hand, moving from group to group, or person to person,
consulting, asking questions, or sharing what they were working on with a classmate or a
teacher. The videos and photos submitted by student-researchers revealed students and educators
involved in activity with digital tools nearby, in use, or participating in activity on top of their
digital tools consistent with how students would naturally use tools like a book, a pencil, or a pen
in a traditional classroom.
Even though the use of digital tools for learning was imbued throughout activity in the
MAC community and evident in the video data collected, this common object/motive was often a
“moving target, not reducible to conscious short-term goals” (Engeström, 2001. P. 136). Indeed,
a statement made by one student-participants while playing Pancakeria, a Coolmath, online
game, revealed an intuitive, conscious reflection on the MAC participants’ natural assimilation
of technology: “I don’t think students realize how much they learn with technology”.
5.2.6 Mediational Means
The ubiquitous and embedded use of digital tools as mediating artifacts, or meditational
means, affording the negotiation of learning within the activity system, was clearly revealed by
each participant in the multivocalic conceptual mappings. Lise’s first interview with the
researcher documented the use of technology as an embedded, cultural tool. This vision, imbued
in Holland School’s belief system from the beginning, was “that technology would be just like a
tool that it wouldn't be going to a computer lab to learn keyboarding, but it would actually be a
learning tool. Lise insisted, “it's embedded in our everyday curriculum; it's embedded in the
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culture, it's a belief system”. Her vision clearly demonstrated the belief that learning takes place
in social contexts and is never isolated from activity. The culture of immersing digital tools in
learning provided opportunities for second language development mediated by the digital tools
as leading to advancements in L2 proficiency as demonstrated in the student-researcher videos.
In the First Educator Interview, Yolanda comments revealed the embedded use of digital
tools as learning tools for her students. She gestured to her own laptop, saying, “This is like your
book, where you keep all your information in. Their tool … this is where they know that they
have everything that they need to work with at this point when we are doing things”. She
metaphorically stated, “It’s like their pencil; it is something they have to create with, to learn
with”. Her final comment revealed her own authentic use of digital tools, “I can’t live without it
either. I carry my tool in my pocket”.
Findings revealed digital tools were ubiquitous and readily available for use by students
and staff alike as described by Mark, the ECS, in his first interview. “… we’ve got a threshold of
equipment available … we’ve really, given them the technology in their hands”. The educators
outlined the specific technology available for daily use by all participants in each of the MAC
classrooms, “Every student has their own laptop to use. They also have a cart of iTouches, forty
of them the kids share. We have access to a school wiki. We have document cameras,
Smartboards …”. CHAT suggests tools/artifacts are required for the mediation of learning and
that these tools do important work that humans themselves cannot do on their own (Kaptelinin &
Nardi, 2006). The ubiquity and availability of digital tools provided an environment where these
tools were embedded in the curriculum, thus in student’s learning, and, consequently, were used
as mediational means by students to facilitate their learning in ways they chose.
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Students were encouraged to facilitate their own learning using digital tools as was
revealed in Monika’s comment “We use it a lot to facilitate their own learning…It is very open
ended and they kind of facilitate their own learning … some of them enjoy the iTouches more
than laptops, so they kind of pick and choose what they prefer and what they would like to use”.
The extent to which students facilitated their own learning with digital tools was first
revealed to the researcher when the grade 3 student- researchers left the formal, face-to-face,
student interview and chose to use the iPod Touch to record their questions and the answers
provided by the fifth-grade students instead of writing the elicited answers on the researcher’s
protocol cards. Changes made over time by the individuals in a community may become the way
activity is normally carried out (Hedestig & Kaptelinin, 2005) and, as was evident with this
third-grade student researcher, may be catalysts for other changes. The students desire to assume
a leadership role was the first insider’s view of the active participation of students in coconstructing the conditions for their own learning.
One particular video submitted by an L2 student on How to Create a Keynote
Presentation revealed the creativity in students’ using digital tools to mediate their own learning.
Instead of recording himself presenting the information included in his project, as was the case
with many of the Keynote presentation videos submitted by participants, this L2 student proudly
explained step by step how to use the app to complete a Keynote using his presentation and
laptop to model how to do it. He creatively employed the digital tool for something other than a
typical student presentation.
Digital tools have been found to support personal reflection, providing opportunities for
children to think about and analyze their own experiences, with the tools assuming a “mantle”
(Heathcote & Bolton, 1995) of “reflexive mediation” (DeCortis, Rzzo, & Saudelli, 2003; as cited
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in Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006, p. 230; emphasis in the original). Children’s creativity has been tied
to using digital tools, especially when they share reflections with others as these tools are used as
resources that encourage thought and choice (DeCortis, Rizzo, & Saudelli, 2003). This L2
student’s reflexive mediation provided him with an opportunity to use the digital tool for another
purpose, to present a how-to Keynote and in English.
This creativity was also revealed in the video, the Lazer Attack, in which an L1 and an
L2 student narrated a story they wrote about a laser attack on a community using scenes they
crafted from paper, paint, and objects. In a similar manner, two other L2 students described the
book, Charlotte’s Web, through scenes they created of characters, settings, and events in the
video. Julie commented on this particular video, saying, “they understood the book. They didn’t
write anything about it but understood what we had read and what we had talked about in the
community”. L2 students consistently chose to represent and facilitate their learning with digital
tools both with regard to content and in English.
The ubiquitous and embedded use of digital tools as mediating artifacts, or meditational
means, affording learning was threaded throughout the data.
5.2.7 Outcomes
The findings revealed outcomes which included documented increases in L2 proficiency
in relation to specific tasks or projects students were working on and recorded during studentresearcher interviews as mediated with use of the particular digital tools available to them. Two
videos of a grade-5 student-researcher conducting an interview showed that in the final outtake,
even though mistakes were made in English, the interviewer was able to communicate more
easily with the interviewees in the final and sixth video. His questions became more coherent, he
was less frustrated, more easily understood, and the interviewee answered his questions in a
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more straight forward manner. The use of technology was an important factor in mediating this
development as it provided him with opportunities to become more self-aware of his language
use in English. These reflections led to a change in language, in practice, and an increased
confidence in use of the L2. Individuals mediate their relationships to their world with the
purposeful intentional use of tools in activity (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006).
Another video, a book report on Seedfolks, which is a montage of five videos, revealed
yet another L2 student’s increased L2 proficiency with the mediation of digital tools. Initially
frustrated and speaking in both English and Spanish, she was recorded practicing her book report
out loud and discussing how to improve her presentation with her out-of-screen videographer. In
collaboration, these two L2 students through the use of a digital tool created a zone of proximal
development (ZPD) where the emotional scaffolding was provided for the development of the
presenter’s L2 through reflection, rehearsal, and risk-taking (Mahn & John-Steiner, 2002).
Through the processes of rehearsal and reflection, in this case mediated with the iPod Touch, this
L2’s use of language changed. Over the series of five clips, she became less frustrated, refined
her choice of words, and finally in the last clip provided a coherent, understandable presentation.
Leontiev (1974) suggests reflexivity is a “rise of consciousness,” “a reflection by the subject of
reality, of his activity, of himself.” (as quoted in Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006, p. 228). In activity,
this L2s’ awareness of her L2 was mediated with the digital tool providing her with opportunities
to reflect on and adapt her use of English.
The series of clips in both examples documents the process of internalization, “a
negotiated process of development … of reorganization of the person-environment relationship
that itself emerges with person-environment relationships …this process is always socially
mediated whether or not other persons are physically present” (Winegar, 1997, p. 31). Thus, the
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process of internalization transformed this L2 student’s language mediated by the digital tool in
conjunction with her videographer, in a jointly created ZPD. or as put by Lantolf and Thorne
(2006): “The bi-directional process of internalization and externalization, mediated through
semiotic artifacts, both idealizes the objective and objectifies the ideal” (p.155). Therefore,
mediating artifacts enable social, external activity to become idealized as an individual’s mental
activity is ‘objectified’ through the activity of speech. “Thus, internalization forms an
inseparable unity with externalization” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 154). The reflexive
mediation afforded by the digital tool internalizes individually the external activity and, as
demonstrated in the L2 student’s Seedfolk book report, this internalization reveals that her
language is markedly clearer, and she is more confident.
5.3 Research Questions
As noted in the discussion above, the use of technology was normalized (Bax, 2003) in
the MAC, fully integrated and embedded in the everyday activity or practice and was supported
by all participants in the community. These digital tools were embedded in learning and in the
curriculum much like students in other classrooms would use a pencil, a pen, or a book. From an
activity theory perspective, the confluence of common situated rules, objects, roles, mediating
tools, and outcomes in the MAC provided students with the opportunities to utilize the
technologies available to them as they would use any tool, a pen, a pencil, or a dictionary.
Discission on the second research question, the opportunities provided by these technologies in
second language development, proceeds below.
An examination of the montage of five videos by two, Spanish-speaking students as they
prepared a book report, addresses the second research question and suggests how the technology
available to a multi-age community provided opportunities for second language development.
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During the four initial clips in this video, the videographer and the L2 presenter discuss and
negotiate how to complete the recording of a book report in both Spanish and English, reflecting
on and adapting the language as they rehearse the presentation. The video reveals the L2
presenter’s frustration and inability to express her ideas in English. The last clip in this series of
five characterizes the affordances of the mediating artifact, the iPod Touch.
The transformation evidenced over the course of the five clips, documented the
intentional processes of rehearsal, practice, and reflexivity in collective activity and their
outcomes. The L2 presenter’s English developed in observable and measurable ways. Her
language was mediated by opportunities for reflexive mediation in a ZPD, which included the
iPod Touch and the videographer. The digital tool afforded the social activity, the coconstruction of a book report, to become idealized through the construction of personally
relevant meaning for the participants. “When a need meets its object, the object becomes a
motive and directs the subject’s activity” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006, p.1990. This ideal or mental
activity was directed and objectified through participants speaking in English, their L2, on the
video and with each other, reflecting on the co-construction of the video and its content,
influencing the material activity for both participants. As Leontiev suggested (1977), “the effects
of external influences are determined not immediately by the influences themselves, but depend
on their refraction by the subject” (as quoted in Kaptelinin & Nardi, p.212). In this collective
ZPD, the L2 presenter’s language develops with the specific mediation provided by the digital
tool and her videographer, her ‘significant others’. What she can do alone and what she can do in
this collaborative zone is evident in the final video.
In the final video of the series, the student calmly and confidently recommends the book
to future readers with only minor mistakes in the language. The English language employed by
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the speaker in the end clip is markedly clearer and spoken in a more confident manner than in the
earlier recorded, practice and rehearsal attempts that preceded the last clip in the compilation.
Language and people are transformed in practical activity through reflection, rehearsal, and the
intentional use of tools. However, “a pencil will never look at itself and say, “I could be
sharper.” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006, p.232); only individuals, like the L2 students above, or
groups, like the MAC, can restructure or modify their practices and their tools to create
environments where people become be a head taller than they are by participating in the everyday activities in culturally meaningful ways. In the MAC, the normalization of the embedded
digital tools created opportunities for second language development through concrete, purposeful
activity.
5.4 Contradictions
Contradictions and conflicts play a central role in Engeström’s (2010) concept of
Expansive Learning and can be instrumental in changing activity systems. Although
contradictions and conflicts were not evident in the data collected specifically during the eightweek study, a contradiction did surface in one video, an outlier, obtained from the Holland
School wiki and is briefly discussed below.
The stilted content of the outlier wiki video, taken during the first year of the MAC was
in contrast to the more creative and fluid nature of the video data submitted by studentresearchers during the eight-week study. The scripted dullness is reminiscent of rehearsed
speech, which is often too familiar in many classroom productions. The lack of spontaneity and
creativity reflected in this video may indicate the ontological development of the MAC during its
three years as consequently revealed in the data collected by student participants during the
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eight-week study. A second contradiction that surfaced in data collected during the final
educator interview, held in September 2012, begins the conclusions for this chapter.
5.5 Conclusion
The final interview with the educators was not held immediately after the eight-week
study but three months later, after the program as found in the study had been altered.
Significantly, the embedded use of digital tools no longer had an integral or leading role in the
AS, a change in culture in the MAC that had upset the previous confluence of situated rules,
object, roles, division of labor, mediating artifacts, and outcomes, and had introduced conflict
and discoordination. The mediational means that had been integral to the MAC culture were now
more constrained; digital tools had to be checked out from the central library.
As indicated in the findings, the normalization of embedded digital tools had been a
strong motivator for students, allowing them to be creative learners and to interact as a “village”
(Lemke, 2006). For 3 years, participants in the MAC AS had developed a collective identity
through their common activities, culture, and history, and ways of socially interacting with each
other (Vygotsky 1978, 1986).
Lise recognized the uniqueness of the MAC village in her first interview, using the
phrase ‘the perfect storm’, acknowledging the positive confluence of people, activity, context,
beliefs, values, and culturally relevant tools. The pieces of the puzzle, the social interdependence
and human connectedness in the community, the embedded use of technology, and the mindful
inclusion of L2s, fit together in ways that facilitated risk taking and fostered the development of
competence and confidence in all its members.
Vera John Steiner (2000) in her book Creative Collaborations documents innovative
collaborations between and among adults and examines the role affect plays in developing
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competence, in learning, and in the development of creative processes. John-Steiner appropriates
the term ‘the gift of confidence’ from Jean-Paul Sartre, a term he is quoted as using when
referencing the support he found in his relationship with his life-long partner, Simone de
Beauvoir. The gift of confidence emphasizes the reciprocal emotional support that can be
provided by individuals participating in mutual, collaborative activities. The dynamic interplay
in the interactions among participants in the Multi Age Community, the emotional support, and
the imbued ‘gift of confidence’ in the environment provided complementarity in the Multi-Age
Community. The sum of the parts was greater than the whole. The participants, the activity in the
MAC, the context, the culture, the environment, and the artifacts contributed to a “collective
zone of proximal development” (Moll & Whitmore, 1993, p.20).
Moll and Whitmore (1993) suggest that rather than thinking of the significant other in a
ZPD as characteristic of only a child or a teacher, it should be considered as the interdependence
of both children and adults, as well as the cultural and social resources and artifacts that mediate
learning. Perhaps in a community such as the MAC, where technology is normalized “invisible,
hardly even recognized as technology, taken for granted in everyday life” (Bax, 2003, p. 23),
embedded digital tools can be seen as contributing to a collective ZPD as a ‘significant other’,
providing opportunities for reflexivity, mediating learning, making connections, engendering
confidence and competence, and providing a space for creativity.
The original premise of the study was that second language development would be
positively mediated and significantly influenced by digital tools as meditational means in the
classrooms of the Multi-Age Community. According to sociocultural theory, symbolic or
concrete artifacts often indirectly mediate the relationship between an individual and their
environment. Individuals have the capacity to internalize, organize, and order their mental
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activity through meditational means. These meditational means are at first objects or artifacts for
the individual; however, through repeated use, the imitation of others, and with the guidance of
significant others, they become internalized or personally and conceptually meaningful,
transforming the individual and the community, a perspective realized in the findings for the
study with regard to second language development.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
In this study, the integration of technology in a multi-age community (MAC) was
analyzed over eight-weeks specifically focusing on how this community utilized the technology
available to them as well as on how the technology provided enhanced opportunities for second
language development. The study relied on Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) and
sociocultural perspectives from Vygotsky’s work, further developed by SCT theorists. The
dissertation employed a qualitative methodology, including in-depth interviews with educators,
the lead administrator, and the Educational Computing Consultant (ECS), as well as
observations, field notes, and digital data (which included videos and photos) taken by studentparticipants. Entries from hard-backed paper journals placed in each of the five classrooms and
artifacts from the school wiki were also analyzed.
The data were analyzed and discussed from a CHAT perspective, examining the
components of the Activity System (AS): the rules, the object, the division of labor, the
mediating tools, and the outcomes, as well as sociocultural constructs. As indicated in the
findings, the use of digital tools for learning was embedded throughout the AS, providing
propitious opportunities for second language development and, indeed, for learning across the
curriculum. Participants used the tools as individuals might use any tool (pens, pencils, books,
and dictionaries) in purposeful, intentional activity in the mediation of learning, specifically in
second language development. Moreover, the analysis of the use of digital tools through some of
the tenets of SCT - mediation, internalization, the zone of proximal development, reflexivity, as
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well as sociocultural activity, provided constructs to explore the processes that mediate second
language development.
The data also revealed that the four interacting components of the MAC AS prioritized a
multivocality in the community that was formed by all the participants in activity. Consistent
collaboration and cooperation in this multivocalic system resulted in the formation of a collective
ZPD, creating a positive, emotional experience that fostered confidence by inclusion in the
community, engendering competence, providing opportunities for second language development,
and, perhaps more importantly, facilitating creativity.
Additionally, the Final Educators’ Interview revealed that the situated convergence of
rules, objects, division of labor, outcomes, and mediating tools that construct conditions of
activity can be significantly altered when the integrity of the system, like the integrity of any
intentionally designed structure, is compromised or changed, which unfortunately proved to be
the case for the MAC after changes that resulted in a lack of at hand technology, as happened
during the semester following completion of the study.
The use of technology in both the private and public sectors of society has continued to
increase and expand at an exponential rate over the past four decades. Digital tools and social
media have become ubiquitous, employed by many levels of society, and have become
increasingly influential in global economic and political events. Given the growing importance
of technology in our digital world, educators are being increasingly called upon to incorporate
instruction in technology and integrate these digital tools in classrooms, providing students with
new literacies. Concurrently, school districts and educators are addressing the many issues
related to the increase of second language students in classrooms across the United States. The
continued increase in culturally and linguistically diverse populations will require all educators,
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including second language educators, to examine how best to adapt classroom instruction to
effectively meet the needs of this increasingly diverse population in conjunction with the
integration of new digital literacies as was the object of study in this dissertation research.
6.2 Implications, Limitations, and Future Research
Although limited to study on a single community, how the technology available to this
particular community contributed to learning and how second language development was
mediated through the community’s use of digital tools do offer insights that are applicable
outside the specifics of the MAC through understanding the nature of activity systems; that is,
such concerns as how administrators, teachers, and students collaboratively structure learning
environments, how to distribute technology, and how to foster interaction in relation to
promoting second language development. This recommendation may expand the existing body
of research on the field of Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL); however, and
perhaps more importantly, research in the normalization of computers, or digital tools, embedded
in practice for all students might benefit educators and students alike, as evident in the current
pandemic, when online remote learning has taken center stage in our schools, affording learning
for some yet constraining learning for others.
Future study on such matters is required in order to gain a more comprehensive
knowledge of the interface of technology with content and second language learning. Moreover,
the breadth and depth of data that had been collected by the end of the study could not have been
imagined at its conception, which required the researcher to synthesize the data over a significant
period of time, despite which, it is still, of course, possible that not all of the implications in the
data were brought out in the findings and analysis.
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Finally, it should be said that the findings for this study urge all those involved in
education at all levels to reflect on their own practice. Furthermore, it behooves our academic
institutions, indeed our society, to invest in and support research and reflection based on sound
practices in our educational settings. Research should not be reserved for those in college-level
academic institutions. Rather, research should inform practice and must be practically applicable
as was found for the MAC, allowing administrators and educators to develop sound practices
based on sound theory that benefit all students.
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APPENDIX A
DATA SOURCES AND DATA COLLECTION SCHEDULE

Subject in
Activity System
Students in
Multi-Age
Community
(MAC)

Tool in Data
Collection
Videos/photos
collected and
recorded with
iPods

When

Frequency of
Contact
Participants’
preference –
both student &
educators

Mid-April to
June 1st

Students in MAC

Class Journals
paper

Mid- April to
June 1

Daily

Reflection of digital
tool use through
graphic
representation

Students in
Multi-Age

First Interview
video

Scheduled end
of April

Proposed
1 session

Interviewer

Students in
Multi-Age

Final Interview
video

Scheduled
early June

Proposed
1 session

Educators in
Multi-Age
Educators in
Multi-Age

Preliminary
Interview
First Interview
video

May 2010

1 session

April, 2011

1 session

Educators in
Multi-Age

Final Interview
video

Scheduled June
2011
* Occurred
September,
2011
April, 2011

1 session

Student
participants’ views
on learning with
digital tools
Student
participants’ views
on learning with
digital tools
Suitability of site
for research
Educator
participants’ views
on digital tools &
L2 usage
Educator
participants’ views
on L2 usage of
digital tools
Administrations’
view of digital tools
& site vision
Administrations’
view of L2 use of
digital tools
ECS’s view of
on-site use of
digital tools
ECS’s view of L2
digital tool use
Familiarity with
site and participants
Observe & record
L2s use of digital
tools
Ontological
development of L2
digital tool usage

Administrator
Holland School

First Interview
video

Administrator
Holland School

Final Interview
video

June, 2011

1 session

First Interview
video

April, 2011

1 session

Final Interview
video
Preliminary Field
Notes /
Observations
Study Field
Notes/
Observations
School wiki

June, 2011

1 session

September
2011 to
January, 2011
End of April
2011 to MidJune, 2011
October 2010
to July 2011

I hour weekly

Educational
Computing
Specialist(ECS)
ECS
Multi-Age
Community
Multi- Age
Community
Multi-Age
Community

1 session

3 hours weekly
N/A
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Focus/Object
Student Participant
(L2) use of digital
tools

Researcher
Role
None:
Supplied
designated
iPods for
recording
None

Occurrence
Yes
Prolific
245 videos

Interviewer

Yes
21 handwritten
23 wordprocessed
32 additional
paper sheets
No
Participants,
became coresearchers
No
Adapted by
Student
Researchers
Yes

Interviewer

Yes

Interviewer

Interviewer

Delayed requested by
educators due
to end of year
workload
Yes

Interview

Yes

Interview

Yes

Interview

Yes

Participant
observer

Yes
Total 5

Participant
observer

Yes
Total 15

N/A

Yes

Interviewer

APPENDIX B
STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
A group interview will be conducted using the open-ended questions below to structure
and facilitate data collection. The protocol is designed to guide discussion, not limit the
data collection to specific answers to these questions.
1. Tell me about the different types of technology that you and your classmates use
in your classroom.
2. What kinds of technology do you most often use in your classroom?
a. What is your favorite kind of technology?
i.
Why?
ii.
How do you most often use it?
3. How do you use the other technologies in the classroom?
4. How often do you use technology in your classroom?
a. Do you use technology as much as you would like to use it?
b. If you could choose, how often would you like to use technology in the
classroom?
5. Why do you use technology in the classroom?
6. Do these technologies help you learn? Why? How?
7. How do these technologies help your classmates learn?
8. Do students who speak another language use these tools differently in your
classroom? How? Why?
9. Tell me a story about your favorite time you or your classmate used technology?
a. Why did you choose that story?
b. Did you or your classmate use the learning again for another project or in
another place?
10. What kinds of technology do you use at home?
a. What is your favorite kind of technology to use at home?
i.
Why?
ii.
How often do you use it?
b. How often do you use technology at home?
11. Do you use technology for a different purpose at home? How? Why?
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12. Do you learn things about using technology at home that you can then use at
school?
13. Do you learn things when you use technology at school that you can then use at
home?
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APPENDX C
EDUCATOR INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
A group interview will be conducted using the open-ended questions below to structure and
facilitate data collection. The protocol is designed to guide discussion, not limit the data
collection to specific answers to these questions.
1. Tell me about the different types of technology your students employ in the Multi-Age
Classroom.
2. What kinds of technology do they most often employ in the classroom?
a. How do they employ these technologies?
b. Why do they employ these technologies?
3. What is their favorite technological tool?
a. Why?
b. How do they most often employ this tool?
4. What percentage of class time do your students use or integrate technology in their
learning?
a. Do they integrate technology as much as you would like them to? Why or why
not?
b. Do they use technology as much as they would like to? Why or why not?
c. If the students could choose, how often do you think they would use technology
in a classroom situation?
5. Do students take initiative and use technology in ways and in situations that you have not
suggested or modeled? How? Why? Why not?
6. Do second language learners use technology more or less often than native speakers in
your classroom? Why? Why not?
7. Do second language learners use technology differently from native speakers in your
classroom? How? Why? Why not?
8. In your opinion, does the use of technology facilitate cooperative learning together?
How? Why? Why not?
9. In your opinion, what is the major reason students use technology in a classroom?
10. Does the use of technology facilitate student learning? How? Why?
11. Tell me one of your favorite stories about your student(s) using technology?
a. Have you seen your student(s) use the learning gained from this particular
experience again in another project or area?
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b. Why did you choose this story?
12. What kinds of technology do your students use at home?
a. How often do they use technology at home?
b. What technology do they use most often at home?
i. Why?
ii. How do they use it?
13. Do students use technology for a different purpose at home? How? Why? Why not?
14. Do students transfer their knowledge of and learning with technology between home and
school?
a. If yes, why? Describe a situation illustrating this transfer of learning.
b. If no, why not?
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APPENDIX D
Concept Mappings: Administrator and ECS
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APPENDIX E
L2 STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS CONCEPT MAPPINGS
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